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3.4.3 Number of research papers published per teacher in 2022-2023 

 

S.No 

Title of paper 

Name of the 

author/s 

Department 

of the teacher Name of journal 

1 Dalit movement: A Social 

change B.N. Prathyusha English Bhava veena (UGC Care Journal) 

2 Telugu kavitvamlo rekkala 

prasthanam P. Nagamallika Telugu  Auchithyam volume 3 

3 

Sahitya shilpi baapiraju  P. Nagamallika Telugu  Amma nudi 

4 Sense of love towards nature 

and children in the short 

stories of Ruskin Bond B.N. Prathyusha English 

INT-JECSE International Journal 

of Early child hood special 

education (UGC Care Journal) 

5 Do ESG had influence on 

Return on Investments of 

BRICS listed Stock 

Exchanges:An Empirical 

Study 

Rama Durga 

Sirisha Reddy Commerce  Social Science Journal 

6 

Depiction of children in 

Ruskin Bond’s Short stories B.N. Prathyusha English 

INT-JECSE International Journal 

of Early child hood special 

education (UGC Care Journal) 

7 The role of ICT in English 

language teaching B.N. Prathyusha English 

Lang-Lit  International Journal 

(UGC Care Journal) 

8 Spectral studies of Nd3+ 

doped different 

fluorophosphate glasses for 

their aptness in laser 

applications at 1060 nm 

B. Surya narayana 

Devara Physics 

Physics and Chemistry of Glasses 

- European Journal of Glass 

Science and Technology 

9 Study on Gender Difference 

in Suicidal Ideation among  

Adolescents  M. Suvarchala  Home Science 

International Journal of 

Management (IJM) 

10 Delving into the 

spectroscopic properties of 

dy3+in different 

fluorophosphate glasses for 

multitude of applications 

B. Surya narayana 

Devara Physics 

International Journal of Current 

Advanced Research 

11 The Effects of Prebiotics & 

Probiotics on Anxiety 

Depression & Suicidal 

ideation with Special 

Refercence to Adolescents A 

Review M. Suvarchala  Home Science 

Journal of fundamental and 

compartive Research  

12 Potanabhagavata 

sambhashanulu  Advaitam, 

Taditara ciddhanthalu  K. Madhavi  Telugu  Auchithyam  
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1. ��� క�త� ం� �క� ల �ప�� నం

�. ప���� �గమ��క

��� ���ప�, �ప�త�  ��� క��ల �మచం�ద�రం,
�న�మ ��� , ఆం�ధ�ప��.

��: 7981364632, email: pnmpvs14@gmail.com

ఉ��� తం:

ఆ��క ��� ��త� ం� వచన క�త �వలం �ప��య� ��త� ��ం� స����  �తన� ం �య���, వ� � � ���రత� ఊత���  అత� ంత శ� �వంత�న ��త ����ం�.స�జ ప�ం� ఆ��క �వ�లం� ��ం�ం�న వచన క�త� ం �ప��� మ�
క�త� ం� మన� న� అం��ం�ం�.వ�� ���� �� ,�ప నవ� త� క�� క�� ��� �� చ� ���  సరళత� ం, ఎదల� �� ��తనం�, స���� �ప��ంబం�, �స��కత� �దర� నం� ����  ఎ��  �త� �త� �ప��యల �పకల� న� �ర� దర� కత� ం
వ���  �న���ం�.

ఈ వచన క�� �సవం��� �� క�త� ం, ���, ��� �ద�న���  �ప��య� �త� ఒరవ�� సృ����  �ప� �త�� ��  ���ం� స����  �ం�� న��ంచడం� క� ��త� ������ �. ఇ�ం� �తన వచన క�� �ప��య��  �క� �
�ప��య ఒక�.

�ప��య �పకర �:

�క� � �పకర � ఆ �� �గంబర క� అ�న ఎం.�. �గ� ��. ఇం�� అ�� ����  అన�� ���� ��  �వం ఇ�� ఉం�ం�. ఈ �ప��య� ��కృ�క, ��� క, �స��క, ���క �ష�� �ప��ంశం� ఉం��. �క� � �ప��య �ం� ��ల� ��న
�పం. �ద� ��� ��� ప� శ�ర�� �వ� �ం� ��� �ం� �క� �. �ద� �గం ఒక ��రణ�న ���� ం� అ�� ��� ��� క �� �� నం� ఉం�ం�. �ం� �గం �క� � ���  ��ం� �ల� ం. ��రణ�న ���� ం��  ఉం� ఒక అ�
��రణ�న ����  ఉ�త�ప�� అ��రణ ప����� ������� �క� �. ��� �వన స�� �, ��� క ��� �� ���ం��. ���న �ష�ల �ం� ��య� �షయం�� �క�  ప�� న��ంచడ� �క� � �ప�� కత� క����ం�.

�క� � - ల���:

ఈ �క� ల క�� �ప��య� �త�ం ఆ� ���ం��. ��ల �యమం తప�  ప�ల �యమం, అ��ల �యమం ��. �షయ �భజన బ�� ��� ప �� �ం� ��� ఉం��.� ��� ����  �షయం ల�� ం� ఉం� �వ� �ం� ����  ల�ణం
�ప���ంచ బ��ం�. �ప�నం� ఈ �ప��య� క�� ��� �� చ�  ఉం�ం�. అం��త� ఒక �ష���  క� �ం�� ���  ���  సమ� �ం� ��� ం���  ���  ��ంచటం అ� ఒక �ప�� క �ల�  ల����  క�� ఉం��.

ఈ �క� �� �వ� �ం� ��� �మన ఆట�ల�� �� �దం�� ఒక సం����  ���క దృక� ���  క��ం� �ఠ�ల హృద�ల� త� ర� ఆక���ం��. వ�� ��ధ� ం� ��త స�� ల� ఎ��  ����ం� ��ం�న ��త�  �ప��య �క� �.

�క� � �పకర � �గ� �� '�క� �'� ��� ��వ�� �� �ం�న ���స� ��� �ల� � "�ం��  ఆ� ��" � ఆంగ �ం�� అ�వ�ం��. �� వల� అంత���య �� �� �క� � �ప��య� మం� �� �ం� వ�� ం�.�గ� �� ఎం�� ఈ క�త�
��� ఇ� ��� ��� �. "�ఃఖం�ం� అ�� �ఃఖం�ం� �క� � ���. ���  �� �ం� ఉన�  �ః���  ���� ల� ���. ఏ� ఊ�ం� �య��. �� ���. అ�భ�ం� ���. మ�� తన ప��� ����� ��ం�ల� ��� � అ�
���  వ�� �ం��.

�క� � - �నవ��త ��తణ:

ఈ �క� � ��గ �డ, జయప�క సం��ల� �� �� ��తస�� �, త�� �, స�జం, �పకృ�, ��ధ మనస��� ల �పవర �న�� , �స��క �ష���  ఇ� ఎ��  ����.

     "����

     �ండ� �ం� �డ��

     ఆడ�ల�ం� అసంతృ��

     �న�  ����� �న�  ��"

    స�జం ఎంత అ�వృ�� ��ం�� ఆడ�ల� �షయం� సం��త ��ల�� ఉ�� ర� �వ�ం��.

    "ఎంత ��గత��

    ����

    �����ం� బట�

   మృ��  �య వృ�� ప� ం" 

   ���న �ప� ��� మర�ంచక తప� � అ� ��� కత� చక� � ����. �� �ట�� �ం� మం� ఈ �ప��య� �ప�� �.

        "ఆ�శం

        �� ��

       న� �� ��

       ��తం ��"

అం� ఈ �పపంచం� ఏ� �� �� ��తం ��త� �� అన�  �స��క దృ�� ����  �శవ��� ఆనందవనం �క� ల� చక� � ��� �.

   "అ�� త �పపంచం

    ఎక� � �� 

    � ��� �

    దృ�� ��� �

    సృ�� �ర�"

     అం� పద� కళ �� మన సమస� ల పట� దృ�� �ణం ��� � తప�  ��తం �రద� ��త స�� ��  �వ�ం��.

     "ఎ��  ��ల�

    ��ం� ఎ��  ��ల�  

     ��� ం�

     �లం చమ�� �"

    అం� న�ంద���� 'హంసధ� �'� �లం ��వ� వ� �ం��.

  "���� �� ��

  మద� ం �ండ��

  డ�� క�� జ�� క��"

    అం� ఎల�య�  �� �క� � క�� �ప��య� �తన వ�� ���� ��  ��ం��.

    "ఆ�శం

   ఎ�� కం�ల�

   �బ� � �క�  ఆశ

    అంద� ఆశ

    ��శ అ��ం�"

   అ� ఆశ ఉండవ��  �� ��శ� ����  ఆశ ఉండ�ద� ఎం� హృద� ం� ���� న��  నర�ంహ��� ��.

��ం�:

ఈ �ధం�� ����� ��, క����, ��కృష�, ����, రం���, పర�శ� ర��, �తవర� �జ� ��, �ంక�శ� ��, బృం�వన��, �మచం�ద ��, ����ంత �ంకట రమణ ��, వంగర పర�శ� ర��, ��సప� �ద�న క��ంద� ఈ ఆ��క వచన
క�� �ప��య అ�న �క� ల� స����  �హంగ��ణం ���  ��� క, ��కృ�క, �స��కతల �� �ఠ�ల� �����శం ����� �. మ�oద� క�� �� �ప���ట�ల� మం� వచన క��� ��  సృ��ం� ��� ���� ��  �సంపన� ం ��� ర� ఆ��� ం.

ఆ�ర �గం��:
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≥̀Å∞QÆ∞*Ïu Ñ̈„uHõ J=∞‡#∞_ç 38#=O|~°∞–2022

™êÇ≤Ï «̀º teÊ ÉÏÑ≤~åA

™êÇ≤Ï`«º~°OQÆO Ñ̈ã̈∞Ñ̈ÙÖË\ ̃<åQÆ=∞e¡Hõ
79813 64632

J_»q ÉÏa~åA
Hõ#∞"≥Å∞QÆ∞: 8 JHÀì|~°∞ 1895

Hõ#∞=∞~°∞QÆ∞: 22 ÃãÃÑìO|~°∞ 1952

=∞# ̀ ≥Å∞QÆ∞*Ïu QÆifiOK«̂ ŒQÆæ "åiÖ’ „j J_»q ÉÏÑ≤~åA
QÍ~°∞ XHõ~°∞. DÜ«∞# Q˘Ñ¨Ê z„`« HÍ~°∞_»∞,#=ÖÏHÍ~°∞_»∞,
Hõ^äŒ‰õΩ_»∞, <å@HõHõ~°Î, "åºã¨Hõ~°Î, =HõÎ, *ÏfÜ«∞"åk, Ñ¨„uHÍ
ã¨Oáê^Œ‰õΩ_»∞, L`«Î=∞ J^è•ºÑ¨ ‰õΩ_»∞, <åºÜ«∞"åk, #@∞_»∞,
JxflO\H̃© q∞Oz „Ñ̈„Ñ̈ ä̂Œ=∞OQÍ ̀ ≥Å∞QÆ∞ ã≤h K«Å# z„ «̀ ~°OQÍ#
HõàÏ^Œ~°≈Hõ`«fiO KÕÑ¨\ ˜ì# HõàÏ`«Ñ¨ã≤fi, |Ç¨ï=ÚY „Ñ¨*Ï˝âße.
HõàÏ~å^èŒ#ˆH `«# rq`åxfl JOH˜`«O KÕã≤# =∞Ç¨ÏhÜ«Ú_»∞.
Hõq «̀fiO`Àáê@∞, ã̈Ow «̀ <å\ÏºÅÖ’ ‰õÄ_® Ñ̈iK«Ü«∞=Ú#fl Q˘Ñ̈Ê
HõàÏHÍ~°∞_®Ü«∞#.

„j ÉÏÑ≤~åA QÍ~°∞ 1895 JHÀì|~°∞ 8= ̀ Õn# Ñ̈tÛ=∞ QÀ^•=i

lÖÏ¡ cè=∞=~°O ã¨g∞Ñ¨OÖ’x ã¨iÑ¨Öˇ¡ „QÍ=∞OÖ’ [x‡OKå~°∞.

cè=∞=~°O, #~°™êÑ̈Ù~°OÖ’ ÃÇ·Ïã̈∂¯Å∞ K«̂ Œ∞=Ù Ñ̈Ó~°ÎÜ«∂ºHõ, ~å[=∞O„_ç

P~üì û HõàÏâßÅÖ’ a.U. _ç„w KÕâß~°∞. P<å\˜ HõàÏâßÅ „Ñ≤xûáêÖò

P™êfiÖò¤ ‰õÄ„ÖË¤ POQÆ¡ ÉèÏëê HÀq Œ̂∞_ÕHÍHõ, POQÆ¡OÖ’ Q˘Ñ¨Ê Hõq,

z„ «̀HÍ~°∞_»∞ ‰õÄ_®. „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA HõàÏrq`åxH˜ <åOn „Ñ¨™êÎ=#

KÕã≤Ok P HõàÏâßÅ „Ñ≤xûáêÖò '‰õÄ„ÖË¤— Jx „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA ¿Ñ~˘¯<åfl~°∞.

„Ñ≤xûáêÖò «̀#ÃÑ· „Ñ῭ ÕºHõ „â◊̂ Œú Hõ#ÊiKÕ"å~°x, ZO`À Pf‡Ü«∞ «̀̀ À

É’kèã¨∂Î, HõàÏ Œ̂$+≤ì „Ñ¨™êkOKå~°x „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA J<Õ"å~°∞. '‰õÄ„ÖË¤—

„áÈ`åûÇ¨ÏO`À<Õ z„ «̀HÍ~°∞_çQÍ ~å}˜OKå#x PÜ«∞# K≥Ñ¨ÙÊ‰õΩ<åfl~°∞.

a.U. _ç„w Ñ¨Ó~°ÎÜ«∂ºHõ H˘O «̀HÍÅO *ÏfÜ≥∂ Œ̂º=∞OÖ’ áêÖÁæ<åfl~°∞.

P «̀~åfi «̀ =∞zbÑ̈@flOÖ’x *ÏfÜ«∞ HõàÏâßÅÖ’ KÕi „j „Ñ̈"≥∂ Œ̂

‰õΩ=∂~° K«@s˚ =^ŒÌ z„`«ÖËY#O JÉèíºã≤OKå~°∞. tÅÊHõà◊Ö’#∂,

z„ «̀ÖËY#OÖ’#∂ J<ÕHõ "≥∞à◊‰õΩ=Å#∞ K«@s˚ = Œ̂Ì „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA

<Õ~åÛ~°∞. P «̀~åfi «̀ =∞„^•ã¨∞Ö’x 'ÖÏ— HõàÏâßÅÖ’ <åºÜ«∞âß„ãÎ̈OÖ’

a.ZÖò. Ñ¨\Ïì á⁄Ok ã¨fi„QÍ=∞O cè=∞=~°OÖ’ <åºÜ«∞"å^Œ =$uÎ

KÕÑ¨\Ïì~°∞. J~Ú Õ̀ ã¨∞=∂~°∞ U_®k HÍÅO =∂„ «̀O <åºÜ«∞"åkQÍ

Ñ¨xKÕã≤,  1935Ö’ |O Œ̂~°∞ *ÏfÜ«∞ HõàÏâßÅ „Ñ≤xûáêÖòQÍ KÕ~å~°∞.

HõàÏâßÅ „Ñ≤xûáêÖòQÍ «̀# QÆ∞~°∞=Ù ‰õÄ„ÖË¤ =∞Ç¨â◊Ü«Úx P Œ̂~°≈OQÍ

ã¨∞=∂~°∞ <åÅ∞æ ã¨O=`«û~åÅ∞ |O^Œ~°∞ *ÏfÜ«∞ HõàÏâßÅÖ’

Ñ¨xKÕâß~°∞.

 P «̀~åfi «̀ ≥̀Å∞QÆ∞ K«Å#z„ «̀ ~°OQÆOÖ’ HõàÏ Œ̂~°≈‰õΩxQÍ „j

ã≤. Ñ̈ÙÅ¡Ü«∞º xi‡Oz# 'ã̈f J#ã̈∂Ü«∞—, '„ è̂Œ∞= q[Ü«∞O— 'g∞~åÉÏ~Ú—

z„`åÅ‰õΩ HõàÏ Œ̂~°≈Hõ̀ «fiO x~°fiÇ≤ÏOKå~°∞. P ~°HõOQÍ ̀ ≥Å∞QÆ∞ K«Å#z„ «̀

~°OQÆOÖ’ `˘e  HõàÏ^Œ~°≈‰õΩÅ∞QÍ „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA =∞Oz¿Ñ~°∞

ã̈OáêkOKå~°∞. K«Å#z„ «̀ x~å‡}O ̀ ˘e~ÀAÖ’¡ 1930 „áêO «̀OÖ’

„Ñ¨`ÕºH˜Oz HõàÏ^Œ~°≈‰õΩÅO@∂ "Õˆ~ LO_Õ"å~°∞ HÍ^Œ∞.P Ö’@∞#∞

`˘e™êiQÍ HõàÏxkè „j ÉÏÑ≤~å*Ë f~åÛ~°∞. JO`ÕHÍ^Œ∞,

HõàÏ Œ̂~°≈Hõ̀ åfixH̃  „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA XHõ „Ñ̈ Õ̀ºHõ™ê÷#O, QÆ∞iÎOÑ̈Ù`Àáê@∞,

<Õ\˜ Ñ¨Å∞=Ù~°∞ HõàÏ Œ̂~°≈‰õΩÅ‰õΩ P Œ̂~°≈OQÍ xÖÏÛ~°∞.

J~Ú Õ̀, z„ «̀~°OQÍ# Z‰õΩ¯=HÍÅO ã≤÷~°Ñ̈_»Hõ, ÃÇ·Ï Œ̂~åÉÏ £̂ #∞O_ç

"≥Å∞=_Õ 'g∞*Ï<£— k#Ñ¨„uHõ ã¨Oáê^ŒHõ ÉÏ^èŒº`«Å∞ KÕÑ¨\Ïì~°∞.

≥̀ÅOQÍ}Ï „áêO «̀OÖ’ P<å_»∞ (1943) g∞*Ï<£ Ñ¨„uHõ‰õΩ qâı+¨

ã̈OYºÖ’ áê~î°‰õΩÅ∞O_Õ"å~°∞. D Ñ̈„uHõÖ’ 1943 #∞O_ç1946 =~°‰õΩ

ã¨Oáê^Œ‰õΩÅ∞QÍ Ñ¨xKÕâß~°∞. giH˜ ~°K«~Ú`«QÍ =∞Oz¿Ñ~°∞

≥̀zÛÃÑ\ì̃Ok g∞*Ï<£ Ñ̈„uHõ<Õ K≥áêÊe. „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA `å#∞ ~åã≤#

#=ÅÅ∞- HÀ#Oy, QÀ#QÆ<åflÔ~_ç¤, <å~åÜ«∞}~å=Ù, Ç≤Ï=∞aO Œ̂∞, J_»q

âßOu„j, «̀∞áê#∞, g\Ö̃’ H˘xflO\x̃ g∞*Ï<£ Ñ̈„uHõÖ’ ã‘iÜ«∞Öòû

QÍ ~åã̈∂Î, P ̀ «~åfi «̀ Ñ̈Ùã̈ÎHõ~°∂Ñ̈OÖ’ „Ñ̈K«∞iOKå~°∞. Ñ̈„uHÍ~°OQÆOÖ’

ZO Œ̂~Àfl L «̀Î=∞ [~°fleã¨∞ìÅ∞QÍ g~°∞ fiÛk^•Ì~°∞. Ñ¨„uHÍ ~°K«#Ö’

#∂`«# q^è•<åÅ‰õΩ „jHÍ~°O K«∞\Ï ì~ °∞. J~Ú`Õ, x*ÏO

x~°O‰õΩâ◊áêÅ#, ~°*ÏHÍ~°∞Å ^Œ∞O_»QÍÅ#∞ =ºuˆ~H˜ã¨∂Î, Ñ¨„uHõ

ã̈Oáê Œ̂Hõ̀ åfixfl = Œ̂e, QÆ∞O@∂~°∞Ö’ HõàÏÑ‘~îåxfl <≥ÅH˘ÖÏÊ~°∞. WHȭ _»

ZO Œ̂iHÀ z„ «̀ÖËY#OÖ’ tHõ∆} WKåÛ~°∞.

ÉÏÑ≤~åAQÍi z„`åÅÖ’ 'â◊|Ì„|Ç̈Ï‡— ÉèÏQÆ= «̀ Ñ̈Ù~°∞+̈, ã̈∂~°º Õ̂=,

ã̈=Ú„ Œ̂QÆ∞Ñ̈ÙÎ_»∞, ~å è̂•Hõ$+̈‚, Q“sâ◊OHõ~°∞Å∞, â◊tHõà◊, =∞$ «̀∞ºO[Ü«Ú_»∞,

#@~åA P#O Œ̂ `åO_»=O, <åQÆ#$ «̀ºO, uHȭ #, g∞~åÉÏ~Ú WÖÏ

J<ÕHõO „Ñ¨=ÚY"≥∞ÿ#q. „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA qâ◊fi<å è̂Œ "åi H˜<≥fl~°™êx

áê@Å‰õΩ, #O_»∂i "åi ZOH˜ áê@Å‰õΩ K«Hȭ x ˆ~MÏz„`åÅ∞ wã≤

P w`åÅ‰õΩ r=O áÈâß~°∞. ÉÏÑ≤~åAQÍi â◊|Ì„|Ç¨Ï‡ z„`«O

_≥<å‡~°∞¯Ö’x z„`«„Ñ¨^Œ~°≈#âßÅÖ’, Ñ¨kÅ Ñ¨~°K«|_çOk. ÉèÏQÆ=`«

Ñ̈Ù~°∞+̈ z„ «̀O,u~°∞"å#∂¯~°∞Ö’#∂, ã̈∂~°º Õ̂= z„ «̀O cÇ̈~üÖ’, WÖÏ

J<ÕHõ z„`åÅ∞ Ñ¨Å∞ „Ñ¨=ÚY∞Å Wà◊§Ö’ JÅOHõ~°}ÏÅ∞QÍ

«̀~°∞"å~Ú 47= Ñ̈Ù@Ö’....



≥̀Å∞QÆ∞*Ïu Ñ̈„uHõ J=∞‡#∞_ç 47#=O|~°∞–2022

ã̈O Õ̂Ç̈ÏO ÖË̂ Œ∞. nxH̃ ̀ À_»∞ ÉèÏëê ã̈Oã̈¯~°}Ö’ ‰õÄ_® „É∫<£ ̀ «# ≥̂ÿ#
=Ú„ Œ̂ "Õâß_»∞. „É∫<£ Hõ$+≤ =Å¡ P<å_»∞ ≥̀Å∞QÆ∞Ö’ =Ú„ Œ̂} qHÍã¨O
K≥Ok „Ñ¨[Å‰õΩ JO Œ̂∞ÉÏ@∞Ö’H˜ =zÛOk. ≥̀Å∞QÆ∞ ÉèÏ+¨Ö’ Ç¨ÏÅ∞¡Å∞
~å¿ã@Ñ̈ÙÊ_»∞ K« - K«, [ - [ Å∞ ~å¿ã"å~°∞. K«O„ Œ̂∞_»∞ -K«O Œ̂=∂=∞,
[_»-[Ö¡̌_». D JHõ∆~åÅÃÑ·# 1,2 Jx "Õ¿ã"å~°∞.  D ã¨fiÅÊ ÉèË̂ ŒO
J#=ã¨~°O Jx  `˘ÅyOKå_»∞.JÖÏˆQ ~°-é ÉèË̂ •Å∞ „Hõ-Hõ$ ÉèË̂ •Å∞
ã¨iKÕâß_»∞. J~å÷#∞™êfi~°=Ú Ñ¨Ó~å‚#∞™êfi~° q+¨Ü«∞OÖ’x H¡̃+ì̈̀ «#∞
`˘ÅyOKå_»∞. 1836Ö’ =Ú„k «̀"≥∞ÿ# ~åqáê\˜ QÆ∞~°∞=¸iÎ âß„ã≤Î
≥̀Å∞QÆ∞ "åºHõ~°}OÖ’x „Ñ¨Ü≥∂QÍÅ#∞ ã¨iKÕã≤# ^•xH˜ Ñ¨O_ç̀ «∞Å∞

H˘O «̀=∞Ok q=∞i≈OKå~°∞. ̀ «~åfi «̀ "å\˜ LÑ¨Ü≥∂QÍÅ#∞ qã¨‡iOz
"åàı§ ã̈~°~Ú# =∂~°æO ZOK«∞‰õΩ<åfl~°∞. ÉèÏëê ã̈Oã̈¯~°}Ö’ =ÚYºOQÍ
QÆ=∞xOK«=Åã≤#k q~å=∞ zÇ¨flÅ∞. „É∫<£ J#O`«~°"Õ∞ =∞#‰õΩ
≥̀Å∞QÆ∞Ö’ q~å=∞ zÇ̈flÅ∞, Ñ̈Ù@ ã̈OYºÅ∞, J è̂•ºÜ«∂Å∞, Pâßfi™êÅ∞,

ÉèÏQÍÅ∞ "≥Ú Œ̂Å~Ú# qÉèí[# HõxÑ≤ã¨∞ÎOk.  ̀ ≥Å∞QÆ∞ "åºHõ~°} ~°K«#
1840Ö’ `˘e™êi JK«Û~ÚOk. „É∫<£H˜  Ñ¨Ó~°fi"Õ∞ Z_ç HÍOÉˇÖò
~°zOz# A Grammar of the Telugu language,  qeÜ«∞O „É∫<£
~åã≤# A Grammar of the Gentoo language,, ÉÏQÍ „Ñ̈ã≤kú K≥O^•~Ú.
^•xHÀ HÍ~°}O LOk. DÔ~O_»∞ "åºHõ~°}ÏÅ∞  Ñ¨O_ç̀ «∞Å „Ñ¨â◊Oã¨‰õΩ
áê„`«"≥∞ÿ#"Õ `«Ñ¨Ê „Ñ¨Ü≥∂[#O JO`«QÍÖË^Œ∞. 1814Ö’ ˆHs
=Ú„kOz#Grammar of the Telinga Language  ≥̀Å∞QÆ∞ ã¨Oã¨̄ $ «̀
[#º=∞x _è»OHÍÉèí*Ï~ÚOKå_»∞. Jk Ñ¨O_ç̀ «∞Å =∞#fl# HÍx, „Ñ¨[Å
P Œ̂~°}HÍx á⁄O Œ̂ÖË̂ Œ∞ (D „Ñ̈u National Library HõÅHõ̀ åÎÖ’ LOk).

Wxfl „Ñ¨u‰õÄÅ „Ñ¨`«∞Å =∞^èŒº „É∫<£ "åºHõ~°}O 12 ÉèÏQÍÅ∞QÍ
qÉèíHõÎ=∞~ÚOk. "≥Ú^Œ\ ˜  Ñ¨kÉèÏQÍÅ∞ "åºHõ~°}ÏOâßÅ∞ Ñ¨^Œ
H˘O_»=ÉèÏQÆO Kè«O Œ̂ã¨∞û. 12= ÉèÏQÆO Hõà◊, „ Œ̂∞ «̀ „Ñ¨Hõ$u HÍ"åºÅ‰õΩ
ã ¨O|Ok èOz# L^•Ç ¨ Ï~ °}Å`À q=iOKå_ » ∞ . „É∫< £
ã¨Oã¨¯ $`åO„^èŒÉèÏ+¨Å ã¨O|O^èŒ"Õ∞ K≥áêÊ_»∞  `«Ñ¨Ê [#º[#Hõ
ã¨O|O è̂Œ=∞#ÖË̂ Œ∞. WOw¡+¨µ "åºHõ~°}ÏÅ∞ `˘e<åà◊§Ö’ ÖÏ\˜<£Ö’<Õ
~åâß~°∞. JÖÏˆQ `≥Å∞QÆ∞ "åºHõ~°}=Ú ã¨Oã¨¯ $`« q^è•#OÖ’<Õ
=KåÛÜ«∞<åfl_»∞.  (A Grammar of the Telugu Language by CP Brown

1857 Page VI ). nxH̃ ̀ À_»∞ „É∫<£ "åº=Ç̈iHõ ÉèÏ+̂̈H Ñ̈@ìO Hõ\Ïì_»∞.
H˘xfl ã̈O Œ̂~åƒÖ’¡ 1746Ö’ "≥Å∞=_ç# Benzamin Schultze ~°K«#Å∞,
1728 +̈Øe̊ "åºHõ~°}O  Grammatica Telugica  ÅÖ’x L^•Ç̈Ï~°}Å∞
"åº=Ç̈iHõ ÉèÏ+̈Ö’<Õ L<åflÜ«∞x Jk „Ñ̈[Å ÉèÏ+̈ Jh J<åfl_»∞.
`≥Å∞QÆ∞Ö’ L#fl Ü«∞u„áêã¨Å „Ñ¨™êÎ=# KÕã¨∂Î QÀuH± (Gothic)

ÉèÏ+¨Ö’#∂ â◊|ú ™œO Œ̂~°ºO HÀã¨O JHȭ _»Hȭ _® WÖÏ „Ñ¨Ü≥∂yOK«_»O
ã¨Ç¨Ï[=∞<åfl_»∞. ™êÊùx+π ÉèÏ+¨Ö’ ‰õÄ_® D Ñ¨^Œúu LO^Œx
¿Ñ~˘¯<åfl_»∞. (Ñ¨Ù@Å∞ 314-315) Jxfl q è̂•Å∞QÍ ̀ ≥Å∞QÆ∞ ÉèÏ+¨#∞,
≥̀Å∞QÆ∞ ™êÇ≤Ï`åºxfl fiÛ kkÌ# „É∫<£ =∞Ç¨â◊Ü«Ú_»∞ PO„ è̂Œ |O è̂Œ∞,

"åV‡Ü≥∂^•ú~°‰õΩ_»∞, è̂Œ#ºrq, HÍ~°} [#∞‡_»∞ "≥Ú Œ̂Å~Ú# a~°∞ Œ̂∞
"åK«HÍÅ∞ J<Õq WOHÍ «̀‰õΩ¯"Õ"≥∂.

 (#=O|~ü 10 ã≤.Ñ≤. „É∫<£ [#‡k<À «̀û=O. PÜ«∞# Ñ̈Ù\ì̃ 225

ã¨O=`«û~åÅ∞)

- «̀~°∞"å~Ú =KÕÛ ã¨OzHõÖ’

Î Î Î

â’Éèíxã¨∞Î<åflÜ«∞x ÉÏÑ≤~åA QÍi Jaè=∂#∞Å∞ ¿Ñ~˘¯O\Ï~°∞.
ÉÏÑ≤~åA QÍi  uHõ¯#fl z„`«O PO„^èŒ qâ◊fi HõàÏÑ¨i+¨`ü

|Ç¨ï=∞u á⁄OkOk. g~°∞ ã≤OÇ¨Ïà◊O "≥o§, JHȭ _ç ã≤wiÜ«∂ ‰õΩ_»º
z„`åefl z„uOKå~°∞. Jq =∞„^•ã¨∞Ö’x „Ñ¨Éèí∞ «̀fi =¸ºlÜ«∞OÖ’
L<åfl~Ú. ̂H=ÅO z„`åÅ∞ wÜ«∞_»"Õ∞ HÍ‰õΩO_®, ™ê=∂#∞ºÅÖ’ Ãã·̀ «O
z„ «̀Hõà◊ÃÑ· Jaè~°∞z HõêQÖÏ J<ÕHõ Ñ̈@ì}ÏÅÖ’ z„ «̀Hõà◊ÃÑ· LÑ̈<åº™êÅ∞
WzÛ, z„ «̀ HõàÏaè=$kúH˜ Hõ$+≤KÕâß~°∞. WO Œ̂∞HÀã¨O „Ñ῭ ÕºHõOQÍ XHõ
Ñ¨„uHõ ™ê÷Ñ≤OKåÅx PtOz<å, P Pâ◊Ü«∞O Ñ¶̈Å„Ñ¨̂ ŒO HÍ‰õΩO_®<Õ
„j ÉÏÑ≤~åA Hõ#∞fl=¸âß~°∞.

gi Hõ̂ äŒÅ∞ ~åQÆ=∂eHõ, JO[e, «̀∂eHÍ#$ «̀ºO, «̀~°Oy}˜,
Éè’wÜ«∞Ö’Ü«∞ `«k`«~° Hõ^ä ŒÅ∞ ÉèÏ~°u, g∞*Ï<£ Ñ¨„uHõÅÖ’
„Ñ¨K«∞i`«=∞Ü«∂º~Ú. Hõ^äŒÖ’¡ „Ñ¨Hõ$uÖ’x Ü«∂=`«∞Î ™œO^Œ~åºxfl
^Œi≈OÑ¨*Ë™êÎ~åÜ«∞#. g~°∞ ˆQÜ«∞~°K«~Ú`«QÍ 'â◊tHõà◊—#∞ `«#
P~å^èŒº^Õ=`«QÍ J#∞Hõ∆}O J<Õfi+≤ã¨∂Î Z<Àfl „¿Ñ=∞, ÉèíH˜Î Ñ¨Ó~°fiHõ
ÉèÏ=w`åÅ#∞ ~åâß~°∞. â◊tHõà◊ ˆQÜ«∂Å∞ PHÍâ◊"å}˜Ö’ `«~°K«∂
„Ñ¨™ê~°=∞ø`å~Ú. 'áê_»̂H <å ~å}˜  áê_≥̂ Œ#∞ h‰õΩ<≥· áê@Å#∞ Õ̂q—
D ˆQÜ«∞O - Ñ¶̈∞O@âßÅ "åi QÆà◊OÖ’ ™êÇ≤Ïf„Ñ≤Ü«ÚÅ, PHÍâ◊
"å}̃ „â’ «̀Å Jaè=∂<åxfl K«∂~°Q˘#flk.

  „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA 1949-50 „áêO`åÖ’¡ PHÍâ◊"å}˜ q[Ü«∞"å_»
ˆHO„^Œ ã¨ÅÇ¨^•~°∞_çQÍ Ñ¨xKÕâß~°∞. P HÍÅOÖ’ `«# #=Å

'<å~åÜ«∞}~å=Ù— ˆ~_çÜ≥∂ <å@H©Hõ~°}KÕã≤, JO Œ̂∞Ö’ [g∞O^•~°∞
áê„`«#∞ `å<Õ ã¨fiÜ«∞OQÍ áÈ+≤Oz, #@∞_çQÍ, ˆ~_çÜ≥∂ „â’`«Å
Jaè=∂<åxfl ‰õÄ_® á⁄O^•~°∞. JÖÏˆQ â‹·ÅÉÏÅ, Éè’wÜ«∞Ö’Ü«∞,
U~°∞"åHõ, `«k`«~° ˆ~_çÜ≥∂ <å@HÍÅ#∞ „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA ~°∂á⁄O
kOKå~°∞. 1920 `«~åfi`« J_»q ÉÏÑ≤~åAÖÏO\ ˜ J##º
„Ñ¨uÉèÏáê@"åÅ∞ QÆÅ =∞Ç¨ÏŸ#fl «̀ =ºHÎ̃ PO„ è̂Œ ™êÇ≤Ï «̀º ™êOã¨̄ $uHõ
K«i„ «̀Ö’ ÖË_»x ™êÇ≤Ï «̀º Ñ¨iâ’ è̂Œ‰õΩÅ∞ ÉèÏq™êÎ~°∞.

J_»q ÉÏÑ≤~åA QÍi WO\¿̃Ñ~°∞ J_»q QÍh, PÜ«∞# =∂„ «̀O
™êÇ≤Ï «̀º #O Œ̂#=#O Jx PÜ«∞# ã¨=∞HÍb#∞_»∞ 'Hõ~°∞}„j— XHõ
ã¨O Œ̂~°ƒùOÖ’ ÉÏÑ≤~åAQÍi QÆ∞iOz "åºMÏºxOKå~°∞. JÖÏˆQ, „j
ÉÏÑ≤~åA wã≤# w`« ÉÁ=∞‡=Ù`«∞Ok. J`«_»∞ Ñ¨e¯# Ñ¨Å∞‰õΩ
áê@=Ù «̀∞O Œ̂x „Ñ¨=ÚY HõqÑ¨O_ç̀ «∞Å∞ „j qâ◊fi<å è̂Œ ã῭ «º<å~åÜ«∞}
J<åfl~°∞. HõÖÏ¡HõÑ̈@O, =∂Ü«∂=∞~°‡O Z~°∞QÆx "å_»∞QÍ, q∞„ «̀∞ÅO Œ̂iH©
«̀ÅÖ’ <åÅ¯ÖÏ, Ñ≤Å¡Ö’¡ Ñ≤Å¡"å_çQÍ, ÃÑ Œ̂ÌÖ’¡ ÃÑ Œ̂ÌQÍ, Pf‡Ü«Ú_çQÍ

JO Œ̂iKÕ̀ « 'ÉÏÑ≤ÉÏ=—QÍ Ñ≤eÑ≤OK«∞‰õΩO@∂ JO Œ̂i"å_»∞QÍ rq «̀O
QÆ_çÑ≤# „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA «̀# HõàÏ„Ñ¨Ñ¨OKåxfl = Œ̂e 1952 ÃãÃÑìO|~°∞
22# QÆ∞O_≥áÈ@∞‰õΩ QÆ∞Ô~· H©iÎâı+¨µÖˇ·<å~°∞. `≥Å∞QÆ∞ ™êÇ≤Ï`«º,
™êOã̈¯ $uHõ K«i„ «̀Ö’ ã̈∞ã≤÷~°™ê÷#O ã̈OáêkOz# „j ÉÏÑ≤~åA ~åã≤#
„QÆO ä̂•Å∞,wã≤# z„`åÅ∞ =∂„ «̀O HõàÏaè=∂#∞Å‰õΩ, HõàÏHÍ~°∞Å‰õΩ
ZO`À P Œ̂~°≈O.WO «̀\˜ H©iÎ QÆ_çOz# g~°∞ ≥̀Å∞QÆ∞ "åiH˜ ã¨̂ •
z~°ã¨‡~°hÜ«ÚÅ∞.

"åºã̈~°K«#- ≥̀Å∞QÆ∞ âßMÏkèÑ̈u, „Ñ̈Éèí∞ «̀fi _ç„w HõàÏâßÅ,

~å=∞K«O„ Œ̂Ñ̈Ù~°O, HÀ#ã‘=∞ lÖÏ¡.

D ã̈OzHõ =¸_»= J@ì(51= Ñ̈Ù@) ‰õÄ_® K«∂_»O_ç

38= Ñ̈Ù@ «̀~°∞"å~Ú...

™êÇ≤Ï «̀º teÊ ÉÏÑ≤~åA....
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Abstract: 

The portrayal of child characters in the hilly areas of Dehradun by thewriter Ruskin Bond has 

become his trade mark. He describes childhood alongwith the naturein such a beautifulway that the 

readers become mesmerized with is writings. He talks about nature, about life and the difficulties 

which are faced by the people in the mountainous villages. There is lack of opportunity for the youth 

and they are bound to live in a limited means withoutany development. People have to migrate to 

outside cities for their livelihoodleaving behind their childhood and their families alone. The 

emotional distancewhich is created by the separation of working members and the children of 

thefamilyisverypainful.RuskinBondraisesthiskindofissueswiththehelpofhisstoriesandnovels. His 

words are very simple as well asharsh in certain situations. He deals with his plots in such a way that 

the outputsituations isfelt favorable to the readers and doesjustice to his characters. Hehas never let 

his child and youth characters down are being carried away by theinfluence of others. He sees 

throughout the story that his characters win over theill situations and lead a happy life in the future. 

The love for Ruskin Bond towards children is seen in most of his novels.Most of the senior writers 

don’t give much emphasis to characters of children. But, Rusk in Bond gives a special importance to 

children and thoroughly explains their character and their thought process which is very innocent. All 

petty activities related to children like jumping in stay water on the road, climbing a tree to pluck a 

mango, wandering in the streets and observing others and nature etc. are described in detail. This 

tickles the funny bone of the readers who have had similarly thoughts in their childhood. The feeling 

of childhood helps people to hold themselves fromthe effects of ill post-modernism. The nature of 

children is universal all over the world. Rusk in Bond has shown the habits of children that are 

equalinevery part of the world. 

 

Keywords: mesmerized, innocent, wandering, emphasis 

 

Introduction: Ruskin Bond is one of the most popular recent Indian writers in English. Ruskin bond 

is truelove of nature. Nature and ecology is one of the dominant themes in his works. One 

findsWordsworth’s pantheistic philosophy in Ruskin Bondthat is presence of life or spirit in every 

object of nature like trees, plants, rivers. He lives in Mussoorie, at the foothills of the Himalaya. The 

region is blessed with an abundance of natural beauty, flora and fauna. Bond is worried about destroy 

of the natural environment in the name of development. His deepconcerned is depicted his short 

stories. Writing with love, his pure, innocent characters represent his lovefor nature. They interact 

with animals, trees andflowers; they reflect his concern and his effort topreserve the environment 

through tree plantation.The stories highlight the duty and responsibility tothe environmentthe aim of 

this paper is to highlight how Ruskin Bond has expressed his concern for nature which has been 

exploited by human beings in the name of urbanisation and modernisation and how the harmful 

effects of humans' exploitation of nature directly affect human life and living space. 

Ruskin Bond shows exceptional talent in writing about nature and children. His enchanting stories are 

woven with splendid Himalayas as the background against which human activities depict themselves. 

He writes about ordinary people living in small towns of Himalayas and his stories deal with simple 

things in life. His description of Indian bazaars of the early post independent period is a mirror 

reflecting the social setting, culture and traditions of the people of small towns. The child protagonists 

and other prominent child characters are woven around these settings and locales in a semi – 

humorous and compassionate manner to form a rich fabric of fascinating stories like the Adventures 

of Rusty and his friends in the novels The Room on the Roof (1956) and The Young 

mailto:naladis2@gmail.com
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Vagrants (1981). Bond’s works clearly show his love for animals and nature. Nature has been a great 

strength and a source of solace and comfort for Bond. He derives inspiration form nature. 

The Cherry tree is a simple story that unleashes an enormous love for nature. The story 

revolves around Rakesh – a small boy living with his grandfather in Mussoorie. One day, he plants a 

cherry seed in his garden and forgets about it. One day, he notices that the seed has just sprouted and 

begins to protect the plant from various disasters; alongside the multiple seasons and climatic 

changes, he shields the plant and showers his love. When Rakesh turns 9, the plant gives its first fruit 

as the most significant gift.The story strives to emphasize that hard work and perseverance never fail. 

It also nurtures the quality of love towards nature. Your kid will learn to work hard and not depend on 

shortcuts. 

Ghost trouble is a story about a naughty ghost – pret who lives in a peepal tree. Pret plays 

random mischievous pranks over the people who come around. One fine day, the peepal tree is cut 

down in the name of commercialization and development. That is when Pret gets stranded as a 

refugee and enters a house. Pret builds a bond with a small boy in the house and starts playing pranks 

with the people in the house.Though initially, the people of the house get scared, gradually they 

understand that Pret has no intentions to harm anyone and accept him as one among them in the 

family. This story drives the wild imaginations of your kids, where they imagine and picture. Pret and 

his naughty pranks.It also teaches us the most important lesson about how bad it could be to damage 

nature in the name of development. 

Cricket for the Crocodile is a hilarious plot where Ruskin Bond explains how important it is 

for human beings to coexist with wildlife. The story is about a lazy crocodile in a village called 

Nakoo, and he never likes being disturbed by human beings. The boys in the city and village, along 

with a few other characters, play cricket near the river banks in which Nakoo resides. When Nakoo 

gets disturbed by the game of humans, it comes out to play its own game with humans. The plot 

portrays not only hilarity but also empathy towards fellow living species.  

Dust On the Mountain is about a simple young boy Binsu, who loves nature and his village. 

He takes different odd jobs from other places to support his family. He meets different people 

alongside the travel, makes new friends, and always stays optimistic.Once he comes across the 

limestone quarry that destroys nature in the name of development and commercialization, he realizes 

his inbound love for nature and the need to protect it. He has to either stay in the city to support his 

family or return home to protect nature. This story again emphasizes the need to preserve our mother 

nature. It also builds within the kids the perseverance and optimistic character to build upon to stay 

positive throughout the obstacles that they may face in life. 

The high moral code present in the child characters of Ruskin Bond, their strugglefor survival 

and undaunted spirit makes these child characters an inspiration for the young andold alike. The 

deeply embedded sense of honesty, sensitivity and maturity makes their storydidactic and a lesson in 

philosophy of life. Through their ordinary experiences these charactersdisplay extra-ordinaryqualities 

of head and heart. These characters are not entirely fictitious for the children he came across in 

villages, their everyday experiences suggested themes for his stories. 

The Blue Umbrella begins with the story of a girl named Binya who lives with her mother 

and elder brother Bijju in a beautiful village along the hillside of Himachal Pradesh. One day, Binya 

found a Blue Umbrella owned by a group of Japanese tourists who had been to the valley. She was 

fascinated by the umbrella and was overwhelmed when the tourist offered to trade the umbrella for 

her leopard-claw pendant. 

The Blue umbrella caught the eyes of an envious local shopkeeper, Ram Bharosa, who plans 

to steal the umbrella. How he steals the umbrella and what happens at the end will melt the reader’s 

heart. The story carries us over to the beautiful valley of Himachal Pradesh. It also teaches us the ill 

effects of being envious and how being kind and caring help a person stand out and succeed in life. 

The Thief is another short story all about a 15-year-old boy, a thief who happens to be the story’s 

narrator. Accidentally he meets a man – Arun – in a wrestling match. Arun makes an effort to provide 

the thief with a good life. The thief begins to live with Arun and does all the household chores. Arun, 

in return, teaches the thief to read and write. One fine day, the thief robs Arun and tries to run away. 

But the love and trust that Arun had immensely poured into the thief brings him back home. That is 

when the author makes us realize the power of trust and love that changes the people around us. 
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From Rusty, The Boy from the HillsRusty is a famous fictional character created by Ruskin bond. 

The books consist of several short stories about Rusty, who lives with his grandparents. He is 

sensitive, docile, and an adventurous boy who encounters unusual experiences. This book gives the 

kids a roller coaster ride that kindles the kids’ imagination to think outside the box—from the pet 

python, surviving an air crash, encountering a ghost, and many more experiences that never fail to 

touch the tip of our children. 

The Angry Riverexplores the courage and high moral values of a young twelve year old girl‘Sita’ who 

lives on an isolated island with her grandparents surrounded by the river. The courage displayed by 

the young girl as her hut gets washed away in the torrent when she is all alone. Herundaunted spirit 

makes her fight the floodand save herself. She does not give in to her fears eventhough she is afraid. 

She shares her fears with her only companion her doll which she calls‘Mumta’. Her faith in the divine 

remains unshakable as she believes that just as she created‘Mumta’and would always protect her 

similarly, God created her and will always look after her.On finally being united with her grandfather 

she understands with great sensitivity thatgrandmother has not survived and that ‘it would be on her 

shoulder that grandfather would haveto lean in the years to come. 

Dust in the Mountain is yet another poignant story of a young boy Bisnu, twelve, who takes on the 

responsibility of the man of the house. He comes to Mussoorie to work at a tea kiosk for a meagre 

fifty rupees, sleeps in the verandah in the cold winter nights. ‘I will go to Mussoorie to find work. 

There is money to be made there, if not I will come home. I can walk back over the Naag Tibba 

Mountain. It will take only two and half days and I will save the bus fare’. He faces many hardships 

but does not quit. His moral values make him take on the responsibility of providing for his mother 

and younger sister. His maturity in the end makes him go back to his village as he realizes after 

working at the lime quarry that it is more fun to create, grow than to destroy. ‘I will work on my land. 

It’s better to grow things on land than to blast things out’. His sensible and mature makes him an 

inspiration for the boys of his age. 

The Guardian Angel explores the individuality of children in judging the people around them. They 

do judge people by the adult perceptions. They have their own moral parameters. Despite knowing 

about his Aunt’s less than moral ways of living the author still recalls of her as the very special 

guardian ‘Angel of my childhood’9 unlike adults children do not judge a book by its cover. The 

narrator does not think of his aunt in a bad light because he knows how to distinguish profession from 

personal. Despite her shady profession Aunt Marian’s love for him was pure and unadulterated. 

Conclusion: 

Ruskin Bond’s characters are more factual than fictional. He draws liberally from his 

observations. His fascination with the hills particularly Mussoorie and its simple inhabitants makes 

him create characters that are so real that the reader can easily identify with them. This paper intends 

to explore the high moral values and strong will power, the undaunted spirit and courage exhibited by 

these child characters that make them stand apart in the crowd despite their humble and modest 

upbringing. Their struggle to survive in the hostile environs without compromising on their integrity 

and honesty makes them extra-ordinary.Bond’s fiction resembles inhaling a lungful of new mountain 

air, His relationship with Nature is extremely intimate. He is a lover of Nature. In Nature he can feel 

warmth of his parents’ affection, his companion’s love, children’s care and latent quality. Everything 

in Nature rouses him whether it is a sweet sounding winged animal or harsh throated frog, blooms or 

clear sky or rainfall, chill winter or singing heat, fields or barren lands. For Bond each aspect of 

Nature is fascinating. He doesn’t deal with social issues, psychological break downs or political scams 

in his compositions yet centers around the celestial beauty of the slopes. His fictional canvas is 

brimming with the drawing of the enchanting dales of Garhwal. Indeed, even the glamor of London, 

attraction of its streets, charm of the skyscrapers, its alluring social life couldn’t keep him from 

coming back to the small slope town Mussoorie in India. 

Bond is a strong votary of individual opportunity. According to him opportunity is necessary not just 

for human being however for natural life also. He does not appreciate tampering with nature in the 

name of progress. In stories like “My Father’s Trees in Dehra”, “Sita and the River”, he raises his 

voice against deforestation and destruction of the landscape. He feels that a person should stay in 

contact with nature to retain the basic human values like sympathy and love. 
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Abstract 

Objective: The current study aimed to identify which factor of ESG influences on 

return on investment of the select BRICS nations during pandemic. Method: To attain the 

proposed objective, the total population of BRICS nations listed in the Refinitiv Model 

Conversion Tracking Sheet was considered. Out of the 150 BRICS nations listed, 122 

companies (81%) were selected for the study. Secondary data from the Refinitiv Eikon 

database for 2021-22 was used. PLS Algorithm was applied to investigate the relationship 

between ESG and its correlation to financial performance. Results: The results suggest 

that the ESG factors influence the financial performance of the selected BRICS nations 

during the COVID-19 period. Further, the Combined ESG score and Controversies 

influenced the financial performance measured on the Return on Sales (ROS). 

Conclusion: ESG goals have become ever more predominant during COVID-19 in every 

economy but identifying which factor of ESG is influencing the performance of listed 

BRICS companies is yet to be investigated. The current study addresses this gap by 

identifying the ESG factors affecting financial performance during the COVID-19 period. 

Keywords: ESG performance, Sustainable Development, Return on Investment. 

1. Introduction 

The term "ESG'’or "Sustainable Development Goals"has been an area of interest 

in identifying their influence on financial performance, including the corporate board 

meetingsfor the past two decades (Peiro-Signes, A., Segarra-oria, M., Mondejar-

Jimenez, J., Vargas-Vargas, M., 2013). The relationship between Environment, Social, 

and Governance (ESG) and financial performance plays a vital role in investing in ESG 

factors, especially for the corporate companies listed in the BRICS index to have 

rewarding returns on social issues. Over the past one and half decades, there has been a 

shift in the notion of businesses from improving financial improvement to meeting 

shareholders'priorities. Further, this will influence factors like the P/E ratio, market 

capitalisation, environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors. 

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic globally became a significant turning point for 
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ESG investing by policymakers, companies, and investors. In addition, the governments 

globally stimulated sustainable revolution by including ESGs in crisis management (J.P. 

Morgan, 2020). Thestakeholders of the companies listed on stock exchangesworldwidealso 

have beenpaying more attention to implementing corporate environmental,social,and 

governance responsibilities to protect the stakeholder's social issues and earn returns.Studies 

on ESG also have become a scorching issue, especially concerning the impact of ESG 

performance on corporate value, which has engrossed wide attention on the environmental 

(Gerged, A .M., Beddawela, E., & Cowton, C.J. (2021) and social factors (Albuquerque, R., 

Durnev, A., Koskinen, Y. (2018). Corporate governance performance on the financial 

performance of the companies selected for the sample (Drakos, A.A., & Bekiris, F.V., 2010). 

The findings of past studies proved that improving ESG performance would improve corporate 

market value. While the contemporary era, in the face of financial and non-financial risks, the 

net worth of companies that perform well in ESG is reasonably stable, and their prices are more 

flexible (Broadstock, D.C., Chan, K., Cheng, L.T.W., & Wang, X. (2021). 

BRICS are the developing countries in the world.BRICS occupy around 27% of 

the geographical land area, 42% of the global per capita income, and 24% of the world's 

gross domestic product. The BRICS countries are poised to experience economic growth 

in terms of GDP and have huge growth potential in all demographic factors. In the 

coming50 years, BRICS will focus on providing more inclusive, representative, and 

participatory financial instruments of global governance. This study emphasizes analysis 

of the environment, social, and governance magnitude of the BRICS countries to justify 

the possible impact of these sustainability indicators on financial performance in all-

inclusive terms that relates to the ESG-FP (Environment, Social,& Governance–Financial 

performance).It has been classified into three categories, environmental, social, and 

governance. ESG has become ever more predominant in every economy but identifying 

which factor of ESG is influencing the performance of listed BRICS companies is yet to 

be investigated. The current study seeks to formulate the following research questions to 

address the gap. 

1. Does ESG have any impact on financial performance in the BRICS countries? 

2. Which ESG variable in specific is improving the financial performance in terms 

of returns to sales in the BRICS countries? 

3. Do controversies have any impact on ESG in the BRICS countries? 

2. Review of literature and Hypotheses Development 

Theoretical Framework 

The BRICS CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) model considered in the study 

represents the intersecting model stated by Geva (2008). All the functions of ESG, 

resembling overlapping rather than individual impact, influence the firm's financial 

performance (See Figure 1). CSR is a voluntary contribution to sustainable development 

beyond legal requirements. But, due to statutory mandates by respective countries' 

regulatory bodies, CSR activities have seen an upsurge. Hence, the study attempted to 

determine the individual ESG factors and the combined effect of ESG on the financial 

performance of BRICS during the COVID-19 period. 
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Figure 1: CSR Intersecting Model 

Social, Environment, Governance and Financial Performance 

Past studies on social factors of ESG found a negative and significant effect on market 

indicators and a negative but insignificant effect on financial performance for accounting 

indicators (Mardini, G. H., 2022). Further, they opined that the social factors affect a firm's 

competitive edge adversely and the overall credibility of the firm (Mardini, G. H. (2022). 

Socially responsible policies positively influence corporate performance (Ionescu, G.H., 

Firoiu, D., Pirvu, R., & Vilag, R.D., 2019; Landi, G., Sciarelli, M., 2018;Chitra Sriyani De 

Silva Lokuwaduge & Kumudini Heenetigala, 2017), thus providing several advantages. They 

minimise the fixed costs, lessen financial risks, enhance core competencies, advance corporate 

identity and increase consumer loyalty (Peiro-Signes, et al, 2013; Morrison, R., 2021; 

Albuquerque, R., et al, 2018; Wang, J., Song, L., & Yao, S., 2013;Shaukat, A., Qiu, Y. & 

Trojanowski, G., 2016; Whelan, T. Atz, U., Van Holt, T., Clark, C., 2021; Velte, P., 2017; Luo, 

X., Bhattacharya, C.B., 2008). In the same vein, studies (J.P. Morgan, 2020) highlighted that 

companies engaging in irresponsible or illegal behaviors cause inconvenience to shareholders. 

Further, studies also found that to enhance corporate value, socially accommodating behaviors 

to the law are required (Cardillo, G., Bendinelli, E., & Torluccio, G., 2022). It is predominant 

to highlight that not all studies agree upon the relationship between social responsibility 

policies and corporate performance. 

Economically established companies can afford to upgrade with technical skills for 

disclosing CSR information which is knit with social and environmental performance (Clifford, 

G.H., C.P., Randall, S.K. & Dennis, P.S., 1999; Horvathova, E., 2010; Inoue, Y., & Lee, S., 

2010). Past studies identified that top-level management would devise conceptual strategies to 

establish a relationship between ESG and a firm's performance for large corporate. Further, 

they found that top management's positive involvement enhanced transparency and 

accountability and maximised stakeholder trust. The top-level management has the legitimate 

power to improve the ESG effect, responsibility, employee trust, and customer loyalty, 

safeguarding social concerns and putting ESG into practice. In the past, contrary studies found 

a relationship between ESG performance and the presence of women on the board of directors 

(Velte, P., 2017), despite a positive and no significant relationship between management 

gender diversity and ESG disclosure (J.P. Morgan, 2020). Further, studies researched the 

relationship between corporate governance and corporate finance and found that firms with 
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more substantial shareholder rights had higher firm value, higher profits, and higher sales 

(Gompers, P., Ishii, J., & Metrick, A., 2003). 

Hence, the first, second, and third hypotheses of the study are: 

H1: The social factor does not have any significant impact on financial performance. 

H2: A positive relationship exists between governance and a firm's financial performance. 

H3: Environment does not significantly impact a firm's performance. 

Controversies, Profit-to-Book Value, ESG and Financial Performance 

Past studiesopined that the effect of CSR on CFP (Corporate Financial Performance) 

might vary as per the time horizon. CSR's impact on CFP may be positive in the long term and 

negative in the short term. Hence, they stated that long-term financial planning would help the 

active favorable outcomes to shareholders . Further researchers found inverse curvilinear 

relations for short-term and medium-term investment horizons. Based on the sample chosen 

for study and socially responsible investment diversification, CSR effects in the short term may 

be positive and negative in the medium to long term . In the relation between CSR and 

performance analysis,size is a significant variable to be measured. On the contrary,few studies 

argue that firm size does not significantly influence this field of study. Further, studies advocate 

that the effects of CSR policies carried out by stock-listed companies show more real 

consequences than those of non-stock-listed ones. 

The empirical analysis ofthe financial performance of ESG will enter the lexicon of 

investors, managers and other stakeholders in a significantway. ESG has been a surrogate for 

assessing the influencing factors on financial performance. There is an urge of BRICS-listed 

companies to be informative about the ESG influencing factors on financial performance,as it 

has a direct contribution to the GDP growth of every country.Several studies have investigated 

an existing direct causal relation between ESG and financial performance (Landi, G., Sciarelli, 

M., 2018; De Silva Lokuwaduge, C.S. & Heenetigala, K., Peiro-Signes, et al, 2013; 2017; 

Morrison, R., 2021; Albuquerque, et al, 2018). Yet, investigations could not univocally 

exemplify that ESG factors might affect their respective corporate results either positively or 

negatively (Shaukat, A., Qiu, Y. & Trojanowski, G., 2016; Whelan, et al, 2021; Velte, P., 

2017). Several studies have analysed the impact of responsible corporate behaviours and non-

financial information (sustainability disclosure) on business performance but have no 

consensus. 

Further, the findings of past studies on ESGs and financial performance are 

inconclusive and lack consensus. The lack of consensus amongst various studies might be due 

to the period chosen (the first quarter of 2020), the geographical region taken for research and 

the economic strategies and type of economic agents and strategies considered (Cardillo, G., 

Bendinelli, E., & Torluccio, G., 2022).Hence, the current study addresses this gap by 

identifying the ESG factors affecting the financial performancein terms of returns to sales of 

BRICS nations in COVID-19 during 2021-22. 

Hence, our fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth hypotheses: 

H4: Controversies do not have any significant impact on ESG 

H5: Controversies negatively influence a firm's financial performance. 

H6: Profit-to-Book value has no significant effect on the firm's financial performance.  

H7: ESG positively influences the financial performance of a firm. 

H8: Combined ESG positively influences a firm's financial performance. 

To test the above hypotheses, the ESG and financial performance model (for the COVID 
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period, 2021-2022) was proposed and presented in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Proposed Model for ESG Influence on Financial Performance 

The above model (See Figure 2) attempts to explain the Environment,Social, 

Governance, and other factors, namely combined ESG and Profit-to-Book Value (PBV),that 

influence the financial performance of sales. PLS-SEM is a path analysis technique developed 

to construct a model which establishes a relationship between ESG & other components' impact 

on financial performance.The sample data advocates that ESG and ESG components positively 

influence financial performance. 

3. Method 

The total population of BRICS nations listed in the Refinitiv Model Conversion 

Tracking Sheet is collected. Out of those 122 companies (81%), data from 150 companies was 

used. The null parameter was exercised and hence, the model was constructed with 122 

companies only. Secondary data from the Refinitiv Eikon database for 2021-22 was extracted. 

PLS Algorithm is used for the proposed model to investigate the relationship between ESG and 

its correlation to financial performance. Findings indicate that ESG funding is not a mere 

investment but an investment avenue to convert into assets/claims to earn an economic 

advantage. The results suggest that the ESG factors influence the financial performance of the 

selected BRICS nations. Further, the Combined ESG score and Controversies influenced the 

financial performance measured on the Return on Sales (ROS). 

The total population of BRICS nations listed in the Refinitiv Eikon is collected. 122 

companies out of 150 companies' data were considered for the study. Using the NULL 

parameter,the model was constructed with 122 companies. This comprises of eighty-one 

percent of the data for the analysis, taken fromRefinitiv Eikon database for the year, 2021-22. 

Both absolute and relative sustainability measurements were used for each BRICS-

listed company. Finally,the‘ESG influence on Return on sales (FP) customised using the 

quotient of BRICS sample data which provides a rounded and inclusive evaluation of a 

company's ESG performance based on the reported information was shown. The ESG scores 

were calculated to transparently and objectively measure a company's relative ESG 

performance. ESG controversies commitment and effectiveness with Profit to Book Value, 

which is well known, refers to the relatively higher performance of the selected sample. PLS-

SEM was used to test the proposed model. The results of the PLS output for the proposed 
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hypotheses are shown in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3. PLS Output on PLS Algorithm used for proposed model 

From the above modelpresented in Figure 3, the independent variables considered in 

the study are E Score, S Score, G Score, Combined ESG Score, Profit to Book Value, 

Controversies and ESG Score to find the impact of the financial performance of BRICS 

selected sample in the form of Return on Sales. Return on Sales has been taken as a dependent 

variable because it measures how efficiently a company turns sales into profits. Returns on 

Sales are only applicable when comparing companies in the same line of business and of 

roughly the same size. Hence,all BRICS-listed companies' return on sales was thedependent 

variable on ESG. 

The acceptable validity and reliability of any model, the derived should be greater than 

0.7. In the proposed model, all the values are one, which implies that the model is valid and 

reliable. It means that ESG and other ESG-related components influenced the financial 

performance of the sample BRICS data from Table 1. 

Table 1: Validity and Reliability of ESG on Financial Performance 

Particulars 
Cronbach's 

Alpha>0.07 
rho_A 

Composite 

Reliability>0.7 

Average Variance 

Extracted (AVE)>0.5 

CONT 1 1 1 1 

Combined 

ESG. 
1 1 1 1 

E Score 1 1 1 1 

ESG Score 1 1 1 1 

FP. 1 1 1 1 

G SCORE 1 1 1 1 

PBV. 1 1 1 1 

S SCORE 1 1 1 1 

Discriminant validity was used to test the distinctiveness of the variables used in the 

study. Each variable is correlated to other variables to identify their competencies. According 

to the analysis, in the discriminant validity test, each variable value should be less than 0.9. For 

instance, the discriminant variable, financial performance, has positive and negative values, 

but all those values are less than 0.9. From the results, it was found that the competitive 

variables in the study are not too highly correlated and have their identity. To assess 

discriminate validity, the HTMT criterion was employed. From Table 2, it is clear that all the 
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variables are less than 0.90; hence, the individual variables have their individual identify). 

Table 2: Discriminant Validity of the proposed model 

Particulars CONT 
Combined 

ESG. 

E 

Score 

ESG 

Score 
FP. 

G 

SCORE 
PBV 

S 

SCORE 

CONT 1        

Combined 

ESG_ 
0.487 1       

E Score_ -0.2 0.515 1      

ESG Score -0.201 0.709 0.747 1     

FP 0.011 -0.032 0.007 0.012 1    

G SCORE -0.74 0.453 0.204 0.624 0.028 1   

PBV -0.063 -0.014 0.081 0.032 0.006 -0.006 1  

S SCORE -0.182 0.605 0.54 0.846 0.054 0.273 0.027 1 

Findings indicated that for the Controversies and ESG Scores, the P values are 0.026 

and 0.03, which are less than 0.05, which signifies that these variables influence financial 

performance when considering economic, social, and environmental scores. Individual 

economic and environment scores had p values of more than 0.05. It implies that these variables 

are less significant in influencing the financial performance of the selected BRICS sample. In 

addition, profit to book value is also not affecting the sample's performance in terms of scale 

returns. Further findings indicated that social controversies and combined ESG scores have a 

limited impact on the firm's financial performance as they are significant at 10% significance 

levels (P value <0.10). The results are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3: Path Analysis of the Proposed Model  

Variables 
Original 

sample (o) 

Sample 

Mean(M) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(STDEV.) 

T Statistics 

(IO/STDEVI) 

P 

Values 

CONT->ESG 

Score 
-0.201 -0.199 0.09 2.232 0.026 

CONT->FP 0.337 0.341 0.188 1.795 0.073 

Combined 

ESG_->FP 
-0.502 -0.515 0.27 1.857 0.064 

E Score_ ->FP -0.492 -0.478 0.411 1.198 0.232 

ESG 

Score_>FP 
1.879 1.852 0.879 2.138 0.033 

G Sore->FP -0.556 -0.544 0.343 1.622 0.105 

PBV->FP 0.008 0.015 0.052 0.147 0.884 

S SCORE ->FP -0.862 -0.835 0.497 1.734 0.084 

4. Results and Discussion 

Results indicated that ESG factors influenced the financial performance of the study. 

Two variables, such as ESG score and ESG Controversies,significantly influenced the financial 

performance of any listed BRICS countries. Individual scores of Environment (E), Social(S) 

and Governance(G) have no significant impact on the financial performance in terms of 

Returns on Sales (RoS).Even Profit-to-Book value, though it is an economic variable, it is not 

show any significant impact on ESG influence on financial performance for BRICS listed 

companies. Even the Combined score of ESG does not significantly influence the financial 
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performance and ESG scores. This may be due to a company's exposure to long-term 

environmental, social, and governance risks often overlooked during traditional financial 

analysis. The ESG Controversy Category Score is calculated based on 23 ESG controversy 

topics and measures a company's exposure to environmental, social,and governance 

controversies and negative events reflected in global media. Therefore, the Controversy ESG 

score and Combined ESG score had an impact on attainingthe financial advantage of BRICS-

listed companies. 

5. Managerial Implications 

ESG information benefits investors,companies,the government, and all other society 

stakeholders due to its significant role in financial performance. The social responsibility/ESG 

is not only the responsibility of the public sector but also the social responsibility of the private 

companies, irrespective of their scale of operations. Recently, Corporate Social Responsibility 

has been renamed Environment, Social, and Governance variables to provide information to 

investors. Firm investors, managers, and other stakeholders had a significant role in increasing 

the firm's value. By investing ESG components into the managerial strategies of the firm, a 

firm can reduce risk. This study investigated the influence of ESG on the financial performance 

of the BRICS firms. It was found thatESG scores and ESG Controversies are significant factors 

for an active investor in the global market. As known, the world has become a global village, 

and each company may focus on the three variables as Environment, Social, and Governance 

factors together for the financial benefit ofthe individual investor, retail investor, corporate 

companies, government, and society. 

6. Justification of level of significance 

Justification of Hypothesis at 90% and 95% level significance 

95% 

Significa

nce 

90% 

Significa

nce 

Accept

ed / 

Reject

ed 

H1: The social factor does not have any significant impact on 

financial performance. 
Nil 0.084 

Accept

ed 

H2: A positive relationship exists between governance and a firm's 

financial performance. 
0.105 Nil 

Reject

ed 

H3: Environment does not significantly impact a firm's 

performance. 
0.232 Nil 

Reject

ed 

H4: Controversies do not have any significant impact on ESG 0.026 Nil 
Accept

ed 

H5: Controversies negatively influence a firm's financial 

performance. 
Nil 0.073 

Accept

ed 

H6: Profit-to-Book value has no significant effect on the firm's 

financial performance. 
0.084 Nil 

Reject

ed 

H7: ESG positively influences the financial performance of a firm. 0.033 Nil 
Accept

ed 

H8: Combined ESG positively influences a firm's financial 

performance. 
Nil 0.064 

Accept

ed 

From the above table,at a 95 percent level of significance, the variables like the social 

factor had a significant impact on financial performance and the Combined ESG hada positive 
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influence on a firm's financial performance. From the above table,at a 90 percent level of 

significance, the variables like the social factor had a significant impact on financial 

performance. Controversies had a negative influence on a firm's financial performanceand the 

Combined ESG had a positive influence on the firm's financial performance. 

7. Conclusion 

This study finally derived a model establishing a relationship between ESG and the financial 

performance of listed companies of BRICS. The ESG variables help to contribute to 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in any economy. The proposed model of the study 

emphasises focusing on ESG Score and Controversies to improve the financial performance of 

the selected sample. Hence, this study is a proven model that investing in ESG companies 

influences the respective sample's return on sales (FP). Further, studies may be conducted on 

sustainable investing because sustainable investing is more about the long-term influence on 

ESG issues, which in turn responds to the financial performance and returns. Thefuture study 

aims to invest money in areas and businesses that promote positive societal and climate impact, 

responsible corporate governance, and inclusive policies while taking a long-term view on 

financial returns for BRICS nations or G-20 Countries or developed economies. 

8. Funding 

This research received no specific grant from any funding agency in the public, commercial, 

or not-for-profit sectors. 
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Abstract 

Ruskin bond, an iconic children's author in Indian literature; for his diverse work in literature, he was 

conferred with Padma Shri Award in 1999. When a little boy was going through a series of events like 

loneliness and failure of family bonding, writing became his only way of catharsis. Even though life 

has given him thousands of bitterness, he somehow was able to see the light at the end of a dark 

tunnel. His optimism towards life has given him the strength amidst his loneliness and isolation. 

Having been born to Anglo-Indian parents, Bond found a home in the lap of Himalayas, and he also 

said that his love for India comes from the deep core of his heart. It is the atmosphere of the 

Himalayas that fulfils his soul and makes him able to give an imaginary vision. The remarkable 

blending of the literary traditions of Indian and English literature is noticeable feature of Bond’s 

creativity. He is living in Mussoorie for last 5 decades. Since then he has been ceaselessly jotting 

down with his pen the inexhaustible mysteries of life in a sizeable canon of his creative literature. In 

his writings, he focuses the individuality of children, their dreams and their adventures like English 

children’s writing. He captures the innocence of children in his fiction like Indian authors. 

 

Key words:  Iconic, catharsis, optimism, imaginary, blending, decades 

 

Introduction:  

                 Ruskin Bond, the name is an amalgamation of mountains, nature, rain, people, emotion, 

Indian customs and rituals, God, and Indian festivals. He paid a visit to every alley to make his work 

rich for his readers and found hope and life everywhere. We get numerous works where he mentioned 

about Indian customs and rituals of North India. He has profound knowledge when it comes to Indian 

culture and community, and he also said the dark side of it as well. We find all the details from the 

dressing style of Indian women from the pre-independent era to post-independence. His literary work 

is not devoid of Indian festivals like Holi. In his first novel, 'The Room on the Roof,' he mentioned the 

north Indian festival Holi. Besides that, he also mentioned festivals like Janmashtami. He even did not 

step back to saying the Indian Gods while writing. He portrays Indian Gods by mentioning their 

importance in human lives.  

 

                              He depicted God with metaphor in many of his writings. While describing the 

colonial period, he mentioned the presence of Sadhus and snake charmers. Due to his love and 

knowledge for the country made him no less than any Indian writer. On his journey to literary works, 

he found simplicity from daily life, his power to see through life enables him to create some 

magnificent literary works.  

 

                           Ruskin Bond is considered a pioneer of children literature in India. Ruskin Bond 

came close to children’s literature. Since Ruskin Bond liked his boyhood very much therefore all his 

children stories whether autobiographical or semi- autobiographical expressed his longing for a happy 

childhood. Ruskin Bond likes children because they are more frank, open minded and emotional. 

According to Ruskin Bond two children can become good friends merely by exchanging a piece of 

marble, a coin, a doll and bangles. Children do not like the restraints put on them by their elders. 

Ruskin Bond loves children because they are not deceptive. All children love freedom, jumping in 

pools, climbing on trees, and are always curios to know about their surroundings so Ruskin Bond is 

mailto:naladis2@gmail.com
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more close to children of the world. 

 

Ruskin Bond portrays children as frank, open minded and emotional. In his stories children are 

innocent, love freedom and environment and are always curious to know about their surroundings. 

Ruskin Bond's portrayal of children may seem naïve by today's literature. 

 

The stories like ‘The Angry River’ and ‘The Blue Umbrella’ brilliantly amalgamate the traditions of 

Indian and English Children’s literature. Sita, the young heroine of ‘The Angry River’ bravely fights 

the destructive forces of nature. Binya, the vivacious girl of “The Blue Umbrella” successfully 

overcomes the self-seeking attitude towards life. The readers are motivated in witnessing the 

indomitable spirit of both the heroines, Sita and Binya, as they fight the external and internal forces of 

life. 

Bond’s acumen could well be observed in his projection of life-like children. His child protagonists 

appeal enormously for their love, adventures and inquisitiveness to know the things around them. 

They pester the adults, at time their friends, with unending and mind boggling questions. They 

frequently tell lies which are invented truths of their imagination, tease each other, befriend again 

forgetting the scuffle of one minute before and show concern for peer interests. 

The child characters of Bond act and behave as the children do in any part of the world. In their 

appearance and attire, Bond’s children could differ from the children of the world but not in their 

attitude and temperament. If Tom Sawyer of Mark Twain steals jam from a pot in the Adventures of 

Tom Sawyer, Ranji, Koki and Teju of Bond steal guavas in the story “When Guavas are Ripe.” Tom 

befools Aunt Polly and so do these three children play tricks on Gopal, the watchman of the guava 

orchard. Aunt Polly punishes Tom by asking him to whitewash the fence. Tom shows excessive 

interest and indulgence in whitewashing with the intention to allure his friends to complete his work. 

His trick works. The gullible friends of Tom not only whitewashed the fence but also enriched Tom 

by gifts for allowing them whitewashing. Teju, Koki and Ranji flatter Gopal, an ex-wrestler and the 

keeper of an orchard. They praise his prowess and physique and listen to dull stores of his bravery 

with the sole interest of procuring guavas in return. The old and lonely Gopal was immensely 

impressed by children’s flattery. He treated them with the grand feast of guavas from his orchard. 

Tom and Huck love adventures. They enjoy hunting and fishing and go for expedition to Jackson’s 

Island. Laurie, Anil and Kamal of The Hidden Pool enjoy themselves the secrete pool on the 

mountain site. At the pool they fish, build dams, take midnight dips, wrestle and ride buffaloes. They 

go for trekking up to Pindari Glacier at 12,000 feet above sea level, where no one from their town has 

gone before. Rusty in The Room on the Roof runs away from his apathetic and strict guardian, Kishen 

in Vagrants in the Valley from his drunken father, Daljit and Rusty from school. Thus Bond children 

follow the trend of running away from home or work like Oliver Twist, David Copperfield, Kim and 

Huckleberry Finn. 

In The Last Tonga Ride the child narrator enjoys the company of a tonga-driver, Bansi Lal. He feels 

rejuvenated and much more important on being called dost (friend) and enjoys his raised status: “He 

did not call me ‘chota sahib’, or ‘baba,’ ‘but dost’ and this made me feel much more important. Not 

every small boy could boast of a tonga driver for his friend!”22 . The boy loves the thrill of free tonga 

ride with Bansi. He accompanies him even though being scolded by his granny and ayah. 

Bond presents two kinds of adult characters: one who acts as possible catalyst and the other who 

creates hindrance. In general, the adults in Bond’s stories are considerate and contact with them 

exposes children to new vista and a better perspective. They love and rescue innocent and naïve kids 

from troubles like the fairy Godmother of Cinderella. The good natured strange woman who gives 

treat to a lonely child in The Woman on Platform No. 8, caring Aunt Mariam who takes care of an 

orphan nephew, in The Thief are thoughtful adults who by their positive attitude and loving approach 

take care of the children and guide them during trouble. They receive deep reverence of children. 

They pass on their wisdom to children and enable them to gain confidence and assume 

responsibilities. The invigorating relationship of children with adults paves the way toward happy 

selfhood. 

The story A Guardian Angel invokes the loving bond between an aunt and her six-year-old orphan 

nephew. Aunt Mariam assures the child by her warmth, worldliness and carefree chatter when his 

mother passes away. The child enjoys on enjoys on being called ladla (dear) by her. Mariam is an 
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outcaste for her family because of bringing disgrace to it by becoming a mistress but for the child, she 

is an angel. The child is unable to understand why his mother was cold and indifferent towards such a 

friendly and cheerful person, Aunt Mariam. It is only Mariam who comes to rescue the child with 

great readiness when his mother dies. Her tenderness and selfless approach fills the void in the life of 

the child. The boy characteristically recalls her personality. For him, she was a “joyous, bubbling 

creature – a force of nature rather than a woman – and every time I think of her I am tempted to put 

down on paper some aspect of her conversation, or gestures, or her magnificent physique” 

The story Getting Granny’s Glasses focuses on the attachment between a grandmother and his 

grandson Mani. Mani offers to accompany his grandmother on a two-day journey to Mussoorie where 

the nearest eye hospital is located, so that she can get a new pair of glasses. The atmosphere of this 

Himalayan region during monsoon is charmingly described as the two set off on their adventure. They 

walk through field and forests, up and down mountains, see a river rushing swiftly, pass a mule-driver 

singing a romantic song and admire a flock of parrots and the hills. The glasses renew Granny’s zest 

for life. She buys gifts for the whole family, including a bell for the cow. With her improved vision, 

Granny excitedly rediscovers the beauty of her surrounding but her greatest joy is seeing what a fine 

boy Mani has grown up to be. 

Majority of adult characters of Bond are portrayed in positive vein. But still there are some characters 

like Mr. Harrison, the strict guardian of Rusty, drunkard Mr. Kapoor, indifferent towards the need of 

his son and caring wife, in The Room on the Roof; Mrs. Bhushan a nosey and overbearing lady in 

Vagrants in the Valley; Satish mother a domineering and imposing lady in The Woman on the 

Platform no. 8. The adolescent characters are shown in clashes with adults. They defy the authority 

and break the conventional rules. Adolescence is a period in one’s life when one becomes very 

sensitive and opposes protractions, rules and codes of conduct which one cannot absorb. Rusty 

in Room on the Roof rebels against the restriction of his guardian Mr. Harrison. He defied the rigid 

social codes of the English which do not allow him to mix with the natives. Harrison beats him for 

playing Holi (an Indian festival) with his friends. Rusty repulses the attack of his guardian, beats him 

on the rebound and runs away. 

  Ruskin Bond had published many casual short stories for children in magazines and newspapers in 

India and abroad, but he started to write regularly for children when he uprooted himself from Delhi 

to Mussorie. After moving to Ivy Cottage, as a grandfather to Prem Singh's children he is constantly 

writing children stories, to amuse his adopted grandchildren, Rakesh, Mukesh, and Savitri. Through 

writing children's stories he also fulfilled his own unfulfilled wishes and longings as a child. He writes 

in Scenes from a Writer's Life that "I don't suppose I would have written so much about childhood or 

even about other children if my own childhood had been all happiness and light".  

Ruskin Bond got success as a writer for adults, and then he became interested in writing stories about 

children. In his introduction to The Night Train at Deoli and other Stories he writes that in the 1970s, 

when he was facing all kind of problems, his stories relating to children coped with the difficult 

situation. Earlier he had written a few stories for children and published in magazines and newspapers 

in India and abroad, but while in Mussorie, after shifting to his new home, Ivy Cottage he started 

writing more frequently for children as he played the role of grandfather to Prem Singh’s children. He 

was always thinking of new stories to tell Rakesh, Mukesh and Savitri. His innovation was to make 

children protagonist in his stories. Also these stories satisfied his own urge and desire to write about 

his lost childhood. He writes in ‘Scenes from a Writer’s Life’ to the following effect: 

 

“I don’t suppose I have written so much about children if my own childhood had been all happiness 

and light. I do not find that those who have contended, normal childhood, seldom remember much 

about them; nor do they have much insight into the world of childhood”. 

 

CONCLUSION: 
 Fortunately, his trauma was channelized toward children’s classics, which gave an outlet to his own 

agonies. Ruskin Bond found a resemblance with David Copperfield who sustained himself in an 

unfriendly world. The thought that children are rarely given attention by their elders, made him more 

sympathetic towards them. The children he came across in villages, their everyday experiences 

suggested themes for his stories. Ruskin Bond always enjoyed their company. Ruskin Bond’s children 

stories can be put into two categories: “personal and impersonal ones”. Personal stories are 
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autobiographical or semi- autobiographical in tone, where he records his own reflections, unfulfilled 

passions and small adventures. These are stories like “My Father’s Trees in Dehra”, The Funeral, 

When I can’t Climb Anymore, The Tiger in the House, The Playing Fields of Shimla, Life with Uncle 

Ken, the Cherry Tree, The Last Tonga Ride, Coming Home to Dehra, All Creatures Great And Small, 

The Tree Lover. These stories show young Ruskin Bond’s affinity with trees and pets and his love for 

the town, Dehra. He was deeply attached to the places where he spent his childhood; hence his stories 

are nostalgic and vivid bringing to life and charming little places, colonial bungalows and fruit laden 

orchards where he wandered about as a boy. His stories for children reflect his rich imagination. 

Bond’s love for children and his dual British and Indian heritage lend depth to his writing. He selects 

his style and subjects with the child reader in mind. His first person narrative helps the young 

audience to identify easily with the narrator child. He displays a fresh outlook while projecting he 

world of children, their dreams and high spiritedness. He has consolidated the notion of the child as 

cherished and valued members of the society who has his own aspirations to follow and dreams to 

pursue. Bond has the uncanny capacity of going straight into the heart of reader and unveiling the 

layers of childhood – universal in its romanticism. His stories have marked the trail for the future 

writers. 

The cultural code and family matrix of Indian and western society differ entirely. Hence literature, a 

replica of the milieu in which it is created, is bound to differ. Commenting on the difference between 

the attitudes of an Indian writer in relation to a western one, VrindaNabar points out: 

The importance of individualism in distinguishing between the two world outlooks, the Westren and 

the Indian, cannot be undermined. In spite of a marginal literary move in the Indian languages toward 

the western mood canon in this respect, both Indian literature and culture have remained largely 

impervious to its message. 

. 
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ABSTRACT: 

The ability to acquire and understand English is now recognized on a 

global scale because it is regarded as a universal language. English has 

evolved into a business, academic and most significantly communication 

tool. We must incorporate ICT (Information and Communication 

Technology) with present teaching methodologies in order to enhance the 

entire experience of learning the English language. ICT has been found to 

be a very effective instrument for educational reform and change. It has 

been proven to be a great way of improving the teaching and learning 

process. This is the technology era, and these days even a toddler is 

familiar with the use of computers and laptops. This is major reason as to 

why technology has come up with the idea of ICT enabled learning 

methodology, which could help the children of today's generation in a 

better way and enhance their skills. We live in the Digital era today, and 

this is the age of technological learners. These technological learners 

know well how to use technological tools without any formal instruction as 

such. Even if they require instruction, they are able to use it. In this paper 

presentation it has been explained that ICT enabled language learning can 

help one to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their learning 

process. 

Keywords: Communication, acquire, efficiency, enhance, incorporate 

Information and communication technology, or ICT, is now utilized in almost every aspect of 

living, including education. Computer technology has become so crucial to schooling that it 

is now included in the curriculum by the government. Language learning has lately begun to 

make significant progress thanks to the use of ICT in education. It has been used from 

preschool through university and has grown to be a significant problem in the field of 

education. It could aid both students and teachers in the process of teaching and learning. ICT 

has received attention as one of the most potent enablers of educational change and 

transformation. The use of ICTs has changed the pace of teaching strategies to fit the 

objectives of a teacher's materials and the needs of his students, even though a successful 

EFL teacher is not necessary limited to one approach or another. English language teachers 

now favour communicative teaching and learning over traditional ELT approaches that 

prioritise the teacher-centered strategy and undervalue the communication skills of the 

students. The learner's memory is primarily relied upon in the teacher-centered method, and 

the genuine use of language was unimportant. The students, on the other hand, have 
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numerous chances to practice their English both inside and outside of the classroom thanks to 

ICTs. Modern technologies give them the freedom and opportunity to comprehend, consider, 

and analyse what they have been exposed to. These students interact and speak with others 

primarily through electronic channels like email, the internet, etc. Electronic tools have 

become a vital part of their everyday lives because they are the primary source of information 

for them. 

Computers are an important part of the learning process, particularly when acquiring a 

language. As stated by Hartoyo (2008) in his book, a computer is an instrument and medium 

that aids individuals in learning a language, though the success of the learning process is 

entirely dependent on the users. This generation's technology has advanced in terms of both 

quality and effectiveness. Without any restrictions, they are moving quickly with every 

offering. The need for technological innovation has sped up the development of technological 

applications in education and learning as well as the revolution in communication. According 

to Hartoyo (2008), the pursuit of the "one best method" for teaching English has had an 

impact on the way the language is taught. The efforts of the teaching profession have been 

shaped by a desire to find "a" better way to teach students, regardless of whether the focus of 

instruction has been reading, the grammatical rules and vocabulary of the target language 

(e.g. Grammar Translation Method), speaking (how to communicate in the target language), 

or other issues (e.g. The Total Physical Response Method). 

Furthermore, the ICTs present a strong foundation for effective instruction. To develop 

effective teaching techniques that will improve the process of learning the English language, 

we now need to use modern technologies in a better blended way of delivery. Because they 

assist students in learning a language that has been specifically created to achieve 

predetermined objectives, ICTs are extremely inspiring. 

There are many more advantages to using ICT as a tool for language acquisition in a 

classroom. It provides motivation to complete duties that students might otherwise put off. 

The students in an ICT-enabled language learning class would perform the activities on the 

computer software platform without any hesitation or inhibition. It would add interest to 

monotonous chores and have content that could be in multimedia formats. Instead of being an 

instructor, the job of the teacher will now be a coordinator. With the aid of ICT-enabled 

English Language Teaching, a methodology of autonomous, self-paced learning is being 

promoted. 

Without the use of information and communication technology, schooling today is 

unimaginable. It has facilitated the sharing of views, ideas, experiences, and feelings. Many 

people can receive both education and training concurrently and at a low cost with the aid of 

ICT. Today, ICT is used in every facet of schooling. Utilizing computers, the Internet, 

television, radio, projectors, mobile phones, e-mail, online audio and video conferencing, as 

well as new apps, has made teaching, learning, and training appealing and practical. Saving 

time, energy, and money are additional benefits. We can therefore conclude that ICT is 

playing the most significant and crucial part in the teaching and learning process. 

Consequently, it is also essential to learning. 

The modern era is referred to as the "epoch of knowledge explosion." The development of 

science and technology has made this growth possible. Every element of human existence has 
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been impacted by science and technology. The use of science and technology in 

communication has fundamentally altered the course of history. ICT (Information and 

Communication technology) has grown as a result of the application of modern technological 

instruments. Agriculture, fashion creation, textiles, games and sports, transportation, 

education, and health are just a few of the industries that now use ICT. Thanks to ICT, we 

can share a lot of knowledge from all over the world with just one click.  

The changing methodology: the new roles of language teachers 

 

Teachers typically teach facts from books when using conventional language teaching 

methodologies. The students view their instructors as being their primary source of 

information. On the other hand, the new educational approaches put the emphasis on 

imparting knowledge of how to select the information that is necessary. The instructors' 

responsibilities are to act as mentors or facilitators in order to help students become proficient 

in choosing, accessing, evaluating, organizing, and storing information. To manage massive 

amounts of knowledge, these strategies are crucial. Along with managing time and classes, 

teachers must also build knowledge on their own in online learning groups. The teacher not 

only fills this new position but also inspires students throughout the entire learning process 

and can lead stimulating group discussions. The teacher not only plays this new position but 

also inspires students to learn and can lead stimulating group discussions. The teacher must 

critically consider the students, the methods (which differ from those used in the classroom), 

the students' needs, their own computer literacy (hardware, software, and technical support 

needed), and other issues relating to digital literature. The context of learning must be 

considered as well, as it is mediated by technology. The benefits of online education are 

numerous. Up-to-date information is available on the Internet. It can simply and quickly 

retrieve the enormous amount of data that is stored there.It offers text in real language for 

language learning purposes instead of the artificial language most books use. With the aid of 

technology, the instructor can impart more knowledge to more students in less time. To create 

a learning atmosphere that will broaden students' perspectives, educators must contribute. 

Zepp (2005) emphasises that instructors should link educational objectives to efficient ICT 

use. In other words, teachers need to be conscious of how technology is affecting education 

and the necessary adjustments to improve their instruction. In order to fit into this new ICT 

environment, they must modify their instructional methodology. In an ICT environment, a 

teacher's job is to facilitate learning rather than to impart information. This switch from the 

previous to the new method of knowledge delivery is a universal occurrence. 

 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Using ICT in language classes: 

The computer is a device, not a process, to begin with. In some respects, the world of online 

communication is like books, print, or libraries; it is a vast new medium. Whether using a 

book or a library is helpful for language learning has never been the subject of study, as far as 

we are aware. It is also pointless to try and draw comparable broad conclusions about how 

the Internet or computers affect society. The second and most significant point is that modern 

communications technologies are a part of the larger ecological context of living at the turn 

of the century. A large portion of what we read, write, and communicate now occurs on 

screens instead of in other media like paper or telephone. Instead of teaching foreign 

language learners to write essays and read magazine articles as we did a generation ago, we 
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now need to teach them how to compose emails and do online research. This insight led to a 

method that emphasises the value of new information technologies as valid communication 

mediums in and of themselves, as opposed to just being tools for instruction. In conclusion, 

the benefits of utilising new technologies in language instruction can only be understood in 

light of the evolving objectives of language education as well as the shifting circumstances in 

post-industrial society. Today's language teachers focus more on assisting students in 

becoming apprentices in new discourse communities than on merely (or even primarily) 

imparting grammar principles to them.This is achieved by giving students the resources for 

their own social, cultural, and linguistic exploration, and by offering chances for genuine and 

meaningful interaction both inside and outside the classroom. The computer is an effective 

tool for this process because it gives students access to online platforms for foreign 

communication. We can better prepare students for the types of international cross-cultural 

interactions that are increasingly necessary for success in academic, professional, or personal 

life by utilizing new tools in the language classroom. 

Some of the important ICT tools and applications used in the field of English Language: 

Social Media: Social media is now a crucial instrument for communication. It offers a forum 

for exchanging views. It is used to create blogs. Students can join the English language study 

groups and benefit from information sharing by adding themselves. It offers access to 

numerous social media platforms, including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and others. 

Learning situational English is greatly facilitated by it. 

Internet: It is the most significant networking tool. This is the means of all contemporary 

contact. It has improved the transmission facility's speed, practicality, affordability, and 

attractiveness. On the internet, there are numerous communication tools accessible. 

Computers: The most vital piece of information and communication technology and the 

foundation of contemporary living are computers. Without the use of computers, all current 

communication processes are unfeasible. It is useful for gathering, organizing, and preparing 

data for communication. It supports the growth of speech and listening abilities. It improves 

hearing and speaking abilities in English. 

Television: In addition to providing entertainment, television is also helpful for instruction. It 

has been found to be extremely motivating as well as useful for acquiring situational 

language and improving listening skills. Understanding the jargon of the media is made much 

easier by this. The television programmes may concurrently be beneficial to many students. 

Such institutions as the Indira Gandhi National Open University and the Maulana Azad 

National Urdu University, among others, broadcast their instructional programmes on 

television. It serves as a crucial instrument for audio-visual conferencing. This is how talks 

and training are broadcast live. 

Online facilities for English language learning: For the advancement of language abilities, 

the internet offers a wealth of online resources. Some of them are e-guidance, e-tutoring, e-

teaching, e-journals, e-magazines, e-books, e-library, online training, virtual courses etc. 
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Feature Films in Teaching English: The education of the English language can use movies. 

Documentary, instructional, and entertainment-based films are all possible. These have a 

strong capacity to inspire drive. It produces a learning experience that is incredibly gratifying. 

Radio: It is a great tool for rural students' instruction and training. Radio is used to carry out 

numerous distance learning and open enrolment initiatives. Additionally, it helps with audio 

meetings. Radio programs, particularly dialogues and dramas, are beneficial for the 

development of language skills. 

Projector: A projector is a crucial tool for simultaneously showing procedures and 

information to many people. It can be applied to staff training and education. Prepared forms 

of information are simple to display with the aid of overhead projector. 

Conclusion: The growth of teachers' careers is aided by ICT. With the aid of information and 

communication tools, a teacher can pick up a variety of linguistic abilities. He is able to enrol 

in a variety of certification courses for teaching English as a second language offered by 

renowned universities like Cambridge University and the British Council, among others. 

These tools assist in improving his ability to instruct English as well as in making his subject 

matter simple, affordable, and easier to comprehend. The use of e-journals, e-magazines, and 

e-libraries, which are only possible with the aid of ICT, can help an instructor broaden the 

scope of his knowledge of the English language. Through audio and video conferencing, he 

can also take part in conversations and conferences with the subject matter experts in his field 

of English language instruction, which will help him to advance his knowledge and abilities 

in ELT.The use of ICT also aids in the curriculum-design for learning English. To learn about 

the advantages and disadvantages, difficulties, and sociological and psychological problems 

relating to English language learners, he can examine the ELT curricula of various nations. 

He uses all of these resources to create a programme that enables him to accomplish the goals 

and objectives of teaching English. The aforementioned discussions make it abundantly 

obvious that ICT tools have altered the paradigm of English language teaching and learning. 

In order to accomplish the goals of English language instruction, it is crucial for a teacher to 

be knowledgeable about contemporary ICT tools and know how to use them effectively. 
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Neodymium doped fluorophosphate (FP:Nd3+) glasses with different chemical compositions (59NH4H2PO4+15ZnO 
+15BaF2+10X+1·0NdF3 (X=LiF, NaF, CaF2, SrF2, AlF3)) were prepared by melt quenching. Their structures and spec-
troscopic properties were studied using x-ray diffraction, FTIR, FT-Raman and 31P, 27Al MAS NMR techniques. Various 
structural groups were identified using FTIR and FT-Raman spectra. The depolymerisation of metaphosphate chains are 
described by the decrease of Q2 tetrahedral sites allowing the formation of pyrophosphate groups revealed by 31P MAS 
NMR spectroscopic studies. Optical properties were studied using absorption and photoluminescence spectroscopy. 
Judd–Ofelt intensity parameters Ωλ (λ=2, 4 and 6) were estimated from absorption spectra. Radiative parameters such 
as transition probabilities (A), radiative lifetimes (τR), integrated absorption cross-sections (Σ) and branching ratios (βR) 
were calculated. Two emission lines at 1060 and 1330 nm were observed for Nd3+ in all the fluorophosphate glasses. From 
the emission spectra, emission characteristics were studied via optical band gains (σe×τR) and gain bandwidths (σe×Δλeff). 
Fairly large numerical values for peak emission cross-sections (σe) and branching ratios (β) for 4F3/2Æ4I11/2 transition of 
Nd3+ ion doped calcium fluorophosphate glass were observed. These results are rosy for NIR laser application at 1060 nm.

1. Introduction
Glasses are a boon to humanity. They give a lot of 
leverage to experimenters due to their lack of long 
range order. Their properties are isotropic; they can 
be doped with rare earth elements to high degrees 
of concentration with excellent homogeneity. Glasses 
can be made into a wide variety of sizes and shape. 
Rare earth element doped glasses have been meeting 
the requirements of mankind upon their probing by 
inquisitive minds. Ever since the invention of laser 
action in neodymium doped glasses by Snitzer in the 
1960s, commendable research activity was done on 
the spectroscopic and laser properties of lanthanides 
in general and neodymium in particular. Trivalent 
neodymium (Nd3+) is central to laser action in differ-
ent hosts, both crystalline as well as amorphous. Due 
to its ability to produce strong infrared fluorescence 
radiation, this ion is a good contender for research 
in high power (of order 1012 W) laser applications, 
optical amplifiers and fibre amplifiers in broadband 
telecommunications, storage and Faraday rotators.(1–6) 

There are many ways in which the stimulated 
emission characteristics of trivalent rare earth ions can 
be affected by the surrounding host glass matrix.(7–8)  
The surrounding ligand field perceptibly impacts 

the optical absorption cross-section, stimulated 
emission cross-section, fluorescence decay and other 
laser parameters. For practical applications, like laser 
amplifiers, it is crucial that nonradiative processes, 
such as multiphonon relaxation, are minimised to 
ensure high yield. Phosphate glasses have many 
advantages over silicates, borates and fluorides. 
Addition of fluorides to the phosphates pave the 
way for the reduction of OH absorption by forming 
HF.(8) This results in low phonon energy.(9–11) Fluo-
rophosphates have many favourable qualities such 
as minimal dispersion, good rare earth ion dispersal 
homogeneity and high emission cross section.(12–13) 
ZnO is a well-known glass former, it acts against 
crystallisation and has a non-hygroscopic nature(14–15)

To understand phosphate glasses, one needs to 
think of their structures as a polymerisation by tet-
rahedra, since for most compositions, fortified P–O 
bonds are present. Structures of phosphate glasses 
can be characterised as polymeric compounds con-
taining sturdy phosphate tetrahedra and frail O–M–O 
bonds where M being an alkali positive charge. The 
sturdy P–O–P bonds connecting the tetrahedra that 
make up the polymers and the weak M–O bonds 
binding the polymers can be attributed to large 
thermal expansion coefficients of these materials.(15) 
The structure of phosphate glass is understood with 
[PO4] tetrahedra. Here two pentavalent phosphorus 

http://dx.doi.org/10.13036/17533562.64.2.12
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atoms are linked with three oxygen atoms by σ-bonds 
which are bridging oxygens B–O and one oxygen is 
bonded to one phosphorus by a σ+dπ−pπ double bond, 
i.e terminal oxygen OT. Neutron diffraction at high
resolution was used by Hoppe to determine the bond 
lengths of the P–O bonds in the [PO4] tetrahedron. 
This has enabled a clear separation between the P–O 
bond lengths having terminal oxygens (1·43 Å) and 
those of bridging oxygens (1·58 Å).(16)

As fluoride group’s vibrational frequencies are 
lower, rare earth elements doped fluoride glasses 
have become interesting materials to laser research 
specialists.(17) Several fluorides derived from alkali 
and alkaline earths were used in fluorophosphate 
glasses as network moderators since they prevent 
devitrification, improve structural properties, and 
reduce OH-bonds.(18–19) Many studies have been car-
ried out on Nd3+ ion spectroscopy in a range of glassy 
environments, which include phosphate, borate, 
telluride fluoride, sulphate and chalcogenides. 

Recently Meisong Liao(20) highlighted the effect of 
alkali and alkaline earth fluoride on thermal stabil-
ity and structure of fluorophosphate glasses. Ghose 
et al(21) studied relaxation in mixed alkali fluoride 
glasses. Zhao & Sakka(22) reported properties of mixed 
alkali fluoride glasses in the ZrF4+PbF2+AlF3+RF 
(R=Li, Na, K) system. Damodaraiah et al(23) investi-
gated the spectral studies of Nd3+doped different 
bismuth phosphate glasses for laser applications. 
Vijayalakshmi et al(13) studied structural, dielectric 
and photoluminescence properties of Nd3+ doped 
multifunctional optical glasses for solid state laser 
applications. Flórez et al(24) studied the effect of P2O5 
on emission properties and in turn laser applications 
of fluorophosphate glasses. Kumar & Ratnakaram(4) 
studied the role of TeO2 coordination on structural 
and emission properties of Nd3+ in fluorophosphate 
glasses. Rajagukguk et al(25) reported optical gain of 
the same ion. There is enough literature available on 
the studies of concentration variation of rare earth 
doped glasses and there by various properties. In the 
present work, the authors aimed at understanding 
the effect of composition variation (alkali, alkaline 
earth and post transition metals) on lasing action of 
neodymium ion doped phosphate glasses.

2. Experimental

2.1. Glass preparation
A series of five (59NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10X
+1·0NdF3) different fluorophosphate (X=LiF, NaF, 
CaF2, SrF2, AlF3) glass systems were prepared by melt 
quenching. Analar grade chemicals NH4H2PO4, ZnO, 
BaF2, LiF, NaF, CaF2, SrF2, AlF3 and NdF3 of highly 
purified (99·9%) were used in the glass preparation. 
The glass compositions each of the 15 g pre-weighed 
amounts of chemicals were rigorously pulverised 
in an agate mortar to mix its constituents. After 

this process the fine powder is taken in a porcelain 
crucible which can withstand at high temperatures 
and melted in an electric furnace at a temperature 
range of 1100–1130oC for an hour. The melted mixture 
was stirred and allowed to equilibrate by the release 
of gas bubbles. After homogenisation, the molten 
chemical was quickly transferred into hot square 
brass plates to ensure glass formation. After casting, 
the samples were annealed at 300°C for about 120 
min to remove any thermal stress that might exist in 
the samples. Then the samples were taken to room 
temperature slowly. The glasses were polished 
properly for characterisation of their physical and 
optical measurements. Basing on cation change, the 
prepared glasses are named as follows:

59NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10LiF+1·0NdF3 — LFPNd

59NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10NaF+1·0NdF3 — NFPNd

59NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10CaF2+1·0NdF3 — CFPNd

59NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10SrF2+1·0NdF3 — SFPNd

59NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10AlF3+1·0NdF3 — AFPNd

2.2. Measurements and analysis of samples

Mass densities of the synthesised glasses were 
measured using Archimedes’ principle which in 
fact calculates relative density. Refractive indices 
(n) were estimated by Abbe refractometer. The XRD 
spectra were recorded on INEL C120X-ray diffrac-
tometer using Cu Kα radiation of wavelength 1·79 
Å. This instrument scanned the glass samples in the 
range 2θ with scan rate of 2°/min. The x-ray genera-
tor was operated at 40 kV and 20 mA. Absorption 
phenomenon was performed using JASCO V–570 
spectrophotometer. The measured spectral absorp-
tions were normalised using sample thickness l (cm) 
and doping concentration, C (mol%). The modi-
fied spectra were used for calculation of oscillator 

Figure 1. X ray diffraction patterns of Nd3+ doped different 
fluorophosphate glasses [Colour available online]
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strengths, intensity parameters Ωλ, spontaneous 
emission transition probabilities branching ratios, 
radiative lifetimes, and peak emission cross-sections. 
FTIR spectra were obtained using Bruker Alpha-II 
spectrometer and FT-Raman spectra by Bruker RFS 
27: FT-Raman spectrometer (scan range: 200–2200 
cm−1, 2 cm−1 resolution) to get the structural details. 
To delve deep into the structural properties, 31P MAS 
NMR spectra were recorded using JOEL ECX 400 
MHz NMR spectrometer.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. XRD
Figure 1 represents XRD patterns of Nd3+ doped 
different fluorophosphate glasses recorded in the 
range 20°≤2θ≤80°. The lack of any sharp peaks certi-
fied the glassy state of the prepared specimens. The 
glass densities, refractive indices, molar volumes, ion 
concentrations and thicknesses of Nd3+ doped differ-
ent phosphate glasses of the present investigations 
are given in Table 1.

3.2. Raman Spectra

FT Raman spectra which give irrefutable evidence 
about the structural parameters of host glass matrix 
are shown in Figure 2. The spectra were recorded 
over 200–2200 cm−1 range. Six distinctive bands were 
noticed at ~338, 502, 710, 1034, 1152 and 1846 cm−1. The 
band at 338 cm−1 is due to F–PO3 scissoring mode. The 

band at 502 cm−1 is attributed to distortion mode of 
P–O and P–F vibrations. The band at 710 cm−1 is due 
to (P–O–P)sym, stretching. The bands at 1034 cm−1 and 
1152 cm−1 are assigned to balanced stretching of non-
bridging oxygen on Q2 tetrahedron and are also due 
to (P–O–P)asym characteristic of vibrational movement 
of phosphate and the motion of cationic polyhedral. 
Existence of this band shows that various metal 
cations function as network modification agents in 
fluorophosphate glass formation. The band at 1152 
cm−1 is the most intense one for all the glass composi-
tions. Hence we conclude that addition of alkali and 
alkaline earth fluorides increases the (P–O–P)asym  
in the glass matrix.

3.3. FTIR Analysis

FTIR spectra of 1·0 mol% Nd3+ doped different FP 
glasses were recorded and shown in Figure 3. The 
spectra of these glass matrices are studied in the 
range 500–3500 cm−1. Each spectrum divulged various 
absorption bands localized at 597, 730, 1065, 1246, 
1462, 1608, 1827, 2362 and 3164 cm−1. Based on the 
comparison between our results and literature data, 
the following observations were made regarding 
the attribution of the absorption bands. The band at 
597 cm−1 was due to bending vibrations of O–P–O 
linkages. The band at 730 cm−1 was identified to be 
due to symmetry arises due to elongation vibra-

Table 1. Physical properties of Nd3+ doped different fluorophosphate glasses
S. Physical Glass
No. quantity LFPNd NFPNd CFPNd SFPNd AFPNd
1 Density, ρ (g/cm3)  3·378  3·382  3·426  3·599  3·472
2 Refractive index, n  1·646  1·644  1·643  1·641  1·640
3 Molar volume, Vm (cm3/mol) 32·853 33·290 33·915 33·605 33·635
4 Ion concentration, Ni (1022 ions/cm3)  0·304  0·300  0·294  0·298  0·297
5 Thickness (cm)  0·352  0·358  0·343  0·344  0·370

Figure 2. FT-Raman spectra of Nd3+ doped different fluo-
rophosphate glasses [Colour available online]
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possible to identify three types of tetrahedral models. 
They are Q1 – phosphate tetrahedra with one bridging 
oxygen, Q2 and Q3 with two and three bridging oxy-
gens. The crosslinked Q3 tetrahedron is rudimentary 
block for the structure of phosphate glass in which 
the positively charged ions get randomly inserted 
in to it.(30) However, this situation gets changed with 
the change of network modifier cations. Q3 breaks 
into Q2 and then further reduces to Q1 and Q0 units. 
These units were usually identified in 31P NMR 
spectra with a Q3ÆQ1 shift. Fluorine anions form 
nonbridging bonds.

Figure 4 depicts the 31P MAS NMR spectra of 
fluorophosphates glasses with various alkali, alkaline 
and post transition metal cations. In the case of Li, Ca 
and Sr glass matrices, strong signals at −8·74, −9·34 
and −8·65 ppm were observed and may be associated 
with Q1 polymer like metaphosphate structural units. 
In the case of Na and Al glass matrices, dominant 
signals present at −22·825 and −23·69 ppm, respec-
tively, could be assigned to Q2 tetrahedra units. The 
unique feature is that except for AFPNd glass, rest of 
the glass matrices have side shoulders consistently. 
In the case of LFPNd, CFPNd and SFPNd glasses, 
the intensity is high for Q1 whereas for NFPNd glass, 
the dominant peak is observed at −22·825 ppm with 
side shoulder at −8·65 ppm. In case of AFPNd glass 
no such side shoulder is recorded. The 27Al MAS 
NMR spectra for the glass shows three peaks nearly 
at +39·3, +7·5, and −16·1 ppm. They were designated 
to Al(OP)4, Al(OP)5 and Al(OP)6 sites, respectively.(31)  
This indicates the structural changes in the glass 
matrix with different cations.

tions of P–O–P linkages. The band at 1065 cm−1 was 
related to the asymmetric stretching vibrations of 
P–O–P linkages. The band at 1246 cm−1 was due to 
the asymmetric stretching due to P=O. The bands at 
1462 and 1608 cm−1 were given to bending vibrations 
of O–H groups. The band at 1827cm−1 was related to 
H2O bending vibrations. The band at 2362cm−1 was 
due to hydrogen bonding. Band at 3164 cm−1 range 
is due to fundamental stretching of OH groups.(23–25)

3.4. Magic angle spin nuclear magnetic 
resonance (MAS NMR) analysis
31P magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance 
is an indispensable tool to analyse phosphate type 
glasses. The technique adopted in this process is 
‘measuring the radio frequency required to excite the 
nuclei of the sample from one spin quantum state to 
another in the presence of an external magnetic field’. 
The fractional differences from the standard values 
are called shift. This shift is sensitive to even an iota 
of change in the local chemical composition.(29) This 
is due to the fact that electrons in the neighbourhood 
of investigated nucleus shield it by varying degree. 
31P NMR study of the glass samples have shown that 
the degree of polymerisation can be quantified with 
31P chemical shift. It paves the way to fathom out the 
number of phosphorous atoms bound by oxygen 
bridges to a specific tetrahedron [PO4].

The phosphate bonding is analysed and under-
stood via Qn models. Here the superscript n stands 
for the number of bridging oxygens per tetrahedron. 
Based on the count of bridging oxygens with the 
adjoining tetrahedra, the classification is made. It is 

Figure 4. 31P and 27Al MAS NMR spectra of Nd3+ doped different fluorophosphate glasses [Colour available online]
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3.5. Optical bandgap energy and Urbach energy
The complexity of the behaviour of electrons in disor-
dered structures such as glasses can be obtained with 
the help of calculation of optical bandgap energies 
and Urbach tail energies. This knowledge is essential 
for employing these materials in opto-electronic 
applications. The variation of absorption coefficient 
with the variation of photon energy paves the way 
to identify three distinct regions. The first zone is 
more or less unvarying due to exciton–phonon close 
interaction. The second zone is known as Tauc region. 
It is a region corresponding to high absorption. The 
optical bandgap calculation is feasible with this 
region. The last region is in exponential form called 
Urbach region. The absorption tails and the Urbach 
energies are related by the expression α=α0 exp(hν/Eu)  
here α0 here is constant, is energy possessed by im-
pinging radiation, and refers to the band tail width. 
Those values give a sign of disorderliness in the 
material, and any change in those values indicates 
the formation of defects in the glasses. The localised 
states produced by these defects in the glass result 
in decrease in the width of the localised states, 
which causes the increase in optical bandgaps. The 
procedure for obtaining the optical bandgaps are 
taken from elsewhere.(28,29) The direct bandgap energy 
values which are obtained from (αhν)2 versus (hν) 
graphs for different experimental glasses LFPNd, 

NFPNd, CFPNd, SFPNd and AFPNd are found to 
be 3·85, 3·79, 4·12, 4·02 and 4·54 eV, respectively. The 
indirect bandgap energy values which are obtained 
from (αhν)1/2 versus (hν) graphs for these glasses 
are found to be 3·42, 3·33, 3·63, 3·53 and 3·47 eV, 
respectively. It is observed that the direct band gaps 
are lower in sodium phosphate glass and higher in 
aluminium phosphate glass. The indirect band gap 
values are also lower in sodium phosphate glass and 
higher in calcium phosphate glass. These values are 
tabulated in Table 2. The graphs showing the varia-
tions corresponding to direct and indirect transitions 
are shown in Figures 5(a) and (b).

3.6. Optical absorption spectra and Judd–
Ofelt analysis

The absorption spectra of 1·0 mol% Nd3+ doped 
LFPNd, NFPNd, CFPNd, SFPNd, and AFPNd glasses 
were a group of inhomogeneously broadened bands 

Table 2. Direct and indirect band gap energies (eV) of Nd3+ 
doped different phosphate glasses
Glass Direct   Indirect  EU

LFPNd 3·85 3·42 0·43
NFPNd 3·79 3·33 0·46
CFPNd 4·12 3·63 0·49
SFPNd 4·02 3·53 0·49
AFPNd 4·54 3·47 1·07

Figure 5. (a) Variation of (αhν)2 with (hν) and (b) variation of (αhν)1/2 with hν in Nd3+ doped different fluorophosphate 
glasses [Colour available online]
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in the UV-VIS and NIR regions which are showing 
the characteristics of 4f3–4f3 transitions pertaining 
to Nd3+. Absorption spectra of Nd3+-doped various 
fluorophosphate glasses originate from the ground 
state 4I9/2 to different excited states. In the present 
work, 11 distinctly different peaks are observed for 
all the glass matrices The noted spectra were similar 
for different compositions. However, intensities of 
individual spectra will vary for different modifier 
fluorides by its corresponding ligand field and the 
shapes of spectral peaks of some transitions also 
change.(34) The absorption peaks are identified as 
4D1/2+4D3/2+4D5/2, 2P1/2+2D5/2, 2D3/2+2K15/2, 4G9/2+2K13/2, 
4G7/2, 4G5/2+2G7/2, 2H11/2, 4F9/2, 4F7/2+4S3/2, 4F5/2+2H9/2 and 
4F3/2 states observed at different wavelengths, 350, 
429, 475, 509, 525, 582, 628, 684, 746, 803 and 874 nm, 
respectively.(35) The recorded absorption spectra of 
all the Nd3+ doped phosphate glasses are shown in 
Figure 6 along with the spectral transitions. Among 
all the absorption bands, the band corresponding to 
the transition 4I9/2Æ4G5/2+2G7/2 shows more intense 
when compared to other transitions.

The experimental spectral intensities (fexp) of vari-
ous observed transitions and the calculated spectral 
intensities (fcal) which are obtained from Judd–Ofelt 

theory(33–35) are listed in Table 3 along with their rms 
deviations. It is evident from the table that fexp and 
fcal values are in reasonable agreement. Among the 
five glass matrices studied, fexp values are higher 
in calcium fluorophosphate glass for most of the 
transitions. Higher spectral intensity indicates 
lower symmetry around the rare earth ion, strong 
covalent nature between the ligands. For Nd3+ ion 
4I9/2Æ4G5/2+2G7/2 is the hypersensitive transition (HST).
(36,37) This transition follows the selections rules ΔL≤2, 
ΔJ≤2 and ΔS=0. It has characteristic of higher values 
of reduced matrix elements ‖Uλ‖2. The wavelength 
and the intensity of this transition will be influenced 
by the surroundings of the doped rare earth ion. The 
spectral intensities of the hypersensitive transition 
were observed to be highest in CFPNd glass (24·326) 
and it is close contender to AFPNd glass (24·25). These 
values for LFNd, NFNd and SFPNd glasses were 
21·718, 23·089 and 22·510, respectively.

In the present work, since HST is prone to the 
chemical environment around Nd3+ with the replace-
ment of modifier fluorides it is observed that, diverse 
variation of intensity has been found for different 
glass matrices whereas there is no change in the 
wavelength. Same trend of divergences have been 
observed in fexp values and also in Ωλ (where λ=2, 4 
and 6) values which show the divergent magnitudes. 
This distinction shows the effect of modifier in the 
ligand field and thereby influencing the spectroscopic 
properties. The Judd–Ofelt intensity parameters 
(Ωλ, where λ=2, 4 and 6) were obtained from the ex-
perimental spectral intensities following the standard 
least square fitting procedure(37,38) and are presented 
in Table 4. These parameters obtained in the present 
work are compared with the parameters in other 
glass matrices in Table 4. Some absorption bands 
usually consist of a multiplicity of states. This may 
be attributed to the fact that the crystal field experi-
enced by the doped ions (Nd3+) in glassy material is 
different for different ions. This is in contrast to the 
local crystal-field felt by the Nd3+ ion in crystalline 
hosts where it is uniform. This feature leads the 
inhomogeneous widening of the absorption spectra 
of RE3+ in amorphous media. Due to this fact some 

Figure 6. Optical absorption spectra of Nd3+ doped different 
fluorophosphate glasses [Colour available online]

Table 3. Experimental and calculated spectral intensities (f ×10−6) of observed absorption bands of Nd3+ doped different 
fluorophosphate glasses
S. No. Transition from LFPNd NFPNd CFPNd SFPNd AFPNd

4I9/2 fexp fcal fexp fcal fexp fcal fexp fcal fexp fcal

1 4D1/2+4D3/2  9·114  7·344  8·527  9·080 10·324  9·293  8·961  7·724  7·843  7·301
2 2P1/2+2D5/2  0·494  0·818  0·887  1·027  0·566  1·067  0·513  0·871  0·547  0·817
3 2D3/2+2K15/2  1·440  0·749  1·826  0·896  2·046  0·892  1·736  0·765  0·503  0·732
4 4G9/2+2K13/2  2·608  2·564  3·739  2·951  3·693  2·868  3·519  2·554  2·907  2·516
5 4G7/2  4·762  4·595  6·322  5·410  6·430  5·472  4·429  4·757  4·545  4·724
6 4G5/2+2G7/2 21·718 21·702 23·089 23·868 24·326 24·467 22·510 22·502 24·250 24·242
7 2H11/2  0·264  0·193  0·138  0·219  0·763  0·205  0·239  0·187  0·193  0·184
8 4F9/2  0·778  0·703  0·609  0·794  0·769  0·739  0·698  0·682  0·514  0·673
9 4F7/2+4S3/2  8·995  8·903  9·398  9·888  8·972  9·028  8·316  8·497  8·213  8·424
10 4F5/2+2H9/2  8·813  8·739  9·878 10·038  9·500  9·554  8·778  8·602  8·680  8·417
11 4F3/2  2·162  2·798  2·804  3·434  2·575  3·498  2·191  2·930  2·349  2·770

δrms ±0·72  ±0·70 ±0·82 ±0·73 ±0·34
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bands get superimposed.
Among the three Judd–Ofelt parameters, Ω2 

parameter is a measure of asymmetrical environ-
ment around Nd3+ ions, Ω4 and Ω6 values refer to 
bulk properties such as rigidity and viscosity. In the 
present work, it is found that the magnitude of Ω2 
parameter is higher in aluminium phosphate glass. 
Large value of Ω2 was due to the moderately higher 
value of spectral intensity of the hypersensitive transi-
tion. It is known that the parameter Ω2 is a measure of 
the covalency of the RE–O bond in the glass matrix. 
Here in the present context, the higher value of Ω2 
in aluminium phosphate glass indicates a strong 
covalence and a low ionic nature of metal–ligand 
bond. It can also infer that for AFPNd glass there is 
less centro-symmetric coordination among the five 
glasses studied.

In the present work, the Ω2 values follow the order 
Al>Sr>Ca>Li>Na (3·303, 2·783, 2·741, 2·719, 2·687) indi-
cating lower value in NFPNd glass and higher value 
in AFPNd glass. It is also observed that in the present 
work Ω2 value is increasing with the increase of valency 
of constituent elements. In the present work, Ω4

 param-
eter is higher in calcium phosphate glass (4·111×10−20) 

indicating higher rigidity of the glass matrix and lower 
in lithium phosphaste glass (3·108×10−20) indicating 
lower rigidity of the glass matrix.

3.7. Radiative properties

Radiative properties like effective bandwidths (Δυ), 
electric dipole linestrengths (Sed), radiative transition 
probabilities (A), total radiative transition probabili-
ties (AT), radiative lifetimes (τR) and branching ratios 
(β) of different Nd3+ ion transitions were estimated 
and are presented in Tables 5 and 6 for all the glass 
matrices studied. These parameters have been de-
rived using the standard formulae given in Rao et 
al.(43) The network formers and modifiers of the glass 
matrix will have substantial influence on the radiative 
properties of rare earth ion, Nd3+. It is pertinent to note 
here, that the radiative relaxation of an excited state to 
all its lower levels depends primarily upon radiative 
transition rates. The radiative lifetimes which are the 
reciprocals of total radiative transition probabilities, 
AT (Tr=1/AT) are calculated and are tabulated in the 
above tables. It is observed that the order of magni-
tude of radiative lifetimes for different excited states 

Table 4. Judd–Ofelt intensity parameters (Ωλ, ×10−20 cm2), spectroscopic quality factors (Ω4/Ω6) and their trends in 
different phosphate glasses
Glass Ω2 Ω4 Ω6 Ω4/ Ω6 Trend Reference
LFPNd 2·719 3·108 3·502 0·89 Ω6>Ω4>Ω2 Present work
NFPNd 2·687 3·933 3·864 1·02 Ω4>Ω6>Ω2 Present work
CFPNd 2·741 4·111 3·500 1·17 Ω4>Ω6>Ω2 Present work
SFPNd 2·783 3·348 3·330 1·00 Ω4>Ω6>Ω2 Present work
AFPNd 3·303 3·137 3·316 0·95 Ω6>Ω2>Ω4 Present work
Flourophosphate  4·63 2·55 6·79 0·375 Ω6>Ω2>Ω4 13
Fluorosilicate  8·14 2·04 2·26 0·90 Ω2>Ω6>Ω4 34
Fluorogermanate 5·41 1·89 1·92 0·98 Ω2>Ω6>Ω4 34
Chalcogenide  9·2 2·5 1·2 2·083 Ω2>Ω4>Ω6 35

Table 5. Effective bandwidths (Δυeff, cm−1) electric dipole linestrengths (Sed), radiative transition probabilities (A, s−1), 
total radiative transition probabilities (AT, s−1) and branching ratios (β) of different Nd3+ doped fluorophosphate glasses
Glass Transition   Δν Sed AR βcal βexp

LFPNd 4F3/2Æ4I15/2  5093·0   9·8    9·5 0·004 -
4F3/2Æ4I13/2  7318·0  73·3  210·5 0·089 0·154
4F3/2Æ4I11/2  9425·0 187·2 1148·3 0·487 0·839
4F3/2Æ4I9/2 11441·0  90·4  992·0 0·420 -

AT=2360·3 -
 NFPNd 4F3/2Æ4I15/2  5080·8  10·8   10·3 0·004 -

4F3/2Æ4I13/2  7305·0  80·9  230·2 0·084 0·149
4F3/2Æ4I11/2  9412·1 213·7 1300·4 0·473 0·844
4F3/2Æ4I9/2 11428·6 112·2 1211·4 0·440 -

AT=2752·3
 CFPNd 4F3/2Æ4I15/2  5093·8   9·8    9·4 0·004 -

4F3/2Æ4I13/2  7318·0  73·3  209·2 0·078 0·145
4F3/2Æ4I11/2  9425·1 201·4 1228·2 0·458 0·849
4F3/2Æ4I9/2 11441·6 113·2 1235·0 0·460 -

AT=2681·8
 SFPNd 4F3/2Æ4I15/2  5107·0   9·3    9·0 0·004 -

4F3/2Æ4I13/2  7331·2  69·7  199·2 0·084 0·150
4F3/2Æ4I11/2  9438·3 183·6 1119·9 0·474 0·843
4F3/2Æ4I9/2 11454·8  94·9 1034·8 -

AT=2362·9
AFPNd 4F3/2Æ4I15/2  5080·8   9·3    8·8 0·004 -

4F3/2Æ4I13/2  7305  69·4  195·8 0·086 -
4F3/2Æ4I11/2  9412·1 180 1086·4 0·480 0·841
4F3/2Æ4I9/2 11428·6  90  972·5 0·430 0·152

AT=2263·5
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is 2H11/2>4F3/2>4F9/2>4F5/2> 4G5/2>4G7/2>4G9/2 for all the glass 
matrices. Among various excited states, 

2H11/2 shows 
higher value and 4G9/2 shows lower value showing 
similar trend in other glass matrices.(44)

Jacobs & Weber(45) propounded the concept of spec-
troscopic quality factor (χ) (Ω4/Ω6) to characterise the 
emission intensity/efficiency of 4F3/2Æ4I11/2 transition. 
Radiative properties of Nd3+glasses mainly depend 
on the Ω4 and Ω6 parameters as the matrix elements 
4F3/2‖Uλ‖2 4IJ are all zeros. Figure 7 depicts the variation 
of χ and Ωλ values with the variation of glass matrix. 
The omega values and the spectroscopic quality 
factors of different glasses, i.e flourophosphate,(14) 
fluorosilicate, fluorogermanate glasses,(46) chalcoge-
nide glasses(47) have been compared with the present 
work for better understanding. The trend observed 
in AFPNd glass of the present work resembles the 
glass given in Vijayalakshmi et al.(13)

Smaller the spectroscopic quality factor more is 
the intensity. Among all the phosphate glass matrices 
studied, CFPNd glass matrix has shown higher χ 
(>1) value. For LFPNd and AFPNd glasses, χ value 
came out to be less than one. In the present work, the 
range of χ values observed in different glass matrices 
is 0·89–1·17. Generally χ values for Nd3+glasses range 
from 0·22 to 1·5. It is in conformity with points dis-
cussed in Choi.(48) It is possible that the levels that have 
relatively large transition rates, branching ratios, and 

energy gaps between them will exhibit laser action.

3.8 NIR emission

The near infrared emission (NIR) spectra of various 
Nd3+ doped fluorophosphate glasses at room tem-
perature are recorded in the range 950–1450 nm using 
808 nm as an excitation wavelength. This excitation 
takes the Nd3+ ions to 4F5/2+2H9/2 level. From that level, 
the ions reach to 4F3/2 which is a meta stable state as 
described. The energy gap between 4F5/2 and 4F3/2 
levels is very narrow; it is of the order ~1000 cm−1. 
The lower level i.e metastable state, 4F3/2 is populated 
through multi phonon relaxation. The energy gap, 
ΔE between the 4F3/2 level and the levels 4I11/2 and
4I13/2 is big enough to have radiative emission rather 
than non-radiative emission. In the present work, 
two emission bands were observed in the emission 
spectra nearly at 1060 nm and 1330 nm as shown in 
Figure 8 for all the glass matrices. From the spectra, 
it is noted that the fluorescence intensity of 4F3/2Æ4I11/2 
transition is higher than the 4F3/2Æ4I13/2 transition for 
all compositions. So, 4F3/2Æ4I11/2 transition at 1·06 μm 
is the dominant laser emission in the synthesised 
fluorophosphate glasses. 

Experimental branching ratios (βexp) are obtained 
by measuring the areas of observed emission peaks. 
It is observed that the NIR emission transition, 
4F3/2Æ4I11/2 at 1060 nm possess higher magnitudes of 
βexp than the 4F3/2Æ4I13/2 emission transition at 1330 nm 
for all the synthesised glass matrices. Among vari-
ous phosphate glasses studied, CFPNdglass shown 
higher branching ratio (84·9%) and the LFPNd glass 
shows lower branching ratio (83·9%) as shown in 
Table 5. Higher values of β is a favourable factor for 
lower threshold and higher gain of lasers.(49) In order 
to evaluate the efficiency of the prepared glasses for 
laser applications, some important laser parameters 
such as stimulated emission cross sections (σe), ef-
fective bandwidths(Δλeff), optical gains (σe×τexp) and 
gain bandwidths (σe×Δλeff) have been calculated and 

Table 6. Radiative lifetimes (τR) (μs) of certain excited 
states of Nd3+ doped different fluorophosphate glasses
 Excited
S. No. state LFPNd NFPNd CFPNd SFPNd AFPNd
1 4G9/2  110   98   97  108  103
2 4G7/2  126  114  112  123  116
3 4G5/2  135  139  142  146  136
4 2H11/2 3862 3460 3398 3877 3580
5 4F9/2  173  186  197  219  180
6 4F5/2  136  151  153  173  140
7 4F3/2  423   363  373  423  442

Figure 7. Variation of spectroscopic quality factor (χ) and 
(Ωλ, λ=2, 4, 6) parameters with the variation of glass 
matrix [Colour available online]

Figure 8. Emission spectra Nd3+ doped different fluoro-
phosphate glasses [Colour available online]
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are presented in the Table 7.
The stimulated emission cross section (σe) values 

for the prepared glasses are 2·213, 2·478, 2·535, 2·117 
and 2·019 for LFPNd, NFPNd, CFPNd, SFPNd and 
AFPNd glasses, respectively. The σe value is found to 
be higher in CFPNd glass and lower in AFPNd glass. 
The optical gain parameter which is the product of 
stimulated emission cross section and radiative life-
time (τexp) values were computed to be 938·3, 899·5, 
943·0, 895·4 and 892·3 for LFPNd, NFPNd, CFPNd, 
SFPNd and AFPNd glasses, respectively. All these 
values are reported in Table 7. The density and molar 
volume increase with an increasing cation radius. 
Exceptions are the Mg2+ and Zn2+ glasses, which 
show the same and comparably high molar volume, 
indicating a more constrained glass structure, as the 
displacement of the basic structure is limited. The 
variety of structural units and the rearrangement of 
the glass network, caused by the strong M–O inter-
actions, create a local lanthanide environment with 
comparably low symmetry which results in a good 
emission properties. Along with optical gain band 
widths, emissions cross section times lifetime of the 
laser transition is called as optical gain of the transi-
tion. The optical gain values have been calculated 
and are presented in the Table 7. and they are found 
to be 938, 899, 943, 895 and 892 for LFPNd, NFPNd, 
CFPNd, SFPNd and AFPNd glasses, respectively, 
for 4F3/2Æ4I11/2 transition. The highest value of optical 
gain is found to be 943 in CFPNd glass. Among all the 
glasses studied, the CFPNd glass shows along with 
high σe, value, high optical gain and gain bandwidths 
in the context of modifier combination. Hence the 
calcium fluorophosphates glass doped with Nd3+ ions 
can be used as a lasing material. 

4.Conclusions

Nd3+ doped different fluorophosphate glasses with 
systematic change in glass composition were pre-
pared using melt quenching technique. The glass 
samples were analysed for structural characteristics 
with FTIR, FT Raman, XRD and 31P NMR studies. 
Optical absorption and fluorescence measurements 
were carried out. From the optical absorption spectra 
and Judd–Ofelt theory, J-O intensity parameters (Ωλ, 
λ=2, 4, 6) are calculated and certain radiative prop-
erties are studied. In the present work, the higher 

value of Ω2 parameter in aluminium phosphate glass 
indicated strong covalence of metal–ligand bond. 
Ω4 parameter is higher in calcium phosphate glass 
indicated higher rigidity of glass matrix. The spectro-
scopic quality factor is higher in calcium phosphate 
glass among all the glasses studied. Branching ratio is 
also higher in calcium phosphate glass for 4F3/2→4I13/2 
transition. In the emission spectra, two emission lines 
were observed nearly at 1060 and 1330 nm under 808 
nm excitation for all the prepared fluorophosphate 
glasses. The higher magnitudes of branching ratio, 
peak stimulated emission cross-section, optical gain 
and gain bandwidth for 4F3/2Æ4I13/2 transition CFPNd 
glass suggests that this glass composition is suitable 
for the efficient commercial laser emission at1060 nm.
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ABSTRACT 

The teenage years are challenging for teens and their parents. Adolescents face 

many new pressures and may not always react in the healthiest ways to the problems 

they encounter. Social difficulties, stress, financial crisis, academic pressures, and other 

concerns facing teens may contribute to suicidal ideation. The World health 

organization has acknowledged that suicidal behavior is a major public health problem 

in every country. Suicide rates gradually increasing in India. So, this study aims to find 

out gender difference between suicidal ideation among adolescents. Total 50 sample 

were selected for this study and suicidal ideation scale was used for this study. The study 

results revealed that there were significant differences between boys and girls with 

respect to suicidal ideation. Girls scored high mean score when compare to boys. It can 

be conclude that external and internal factors make them to more vulnerable to have 

suicidal thoughts in adolescents. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Adolescence is the phase of life between childhood and adulthood, from ages 10 to 19. It is a 

unique stage of human development and an important time for laying the foundations of good 

health. Adolescents experience rapid physical, cognitive and psychosocial growth. This affects 

how they feel, think, make decisions, and interact with the world around them.  
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Suicidal ideation, sometimes referred to as suicidal thoughts, describes thoughts, fantasies, 

ideas or images related to committing suicide. Contrary to common belief, depression and 

suicidal thoughts are not limited to adults, but symptoms and warning signs are often different 

in teens. 

Suicidal ideation in teens is often caused by untreated depression or drug misuse and always 

needs to be taken seriously. Suicidal thoughts and depression often have many causes. Social 

difficulties, stress, academic pressures, and other concerns facing teens may contribute to 

suicidal ideation. 

The role that gender plays as a risk factor for suicide has been studied extensively. While 

females show higher rates of non-fatal suicidal behavior and suicide ideation (thoughts),and 

reportedly attempt suicide more frequently than males do, males have a much higher rate of 

suicide. As of recent World Health Organization (WHO) releases, challenges represented 

by social stigma, the taboo to openly discuss suicide, and low availability of data are still, to 

date, obstacles leading to poor data quality for both suicide and suicide attempts: "given the 

sensitivity of suicide – and the illegality of suicidal behaviour in some countries – it is likely 

that under-reporting and misclassification are greater problems for suicide than for most other 

causes of death." 

Many researchers have attempted to find explanations for why gender is such a significant 

indicator for suicide. A common explanation relies on the social constructions of hegemonic 

masculinity and femininity. According to literature on gender and suicide, male suicide rates 

are explained in terms of traditional gender roles. Male gender roles tend to emphasize greater 

levels of strength, independence, risk-taking behavior, economic status, and individualism. 

Reinforcement of this gender role often prevents males from seeking help for suicidal feelings 

and depression. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Afroza. B (2021) Studied Social Determinants of Suicidal Ideation among Adolescents in Rural 

Bangladesh. This Study showed that lifetime prevalence of suicidal ideation was 5% among 

adolescents. The majority of adolescents with suicidal ideation were female (67, 5.3%), 

unmarried (106, 5.5%) and students (86, 6.2%). Suicidal ideation was significantly associated 

with age, education, occupation and living with parents or others. Suicidal ideation was more 

common among adolescents with parents from the low-income group (5.5%). 

Cormac O.B et.,al (2020) Studied Adolescent Suicide Ideation, Depression and Self-

Esteem: Relationships to a New Measure of Gender Role Conflict. The that regression analyses 

and tests of mediation revealed that depression significantly mediated the relationship between 

GRC and negative suicide ideation, whilst self-esteem and depression significantly mediated 

the relationship between GRC and positive suicide ideation. 

Yi-Yang Zhang.Y.Y et.,al (2019) had done a study on Gender differences in suicidal 

ideation and health-risk behaviors among high school students in Beijing, China. The 

prevalence of suicidal ideation was significantly higher for girls (13.3%) than boys (10.7%). 

The multivariate regression analyses indicated that high academic pressure, running away from 

home, feeling lonely or sad/hopeless, being bullied, fighting, and binge drinking were 

significantly associated with suicidal ideation in boys and girls. Factors more strongly 

associated with suicidal ideation in girls than boys were being in junior vs senior high school 

(girl vs boys: 1.24 vs NA), high academic pressure (2.42 vs 1.55), ever smoking (1.52 vs NA), 

binge drinking (1.30 vs 1.17), fighting once (1.63 vs 1.06) and being sad/hopeless (2.39 vs 2.04) 

and their interaction with gender were all statistically significant (P < 0.05). A lower likelihood 

of suicidal ideation was found among boys, but not girls, who had PE class two or more days 

per week. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WHO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_stigma
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taboo
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Andrea.M.M (2019) studied Gender differences in suicidal behavior in adolescents and 

young adults: systematic review and meta-analysis of longitudinal studies. The study revealed 

that. Females presented higher risk of suicide attempt and males for suicide death. Common 

risk factors of suicidal behaviors for both genders are previous mental or substance abuse 

disorder and exposure to interpersonal violence. Female-specific risk factors for suicide 

attempts are eating disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, bipolar disorder, being victim of 

dating violence, depressive symptoms, interpersonal problems and previous abortion. Male-

specific risk factors for suicide attempt are disruptive behavior/conduct problems, hopelessness, 

parental separation/divorce, friend's suicidal behavior, and access to means. Male-specific risk 

factors for suicide death are drug abuse, externalizing disorders, and access to means.  

Riaz.U et.,al (2019) studied Suicidal ideation, suicide planning, and suicide attempts among 

adolescents in 59 low-income and middle-income countries: a population-based study. The 

study results revealed that girls had higher prevalence than boys for suicidal ideation (18·5%, 

16·4–20·6 vs 15·1%, 13·4–16·7), suicide planning (18·2%, 15·8–20·6 vs 15·6%, 13·7–17·6), 

and suicide attempts (17·4%, 15·0–19·8 vs 16·3%, 14·0–18·6). Adolescents aged 15–17 years 

had higher prevalence than those aged 13–14 years of suicidal ideation (17·8%, 15·8–

19·8 vs 15·9%, 14·1–17·6), suicide planning (17·8%, 15·7–20·0 vs 16·3%, 14·7–17·9), and 

suicide attempts (17·6%, 15·2–20·0 vs 16·2%, 13·8–18·5). 

Achyut R.P (2019) Studied factors associated with suicidal ideation and suicidal attempts 

among adolescent students in Nepal: Findings from Global School-based Students Health 

Survey. The study found that nearly 13.59% of the participants had considered suicide while 

10.33% had attempted it. Food insecurity (OR = 2.32, CI = 1.62–3.32), anxiety (OR = 2.54, CI 

= 1.49–4.30), loneliness (OR = 2.51, CI = 1.44–4.36) and gender (OR = 1.39, CI = 1.03–1.89) 

were identified as risk factors of suicidal ideation. Anxiety (OR = 3.02, CI = 1.18–7.74), 

loneliness (OR = 2.19, CI = 1.28–3.73) truancy (OR = 1.99, CI = 1.40–2.82), cigarette use (OR 

= 3.13, CI = 1.36–7.23) and gender (OR = 1.60, CI = 1.07–2.39) were identified as risk factors 

of suicidal attempt. Having 3 or more close friends was found to have protective effect (OR = 

0.35, CI = 0.16–0.75) against suicidal attempt. 

Reza. Z et.,al (2017) had done a study on suicidal ideation and its correlates among high 

school students in Iran: a cross-sectional study. The results revealed that Overall, 62 (4.1%, 

95% CI= 3.1, 5.2) of 1,517 students had thoughts of suicide. Three hundred and thirteen (20.6%, 

95% CI= 18.6, 22.7) students reported being bullied in the previous 30 days. Being worried that 

they could not eat or did not feel hungry (Adjusted Odds Ratio (AOR) = 4.15; 95% Cl [1.71, 

10.07] were all factors positively associated with suicidal ideation. 

Each suicide is a personal tragedy that prematurely takes the life of an individual and has a 

continuing ripple effect, dramatically affecting the lives of families, friends and communities. 

According to the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) ,a total of 139,123 people died by 

suicide in India 2019 showing an increase of 3.4% in comparison to 2018 and the rate of 

suicides has increased by 0.2% during 2019 over 2018(NCRB).This suicide rate was 10.4 

deaths per 100,000 population. There are various causes of suicides like professional/career 

problems, sense of isolation, abuse, violence, family problems, mental disorders, addiction to 

alcohol, financial loss, chronic pain etc.  

All these information gives support to the present study which hypothesizes that there are 

increasing number of suicide ideation among adolescents. Hence this study tries to find out the 

factors that make them vulnerable to commit suicide. 
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METHODOLOGY 

A total sample of 100 (50 boys and 50 girls) were selected for this study from Intermediate 

colleges in Kakinada. Suicidal ideation scale by Sisodia and Bhatnaga r (2005) was used for 

this study and random sampling method was chosen and collected data was analyzed by using 

t sample test. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table: 1 Mean difference of suicidal ideation among adolescent boys and girls 

 

Suicidal Ideation 

Boys Girls 
t-value P 

Mean S.D Mean S.D 

38.48 29.18 52.04 14.88 -2.069 0.04* 

 

Note: *Significance at (P<0.05), **Significance at (P<0.01), NS- Not Significant 

This table 1 represents the gender differences in suicidal ideation. The results of this study 

clearly shows that there were significant differences between boys and girls with respect to 

suicidal ideation. Girls scored high mean score when compared to boys. This means that 

adolescent’s girls might have faced interpersonal conflicts, attitude of inequality of family 

members, academic stress, loss of loved ones, sleep disturbances and financial crisis which 

make them to have suicidal thoughts. The results are in congruence with study conducted by 

Andrea. M.M (2019) who revealed that female suicidal ideation risk factors for suicide attempts 

are posttraumatic stress disorder, depressive symptoms, and interpersonal problems. And also 

U Wunderlich (2001) who concluded The female suicide attempters showed suicidal thoughts 

and suicide attempts significantly more when compare to male. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The findings of this study revealed that girls scored high mean score on suicidal ideation. The 

study results clearly depicted that there were significant mean differences existed between both 

the genders on suicidal ideation. It evident that girls scored high mean score compared to boys. 

Factors like financial, academic, family and interpersonal factors which makes them to more 

vulnerable for committing suicides. This study results should be taken into consideration while 

planning suicidal prevention programme for adolescents. 
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A R T I C L E  I N F O                              A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Dy3+ ion doped different fluorophosphate glasses were prepared by melt-quenching 

process. Structural study was conducted by XRD, FTIR, FT-Raman and 31P MAS NMR 

spectroscopy. The optical properties were examined using absorption and 

photoluminescence spectroscopy. Various structural groups that made up the glass were 

identified using FTIR and FT-Raman spectra.  Breaking up of metaphosphate chains were 

detected by the decrease of Q2 tetrahedral sites paving the formation of pyrophosphate 

groups (Q1) as revealed by 31P MAS NMR spectroscopic study. Judd-Ofelt intensity 

parameters Ω2, Ω4, and Ω6, were calculated from absorption spectra. Radiative lifetimes 

(τR), branching ratios (βR) integrated absorption cross-sections(Σ)and were calculated 

subsequently using the above said technique. Experimental branching ratios (βexp) and 

stimulated emission cross-sections (σP) were calculated for all the observed emission 

transitions of Dy3+doped prepared fluorophosphate glasses. The CIE chromaticity co-

ordinates, correlated colour temperature (CCT) and yellow to blue (Y/B) intensity ratios 

were calculated to ascertain these glasses usefulness for photonic applications in lasers and  

white LEDs.. 

 

 
 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

According to United Nations environmental programme 

(UNEP) 20% of the world's electricity production is used for 

lighting purposes and is responsible for 6% of CO2 emission. 

It is going to increase at enormous rate of 60% by 2030. This 

will have far reaching consequences on the climate change. 

The problems associated with the conventional white light 

emitting diodes (WLEDs) which make use of crystalline 

phosphors, ultraviolet LED chip and epoxy resin are that, 

deterioration of the resin that encapsulates the conventional 

LEDs, large refractive index difference between the resin and 

phosphor which increases the amount of scattering of light, 

decrease of overall lifetime of the device to name a few. So, 

there is a dire need to develop energy efficient lighting 

systems. 
 

Spectroscopic examination unravelled the fact that the intra 4f 

electronic transitions of rare earth ions play a vital role and 

made glasses doped with rare-earth ion as technologically 

suitable and superior  materials for solid-state lasers,  planar 

waveguides,  microchip lasers to name a few. Low melting 

temperatures, ultraviolet (UV) transmission and good optical 

characteristics are some of the outstanding features of 

fluorophosphate glasses that made these glasses suitable for 

various applications. A range of materials can be created using 

these glasses including fast ion conducting materials, energy 

efficient solid-state lighting devices, laser hosts, and 

biocompatible ones. and production of these glasses have good 

chemical durability which made them carve a niche among 

photonic glasses [1-4].  
 

Among Ln3+ ions, trivalent dysprosium (Dy3+) doped glasses 

are widely studied for their applications in telecommunication 

and solid-state lighting devices, in the fabrication and 

functioning of optical amplifier systems. The study of 

luminescence from the 4F9/2 level of Dy3+ ions is highly 

significant towards this end, as its range covers the visible and 

NIR regions. Dy 3+is an excellent luminescent ion whose 

visible spectrum has  three bands, blue (460–485 nm; 4F9/2 to 

6H15/2), yellow (570–590 nm; 4F9/2 to 6H13/2) and red 

(635–655 nm; 4F9/2 to 6H11/2). Of these 

4F9/2→6H13/2transition is an electric dipole (E.D) and 

4F9/2→6H15/2 transition which is a magnetic dipole (M.D) 

transition. These two transitions correspond to yellow and blue 

regions respectively. The E.D transition is hypersensitive and 

hence that transition’s intensity is highly influenced by the 

nature of the host. The intensity of 4F9/2→6H15/2 transition 

is less sensitive to the host [5-8]. Hence, at a suitable yellow-

to-blue (Y/B) intensity ratio, Dy3+ can emit white light. Thus, 

luminescent materials doped with Dy3+ ion are usually 

employed in the production of white light both in glasses and 

in phosphors. 
 

In the present work, a systematic probe was carried out to 

arrive at some conclusions about the effect of alkali, alkaline 
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and post transition metal fluorides, keeping dysprosium ion 

concentration as same i.e 0.5 mol%. The addition of zinc 

oxide makes the fluorophosphate  glass moisture resistant and 

strengthens the glass network. Addition of alkali fluorides 

form new substructures which will alternate the phosphate 

network. These substructures behave as defects in the host 

glass network. The extent of depolymerization of the glass 

network heavily depends on the ionic radius of the modifier 

ion and its suitability with the ligand network. Spectroscopic  

properties such as intensity parameters, spectral intensities, 

and radiative properties namely transition probabilities (AR), 

radiative lifetimes (τR) and integrated absorption cross-

sections (Σ), Emission properties such as emission intensities, 

branching ratios (βexp) and peak stimulated emission cross-

sections (σP) were studied. In connection with optical 

properties, structural properties such as X-ray diffraction 

(XRD), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, FT-

Raman spectroscopy and 31P magic angle spin nuclear 

magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) spectroscopy were also 

investigated. 
 

Experimental 
 

Glass preparation 
 

A series of five  

(59.5NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10X+0.5Dy2O3) 

different fluorophosphate (X=LiF, NaF, CaF2, SrF2, AlF3) 

glass systems were prepared by melt quenching route. Analar 

grade chemicals NH4H2PO4, ZnO, BaF2, LiF, NaF, CaF2, 

SrF2, AlF3 and DyF3 of highly purified (99.9%) were used in 

the glass preparation. The above glass composition each of 

15g pre-weighed amounts of chemicals were rigorously 

pulverized in an agate mortar to mix its constituents. After this 

process, the fine powder is taken in a porcelain crucible which 

can with stand high temperatures and melted in an electric 

furnace at a temperature range of 1120-1140oC for an hour. 

The melted mixture was stirred and allowed to equilibrate by 

the release of gas bubbles. After homogenization, the molten 

chemical was quickly transferred into hot square brass plates 

to ensure glass formation. After casting, the samples were 

annealed at 300oC for about 120 minutes to remove any 

thermal stress that might exist in the samples. Then the 

samples were taken to room temperature slowly. The glasses 

were polished properly for characterization of their physical 

and optical measurements. Basing on cation change, the 

prepared glasses are named as follows: 
 

59.5NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10LiF+0.5Dy2O3     --- LFPD 

59.5NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10NaF+0.5Dy2O3    --- NFPD 

59.5NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10CaF2+0.5Dy2O3  --- CFPD 

59.5NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10SrF2+0.5Dy2O3   --- SFPD 

59.5NH4H2PO4+15ZnO+15BaF2+10AlF3+0.5Dy2O3   --- AFPD 
 

Measurements 
 

The densities of the manufactured glasses were measured 

using Archimedes’ principle with water as fluid that gives 

buoyancy. Refractive indices of the glasses were measured 

with ATAGO model 1211 of Abbe refractometer. The 

physical properties of the above Dy 3+ are calculated and are 

shown in Table.1  
 

XRD profiles of these glasses were recorded in the range 10-

800 with RIGAKU X-ray diffractometer. The Fourier 

transform infrared spectra were recorded at room temperature 

with 4 cm-1 spectral resolution between 400 and 4000 cm-1 

by a BRUKER FTIR spectrometer. FT-RAMAN spectra were 

analysed between 50 and 1500 cm-1 by a BRUKER: RFS 27 

spectrometer. Solid state 31P MAS NMR spectra were 

obtained at 400 MHz using a JOEL ECX400 DELTA2 NMR 

spectrometer with a 4 mm probe. The acquisition time was 18 

ms and pulse width was 2.9μs. The 31P spectra were collected 

in 128 scans, 5s relaxation delay. The optical absorption 

spectra were recorded using JASCO V-570 

spectrophotometer. The fluorescence spectra were recorded 

with FL920 in the range of 450-700 nm, which functions with 

xenon lamp as excitation source. 
 

Table 1 Physical Properties of Dy3+ doped different 

fluorophosphate glasses 
 

S. No property 
  Glass  

 
LFPD NFPD CFPD SFPD AFPD 

1 Density, ρ (g/cm3) 3.036 3.067 3.136 3.187 3.012 
2 Refractive index, n 1.634 1.641 1.643 1.612 1.632 

3 Molar volume, Vm (cm3/mol) 35.83 35.98 36.37 37.60 39.63 

4 
Ion concentration, Ni (1022 

ions/cm3) 
0.141 0.139 0.137 0.133 0.126 

5 Inter ionic distance, ri (nm) 1.920 1.929 1.938 1.957 1.993 

6 Polaron radius, rp (A0) 0.773 0.778 0.781 0.788 0.799 
7 Thickness,( cm) 0.335 0.346 0.350 0.345 0.336 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) delineation of the prepared 0.5mol% 

Dy3+ doped different five glass samples were recorded 

between 100 ≤ 2θ ≤ 800 and were juxtaposed and  shown in 

Fig.1.  The manufactured glasses had shown broad diffused 

scattering at low angles and did not show any sharp Bragg’s 

peaks. The amorphous nature of glass samples was confirmed 

by the X-ray diffraction pattern.  
 

 

Fig 1 XRD patterns of Dy3+ doped different fluorophosphate glasses 

 

Fig 2 FTIR spectra of Dy3+ doped different fluorophosphate glasses 
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Fourier Transform infrared (FTIR) spectra 
 

FTIR is the result of absorption of light by the vibrating 

molecules, it elucidates presence of various chemical units and 

functional groups in the prepared glass samples. FTIR spectra 

were recorded for the glasses and were shown in Fig. 2. The 

studied spectra of these glass matrices were in the 

wavenumber range of 500-4000 cm-1. Many absorption bands 

around 560, 727, 910, 1036, 1270, 1390, 1590, 2340, 2834, 

and 3560 cm-1 were noticed. The ascription of the absorption 

bands were done by the comparison of our results with data 

given in the literature and the following conclusions were 

made. The band at 560 cm-1 was assigned to deformation 

mode in Q2 tetrahedra. The band at 727cm-1 was assigned to 

symmetric stretching mode connections P-O bridging groups 

intermediate PO2- tetrahedra Q2. The band at 910-1036 cm-1 

was related to elongation of asymmetric links (P-O-P) 

between Q2 tetrahedra and elongation symmetric connections 

P-O terminal (Q2). The band at 1390 cm-1 was due to P-OH 

deformation. The bands in the range 2340 cm-1 were due to 

the existence of antisymmetric stretching of water molecules. 

The band at 2834 cm-1 was due to the hydrogen bonding. The 

bands at 3560 cm-1 were due to symmetric stretching 

vibration of hydroxyl groups (O-H) [9-13].  
 

FT-RAMAN spectra analysis 
 

FT Raman spectrum is due to the scattering of light by the 

molecules of the substance. It gives a wealth of information 

about the structural parameters of host glass matrix and it is 

shown in Fig 3 for the glasses studied.  
 

 
Fig 3 FT -Raman spectra of Dy 3+doped different fluorophosphate glasses 

 

The scattering spectra were captured in the range of 200 cm-1 

to 2200 cm-1.  In the present work six distinctive bands were 

noticed except for AFPD glass (very low intensities) at ~338 

cm-1, ~502 cm-1, ~710 cm-1, ~1034 cm-1, ~1152 cm-1, and 

~1846 cm-1 for all the glasses. The band at 338 cm-1 was due 

to F-PO3 scissoring mode. The band at 502 cm-1 was due to 

distortion mode of P-O and P-F vibrations. The band at 710 

cm-1 was due to (p-o-p)sys stretching. The bands around 1030 

cm-1 and,1152 cm-1 were due to symmetric stretching of 

nonbridging oxygen on a Q2 tetrahedron and are also due to 

(p-o-p)asym  typical vibrational motion of PO4 tetrahedra and 

the motion of cationic polyhedral. Existence of this band 

shows that various metal cations function as network 

modifiers in the fluorophosphate glass structure [14-17]. The 

band at 1152 cm-1 was the most intense one for all the glass 

compositions. Hence it can be inferred that addition of alkali 

and alkaline earth fluorides increases the (p-o-p)asym in the 

glass matrix.  

Magic angle spin nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) 

analysis 
 

31P MAS NMR is an invaluable tool to fathom the  structures 

of phosphate-model glasses due to observed chemical shifts 

that are sensitive to the phosphorus environment. It gives 

information about the degree of polymerization of glass 

structure. The local symmetry of the atoms in the 

prepared/examined samples can be quantitatively studied by 

solid-state NMR due to its element selectivity property. The 

phosphate bonding is best described through Qn species, here 

the superscript n refers to the number of bridging oxygens per 

tetrahedron. This categorization can be met  by means of the 

three parameters of the chemical shift tensor. It has typical 

ranges of values for different Qn groups [18-22].  
 

Based on the bridging oxygens number with the surrounding 

tetrahedra, three types of tetrahedral classification can be 

done. They are Q1 – phosphate tetrahedra with one bridging 

oxygen; Q2 – with two bridging oxygens; and Q3 – with three 

bridging oxygens. The bedrock for the phosphate glass 

structure is cross-linked Q3 tetrahedron. But with the change 

of network modifier cations the degree of the presence of Q3 

changes leading to the formation of Q2 and Q1 [23-26]. This 

is structural changes can be studied with 31 P NMR Spectra. 
 

Fig. 4 shows the results of 31P NMR spectra of the prepared 

glasses. The major peaks observed are at -8.74, -22.83, -8.65, -

8.65, and -22.83 for LFPD, NFPD, CFPD, SFPD and AFPD 

glasses respectively. In the case of LFPD glass matrix, a 

pronounced signal at -8.74 ppm can be assigned  with Q1  

structural units. It confirms that the fluorine takes place into 

PO3F tetrahedra, breaks the chains as monovalent element, 

and so decreases the reticulation of the tetrahedral network. 

Small intensity peaks observed at about -22.83 ppm are due to 

Q2 pyrophosphate [27-33].  
 

 
 

Fig 4 Chemical shifts in 31PMAS NMR spectra of Dy3+ doped different 
fluorophosphate Glasses. 

 

Similar trend is observed in other two glass compositions 

namely CFPD and SFPD glasses.  In the case of NFPD and 

AFPD glass matrices, major signal present at -22.83 ppm 

could be assigned to Q2 tetrahedra. This clearly indicates that 

structural changes have happened with the change of the 

cations in the fluorophosphate glass network. 
 

Absorption spectroscopy and Judd-Ofelt theory 
 

Absorption spectral pattern of Dy3+ doped various 

fluorophosphate glass matrices were recorded in the 

wavelength range 300-1800 nm and were shown in two 

separate Figs.5(a) and 5(b). The absorption bands in Dy 
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3+originate from the ground state 6H15/2 to different excited 

states. The observed band positions were assigned using the 

energy levels reported by Carnal et al [34]. In Fig 5(a) 6P7/2, 

6P5/2+6P3/2, and 4F7/2 are the dominant peaks.  The spectra 

in the NIR region revealed that the most intense band 

6F11/2+6H9/2 was centred at 1278 nm. The other notable 

bands are 6F3/2, 6F5/2, 6F7/2 6F9/2 +6H11/2. It was 

observed from Fig. 5 that, the wavelengths of the absorption 

peaks seldom  change with cation substitution.  
 

 
 

Fig 5 (a) UV-Vis and NIR optical absorption spectra of  Dy3+ doped different 
fluoro phosphate glasses 

 

Both the  experimental and calculated spectral intensities 

(fexp, fcal) of 0.5 mol% of Dy3+ doped five  glasses with  

root mean square deviations (δrms) were reported in Table 2. 

The experimental spectral intensities (fexp) for the observed 

absorption bands were arrived at using the equation given in 

Ref. [35], fexp positively depends on the area under 

absorption bands of different transitions. Whereas the 

theoretical spectral intensities (fcal)  calculations were based 

on Judd-Ofelt (J-O) theory [36,37]. This formula includes 

refractive index, Lorentz local field correction term for electric 

dipole transition and doubly reduced matrix elements of unit 

tensor operator. From Table 2 it was observed that 6F11/2 

band has highest spectral intensity values 5.08, 29.00, 29.39, 

29.29 and 33.06 for LFPD, NFPD, CFPD, SFPD and AFPD 

glasses respectively. It is also observed that among different 

glasses, the spectral intensities of many absorption bands were 

higher for AFPD glass. Rms deviation is a measure of 

difference between values predicted by J-O theory and the 

values observed via experiment. Lower is the rms deviation, 

good and reliable the calculation process. The rms deviations 

for LFPD, NFPD, CFPD, SFPD and AFPD glasses were 

calculated, and the values were ±0.51, ± 0.61, ±0.71,  ± 0.74,  

± 0.87 respectively. This demonstrates the accuracy of Judd-

Ofelt (J-O) theory and its prediction capability. 
 

The J-O intensity parameters, Ωλ (λ=2, 4, 6) are widely  used 

by the researchers to delve  into short range  local structure 

and bonding nature  around rare earth ions [38]. Ω2 gives 

insight about asymmetry and covalency between rare earth 

(RE) ions and ligand ions. Ω4 and Ω6 are indicative of  bulk 

properties such as viscosity and rigidity of the glass media. 

When the ambiance around  Dy3+ ion has less  symmetry, the 

field gradient environment created  by ligand on the Dy3+ ion 

is felt  and as a result the magnitude of induced f→ f transition 

is high. This results in greater spectral intensity. This greater 

spectral intensity is an indication of higher asymmetry and 

coordination environment around the Dy3+ ion. In order to 

know the influence of various cations on the local 

environment of Dy3+ ions, J-O intensity parameters were 

calculated by J-O theory and were presented in Table 3. It is 

observed that the change in the Ω2 parameter from lithium to 

aluminium in these glasses is due to the change in the covalent 

nature bonding environment around the dysprosium and ligand 

ion. It was also noticed that the decrement in the Ω2 parameter 

from lithium to aluminium This decrement is due to the 

change of effective ionic radii of lithium (0.60nm) and 

aluminium(0.054nm)  
 

All the glasses commonly have displayed larger Ω2 values 

than Ω4 and Ω6. The pattern observed in these glasses was 

Ω2> Ω4> Ω6 except in NFPD glass where Ω2> Ω6> Ω4 is 

noticeable.  It was evident from Table 3 that in the present 

work i.e. for 0.5mol% of Dy3+ doped fluorophosphate 

glasses, Ω2 parameter decreased from 18.72x10-20 cm2 to 

12.04 x10-20 cm2 for Li to Al in  proper order. The Ω2 values 

of the present work are found to be higher than CBTZnDy 

glasses [39], (NaPO3)6-TeO2-AlF3-LiF glasses [40] and 

NbLiFsDy glasses [41]. Greater Ω2value indicates greater 

covalency, hence LFPD glass has more covalent nature than 

the AFPD glass. Ω4 reflects the bulk property and viscosity.  

The values came out to be 5.89, 3.52, 5.17, 4.9, and 5.98 with 

their usual unit (x10-20cm2).  For the first and the last glasses 

namely LFPD and AFPD were observed to have higher 

values. Of these AFPD has highest value. So, it is concluded 

that AFPD glass has high viscous nature among all glass 

samples. Ω6 which gives insight into rigidity is observed to 

have lowest value 2.45 for AFPD glass. It is known from the 

literature that Ω6 has inverse relation to viscosity [42]. Hence 

it can be concluded that  AFPD glass has high rigidity.   

The crux of the matter is that, the intensities of f-f transitions 

are usually insensitive to the glass environment. This is 

because of the shielding effect created  by the closed shell 5s 

and 5p electrons. Despite this, there are some transitions 

whose  intensities are highly  sensitive to any change in the 

surrounding environment. These transitions are called 

“hypersensitive transitions”. HST transitions follow the 

selection rules |ΔJ| 2, |ΔL| 2, and ΔS = 0, It has large 

reduced matrix elements ||Uλ||2. Usually, the changes that 

occur  in the intensity and band shapes of HST due to the 

change in the environment are useful in ascertaining the 

changes in the structure around lanthanide ion. In the present 

work, 6H15/2 → 6F11/2+6H9/2 was centred at 1278 nm,  

higher spectral intensity of hypersensitive transition is 

observed for AFPD glass among all the five prepared glass 

compositions. This is due to the higher magnitude of the 

electrostatic attraction between dysprosium ion and the ligand 

in the said composition.  
 

Radiative properties & Luminescence spectra 
 

In order to calculate radiative properties like electric dipole 

linestrengths Sed, radiative transition probabilities, Aed, 

branching ratios, β and absorption cross sections, ∑ of certain 

excited states 4I15/2, 4F9/2, 6F3/2, 6F5/2 and 6F11/2+6H9/2 

of Dy3+, J-O theory comes handy. Using this theory, these 

physical quantities were assessed  from the absorption data 

and refractive indices for all the prepared Dy3+ doped FP 

glasses using the formulae given in ref [43-46]. The branching 

ratios (βR) and absorption cross-sections (∑) of certain 

transitions of 0.5 mol% of Dy3+ doped FP sample glasses 

were calculated and presented in Table 4. It was found that 

among different transitions, 4F9/2 → 6H13/2, transition 

exhibits higher branching ratio β consistently for all the 

samples and among all these glasses LFPD glass has highest β 

(83.5%) followed by CFPD glass with (76.8%).  
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The radiative transition probability (Aed) values for 6F13/2 

transition came out to be 342.3, 2613.4, 2746.4, 2847.3, and 

3458.1 for LFPD, NFPD, CFPD, SFPD and AFPD glasses 

respectively. For the aluminium glass, Aed value came out to 

highest. The branching ratios were consistently higher for the 

4F9/2 → 6H13/2 transition [47-50].  
 

The excitation spectra of Dy3+doped different FP glass 

samples were documented  in the wavelength  range 300 to 

550 nm at an emission wavelength of 570 nm. Fig.6 shows 

excitation spectrum of LFPD glass matrix.  

 
 

Fig 6 Excitation spectrum of Dy3+ doped different fluorophosphate glasses 
 

The other spectra resembled exactly, hence we did not show 

them  here. The excitation spectrum consists of eight 

inhomogeneous excitation peaks located at 325 nm, 341nm, 

350 nm, 363 nm, 385 nm, 425 nm, 450 nm, and 475 nm and 

are related to the transitions from ground state 6H15/2 to the 

excited states 6D7/2, 6P3/2, 6P7/2, 4P3/2, 4I13/2, 4G11/2 and 

4I15/2 and 4F9/2 respectively. Among these excitation peaks, 

the excitation peak at 350 nm (6H15/2→ 6P7/2) was relatively 

high in intensity and this was further used for the 

measurements of luminescence spectra [51-54]. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7 Emission spectra of Dy3+ doped different fluorophosphate glasse 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 7 show the visible photoluminescence (PL) spectra of 

Dy3+ doped different fluoro phosphate glass matrices 

observed in the wavelength range of 400-800 nm by excitation 

at a wavelength(λexc) 353 nm. The emission spectra 

exhibiting four remarkable emission transitions of which, 

three in the visible range and one in NIR region 4F9/2→6HJ 

(J=15/2, 13/2, and 11/2) which were observed at 485, 575 and 

667 nm respectively. The blue (B) emission transition 

(4F9/2→6H15/2) at 485 nm and yellow (Y) emission 

transition (4F9/2→6H13/2) at 575 nm were having high 

intensity than the other red emission transition 

(4F9/2→6H11/2) at 667 nm wavelength.  

Table 4 Certain radiative parameters of Dy
3+

 doped different fluorophosphate glasses.  (Electric dipole line strengths (Sed) , 

radiative transition probabilities (Aed) sec
-1

, branching ratios (β %) and absorption cross sections (∑ (10
8
 )cm

2)
). 

 

Glass Transition Sed Aed β ∑ 

 

LFPD 

 
4I15/2→6H15/2 

 
3.19 

 
62.67 

 
57.00 

 
0.06 

4F9/2→ 6H13/2 22.25 342.30 83.50 0.54 

6F3/2→ 6H9/2+6H7/2 109.16 55.10 65.40 1.57 
6F5/2→ 6H15/2 156.30 73.30 46.40 1.67 

6F11/2+6H9/2→6H15/2 469.26 190.10 91.80 3.01 

 
NFPD 

4I15/2→6H15/2 52.71 1036.17 55.90 1.03 
4F9/2→ 6H13/2 167.05 2613.4 67.00 4.13 

6F3/2→ 6H13/2 215.08 1405.2 32.50 7.33 
6F5/2→ 6H15/2 187.63 1755.9 37.00 5.50 

6F11/2+6H9/2→6H15/2 3511.20 16429.5 59.60 51.45 

 
CFPD 

4I15/2→6H15/2 34.45 687.98 53.20 0.68 
4F9/2→ 6H13/2 176.87 2746.40 76.80 4.37 

6F3/2→ 6H13/2 70.78 466.20 25.70 2.42 

6F5/2→ 6H13/2 210.7 707.00 0.32 4.39 

6F11/2+6H9/2→6H15/2 3631.78 1480.90 0.93 23.53 

 

SFPD 

4I15/2→6H15/2 52.95 978.06 63.50 0.97 

4F9/2→ 6H13/2 194.23 2847.3 74.10 4.51 
6F3/2→ 6H13/2 177.43 1097.7 41.30 5.69 

6F5/2→ 6H15/2 154.79 1365.7 43.8 4.26 

6F11/2+6H9/2→6H15/2 3657.78 1412.5 92.8 22.36 

 

AFPD 

4I15/2→6H15/2 78.91 1519.48 69.00 0.50 

4F9/2→ 6H13/2 226.93 3458.10 70.90 0.17 

6F3/2→ 6H13/2 322.36 2057.40 47.50 10.75 
6F5/2→ 6H15/2 281.23 2587.20 51.90 8.09 

6F11/2+6H9/2→6H15/2 3989.84 1582.90 91.40 25.34 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 Branching ratios ( βcal, βexp ) and calculated 

lifetimes of certain transitions 
 

 
4F9/2→6H13/2 

 
βcal βexp 

LFPD 78 81 

NFPD 80 75 
CFPD 81 81 

SFPD 82 81 

AFPD 81 83 
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The blue emission transition (4F9/2→6H15/2) was due to 

magnetic dipole (MD) transition, whose intensity typically 

does not depend on the short crystal field environment of the 

prepared glass matrices [55-57]. It is worth noting that the 

yellow emission transition (4F9/2→6H13/2) was an electric 

dipole (ED) transition (ΔL=2, ΔJ=2). This transition is a 

hypersensitive emission transition. The intensity of this 

transition depends on local environment.  
 

In the present work, for 0.5 mol% of Dy3+ doped fluoro 

phosphate glasses, the emission intensity of the peaks 

increased with the increase of ionic state. The luminescence 

properties such as peak emission wavelengths (λP), effective 

bandwidths (∆νeff), branching ratios (β) (experimental and 

calculated) and peak emission cross-sections (σP) for the three 

emission transitions 4F9/2→6HJ (J=15/2, 13/2, and 11/2) 

were calculated and were presented in Table 5. The stimulated 

emission cross sections which decide the threshold and 

efficiency for a given transition in a laser material were 

calculated. The highest value obtained is 16.96x10-24cm2 for 

AFPD glass composition. The branching ratio values of any 

transition are measure of lasing action. It was observed from 

the table that the branching ratio (β) of the emission transition 

4F9/2→6H13/2 was high.  It was also observed from the table 

that, the experimental and calculated β values were in close 

agreement for 4F9/2→6H13/2 which happened to be Electric 

dipole transition. The stimulated emission cross-section (σP) 

is an  important measurement used to identify a medium  as 

laser active with  directly proportional relation. In the current 

endeavour , the peak emission cross-section (σP) was found 

higher for the transition 4F9/2→6H13/2 than the other two 

emission transitions 4F9/2→6H11/2 and 4F9/2→6H15/2. As 

seen from Table 5, the value of emission cross-section has 

increased up to 168.43x10-24cm2 with the variation of Li, Na, 

Ca, Sr, and Al. Hence, AFPD glass matrix can be used as 

viable alternative lasing material. 
 

CIE coordinates and generation of yellowish green light 
 

The colour of any light source can best  be described and 

classified  by three variables x (λ), y (λ) and z (λ) which are 

dimensionless quantities. To estimate the emission colour of 

the glass matrices, the Commission International deI’Eclairage 

(CIE) chromaticity coordinates are determined from the tri 

stimulus values using the following standard relations, 

ZYX

X
x


      

ZYX

Y
y


  

and z (λ) representing the relative brightness. The locus of all 

monochromatic colour coordinates makes the perimeter of 

CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram. Colour coordinates of Dy3+ 

doped fluoro-phosphate glass matrix with different metal 

cations are shown in Table.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 8 represents the colour chromaticity diagram of 

Dy3+doped Fluoro-phosphate glasses. In the present study, x 

and y colour co-ordinates (0.47, 0.48) are located in the 

yellowish green region for all the glass matrices  
 

 
 

Fig 8 CIE chromaticity diagram for of Dy3+ doped different fluorophosphate 
glasses 

 

From the emission spectra of Dy3+ doped FP glasses, yellow 

to blue transitions ratio (Y/B) values were calculated and were 

presented in Table 6. These values were 1.91, 1.80, 1.82, 1.78 

and 1.76 for LFPD, NFPD, CFPD, SFPD and AFPD glasses 

respectively. Higher the value of Y/B ratio indicates higher 

degree of covalency. From the values of Y/B ratios, it was 

noticed that LFPD glass matrix has higher degree of covalency 

[58-59].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Different alkali alkaline and aluminium fluorophosphate 

glasses with 0.5mol% Dy3+ doping, were produced by melt 

quenching process. These glass samples were characterized by 

XRD, FT-IR, FT-RAMAN, 31P MAS NMR, Optical 

absorption, luminescence, and emission measurements. The 

XRD has reaffirmed the amorphous nature of prepared glass 

samples. The various structural groups present in the prepared 

glass samples were identified by FTIR and FT Raman. From 

31P MAS NMR spectra, it was detected the presence of  meta 

Table 6 Emission properties of Dy3+ doped  different fluoroPhosphate  glasses for observed transitions (peak emission 

wavelength, λp (nm), effective bandwidths, Δλeff (cm-1), stimulated emission cross sections, σe (10-22cm2), and optical gain 

bandwidths, σe×Δλeff  (10
-21

cm
3
). 

 

Transition→ 4F9/2→6H15/2 4F9/2→6H13/2 4F9/2→6H11/2 

Glass λp Δλeff σe σe× Δλeff λp Δλeff σe σe× Δλeff λp Δλeff σe σe× Δλeff 
LFPD 485 13.7 1.39 19.0 575 11.3 16.46 185.9 667 14.5 3.75 54.4 

NFPD 485 13.7 18.5 253.4 575 11.2 137.4 1539 667 14.9 29.1 433 

CFPD 485 13.3 6.15 81.8 575 11.5 131.6 1513 667 14.5 37.2 539 
SFPD 485 13.7 6.92 94.8 575 11.4 130.6 1489 667 15.0 37.3 559 

AFPD 485 13.6 8.52 115.9 575 11.4 135.6 1546 667 15.2 28.9 439 
 

Table 7 The calculated chromaticity colour co-ordinates 

(x, y), CCT and Y/B ratio values of Dy3+ ions activated 

FP glasses  excited at a wavelength of 353 nm. 
 

Sample Color coordinates (x, y) CCT (k) Y/B 

LFPD (0.486, 0.457) 2702 1.91 

NFPD (0.473, 0.456) 2855 1.80 

CFPD (0.472, 0.451) 2834 1.82 
SFPD (0.466, 0.446) 3012 1.78 

AFPD (0.465, 0.456) 2960 1.76 
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phosphate units, and pyrophosphate structures in the sample. 

J-O intensity Ωλ (λ=2, 4 and 6) parameters and radiative 

parameters (AT, τR, β and Σ) were calculated for prepared 

fluorophosphate glasses. Among the three intensity 

parameters, LFPD glass matrix had higher magnitude 

(18.72x10-20 cm2) of Ω2 parameter which could be attributed 

to higher covalency and higher asymmetry of ligand field 

around the Dy3+ ion. AFPD glass has exhibited lower Ω2 

value (12.04 x10-20 cm2). From Li to Al the Ω2 values have 

decreased indicating decrease in covalency nature and increase 

in ionic nature. The Y/B values corroborate this conclusion. 

This could be due to increase in the charge of cation that 

replaced earlier one. Ω4 and Ω6 which reflect the bulk 

properties such as viscosity and rigidity of the glass matrix 

have scattered values. Emission properties of all the excited 

levels of Dy3+ were studied. Branching ratio values which 

play an important role in attaining stimulated emission were 

found to be higher for the transition 4F9/2→6H13/2 of LFPD 

glass matrix (83.5%). So, it is useful for laser applications. 

From the colour chromaticity diagram, it was concluded that 

these glasses are quite suitable for greenish yellow emission. 
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ద్వవతాద్వవత్విశిష్టాద్వవతాద సిద్మింత్పరమ్మలుగా వచిాన్ వాాఖ్యాన్మ్మలు ఉనానయి. వీటిలో శ్రీధరస్వవమి అద్వవత్సిద్మంిత్పరమ్మగా 
వ్రాసిన్ ‘భావారథ దీపిక’ను పోత్న్ అనుసరించాడని పెకుిమంద పరిశోధకులు అభిప్రాయపడుతునానరు. అందువలల పోత్న్ 
భాగవత్మ్మన్కు అద్వవత్వాాఖాను ఎంత్వరకు అనుసరించాడనే అంశానిన పరిశీలించటం, ఇత్ర సిద్మింతాలు కూడా ఎకిడెకిడ 
కనిపిస్వియో సోద్మహరణంగా సూచన్ప్రాయంగా తెలియజేయడం ఈ పరిశోధనావాాస ఉదేదశ్ాం. ప్రసిదిసంభాషణలోల ఈ 
సిద్మింతాలు ఎలా ఆనుషంగికంగా మిశ్రిత్మై ఉనానయో ఈ వాాసం చరిాసుంిద. 

Keywords: పోత్న్, భాగవత్ం, అద్వవత్ం, విశిష్టాద్వవత్ం, ద్వవత్ం, జైన్ం, ప్రకృతి ఆరాధన్.
1. ఉపోద్ఘా తం: 

 శ్రీమద్రామాయణభారత్భాగవతాలు విశ్వమాన్వాళికి అందన్ కామితారథద్మయినులైన్ కలపత్రువులు. వేదసమాన్ ప్రతిపతిి 
కలిగిన్ ఈ పురాణేతిహాసకావాాలు మహరుులయిన్ వాల్ముకివాాస మ్మనంద్రులు సంసిృత్ంలో కూరాగా ఎన్నన భాషలలో అనువాదమ్మలు 
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పంద, ఇంకా పందుతూ యుగయుగమ్మలుగా ధ్యరిుకులచేత్ స్వవింపబ్డుతూ ఉన్న, భారత్భూమి ప్రపంచమ్మన్కు ఒసగిన్ వారసత్వ 
సంపదలు. క్రీ.శ్.15వ శ్తాబ్దంలో భకికవి బ్మ్ముర పోత్నామాతుాడు తెలుగు వారి కోటిపుణ్యాల ఫలమ్మగా 
మధురభకిిభావబ్ంధురమ్మగా భాగవత్మ్మను తెనిగించి మరి ఏ ఇత్ర కావామ్మనూ రచించన్వసరమ్మ లేకుండా త్న్ పేరును 
ఆచంద్రారిం నిలుపుకొనానడు. 
 
2. పోతన ఆంధ్రర కరణ: 

 సంసిృత్మ్మలో వేదవాాసకృత్మ్మగా ప్రసిది చందన్ భాగవత్ పురాణమ్మను పోత్న్ సంసిృతాంధ్ర కవులను సమాన్మ్మగా 
మ్మపిపంచున్ట్లల మూలమ్మలో ఉన్న ప్రణ్యళికకు అనుగుణమ్మగానే 12 సింధమ్మలలో శ్రీమద్మంధ్రమహాభాగవత్మ్మగా తెనిగించాడు. 
వీనిలో పంచమ, షషఠమ, ఏకాదశ్, ద్మవదశ్సింధమ్మలు మాత్రమ్మ ఆయన్ శిష్యాలయిన్ ఏల్చారి సింగన్, బొపపరాజు గంగయ, 
వెలిగందల నారయ రచించిన్ట్లలగా ప్రసిదిమయాాయి. 
 శ్ృంగి అనే మ్మని శాపం కారణంగా త్క్షకుడు అనే సరపం వలన్ ఏడు రోజులలో మరణించే పరీక్షితుిన్కు మోక్షమ్మ 
పందటానికి సులభమైన్ మారగంగా శ్రీశుకమహరిు త్న్ త్ండ్రి వాాస భగవానుడు త్న్కు తెలిపిన్ భాగవత్మ్మను వినిపిస్విడు. భాగవత్ం 
శ్రీమనానరాయణుని ల్మలావతారాల వరణన్, ఆయన్ నామగుణరూపకీరిన్మ్మ, విష్యణభకుిల కథలు ప్రధ్యన్ంగా కలిగిన్ద. గజేంద్ర 
మోక్షణం, ప్రహాలద చరిత్ర, ధ్రువోపాఖ్యాన్ం, కుచేలోపాఖ్యాన్ం, రుకిుణీ కళాాణం, అంబ్రీష చరిత్ర, శ్రీకృష్టణవతారమ్మ మొదలైన్ భకిి 
రసబ్ంధురమైన్ అదుుత్ గాథలు చదవేవారి, వినేవారి జన్ుమ్మలు త్రించేలాగా వరిణంపబ్డిాయి. 
 భాగవత్మ్మ అన్గా భగవత్సంబ్ంధమైన్ద అని అరథం. భాగవతులు అన్గా భగవంతునికి సంబ్ంధంచిన్వారు-భకుిలు అని 
భావం. ఇందులో విష్యణదేవుని ల్మలావతారమ్మలు, విష్యణభకుిల కథలు వరిణంపబ్డిాయి. 
 
3. సంసకృత భాగ్వతవ్యాఖ్యానములు : 

 సంసిృత్ భాగవత్మ్మన్కు అనేక వాాఖ్యాన్మ్మలు  ఉనానయి. ఒక కావామ్మను చదవిన్ వారు ఆ కావామ్మను అరథమ్మ 
చేసుకొని తామ్మ గ్రహించిన్ భావమ్మనే వాాఖా అన్వచుా. ఒక కావామ్మను నేరుగా చదవి అరథమ్మ చేసుకోలేనివారికి వాాఖ్యాన్మ్మలు 
సహాయకారులుగా ఉంటాయి. అంతేకాక, లోతుగా, నిగూఢంగా ద్మగి ఉండే విశేష్టరథమ్మలను గ్రహించటానికి కూడా ఈ వాాఖాలు 
ఉపకరిస్వియి. సంసిృత్ భాగవత్మ్మన్కు ద్వవతాద్వవత్ విశిష్టాద్వవతాద సిద్మింత్పరమ్మలుగా వచిాన్ శుక పక్షేయమ్మ, భాగవత్ చంద్రిక, 
పదరతానవళి, సిద్మింత్ ప్రదీపమ్మ, ఆధ్యాతిుక టీక,  క్రమ సందరుమ్మ, స్వరారథదరిిని మొదలైన్ వాాఖ్యాన్మ్మలు 30 కి పైగా ఉనానయి. 
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 ఇవి మాత్రమే కాకుండా శ్రీధరస్వవమి భాగవత్మ్మన్కు అద్వవత్సిద్మింత్మ్మను వరిింపచేసూి ‘శ్రీధరీయమ్మ’ అనే 
నామాంత్రమ్మ గల ‘భావారథదీపిక’ అను వాాఖాను రచించాడు. పోత్న్ త్న్ ఆంధ్రీకరణమ్మలో కథాపరమ్మగా వాాసభాగవత్మ్మను, 
వాాఖ్యాన్పరమ్మగా శ్రీధరీయమ్మను అనుసరించాడని పెకుిమంద పరిశోధకుల అభిప్రాయం. ఇకిడ ఒక సందేహం రావచుా. 
మూలమ్మను యథాత్థమ్మగా అనువదంచి చదువుకోవచుా కద్మ! వాాస భగవానుడు ఏమి చపాపడో అద అరథం చేసుకోవాలి గాని ద్వవత్ం, 
అద్వవత్ం, విశిష్టాద్వవత్ం అంటూ వేరు వేరు అరథమ్మలందుకు? నిజంగా వాాసుని అభిప్రాయం ఏమిటి? అని. ఇద కొంత్వరకు నిజమే 
కాన ఆదమధ్యాంత్రహితుడు, స్వకార, నిరాకార సవరూపుడు అయిన్ పరమాత్ు త్న్ భకుిలు ఏ రూపమ్మగా ఏ పేరుతో భావించి 
స్వవిస్విరో వారిని ఆ విధమ్మగానే అనుగ్రహిస్విడు. “యే యథా మాం ప్రపదాంతే తాం సిథైవ భజామాహమ్” అని శ్రీకృషణ పరమాత్ు 
భగవదీగత్లో చపాపడు కద్మ! అంతేకాక అన్ంత్ శ్కిి సవరూపుడైన్ పరమాత్ును, పరబ్రహుమ్మను అందరూ ఒకే విధమ్మగా దరిించలేరు. 
ఎవరి అభిరుచి శ్కిి, స్వథయిలను అనుసరించి వారు ఆయన్ను ధ్యానిస్విరు. అందువలలనే సనాత్న్ ధరుమ్మలో విభిన్న దృషిాకోణమ్మలు, 
ఆరాధనా విధ్యన్మ్మలు ఏరపడిాయి. అందువలన్ ఆ భగవత్ిత్వమ్మను అరథమ్మ చేసుకొనే క్రమమ్మలో, తామ్మ అరథం చేసుకొన్న రీతిలో  
భాగవత్మ్మన్కు కూడా వివిధ సిద్మింతాల పరమ్మగా, భిన్న దృషిా కోణమ్మలతో పలు వాాఖ్యాన్మ్మలు వచాాయి. మరి పోత్న్ భాగవత్మ్మ 
ఎకుివమంద పరిశోధకులు భావించిన్ట్లల సంవూరణమ్మగా అద్వవత్పరమ్మగానే వ్రాయబ్డ్డంద్మ? లేక ఇత్ర సిద్మింత్మ్మలు కూడా 
ప్రవరిిసుినానయా? అనే అంశ్ం పరిశీలించటమే ఈ పరిశోధనా వాాస ఉదేదశ్ాం. 
 
4. అద్వ ైతసిద్ఘధ ంతం - అవగాహన: 

 అద్వవత్సిద్మింత్ప్రవక ి శ్ంకరభగవతాపదులు. వేదమ్మలలో ప్రతిషిఠంపబ్డ్డన్ అద్వవత్మ్మను పున్రుదిరించిన్వారు. 
న్+ద్వవత్ం= అద్వవత్ం. ద్వవత్మ్మ కానిద అద్వవత్ం. దవ అన్గా రండు. ద్వవత్మ్మ అన్గా రండు కలద. అద్వవత్ం అన్గా రండు లేనిద, 
ఒకిటే ఉన్నద అని భావం. ఇందులో రండు ఏమిటి అంటే, 1. జీవాత్ు 2. పరమాత్ు. జీవాత్ు, పరమాత్ు అని రండూ పైకి వేరువేరుగా 
కనిపిసుినాన, అవి వేరు కావని, రండూ ఒకిటే అని చపేపద అద్వవత్ సిద్మింత్ం. మరి రండూ ఒకిటే అయిన్పుపడు వేరు వేరు పేరలతో 
ఎందుకు వాహరిసుినానమ్మ? అంటే, నిజానికి జీవాత్ు, పరమాత్ు ఇదదరూ ఒకిటే. అంత్టా వాాపించి ఉన్నద, అంతా తానే అయి ఉన్నద, 
తాను కాక వేరుగా మరొక పద్మరథమ్మ ఏదీ లేనిదీ పరబ్రహుత్త్విమ్మ. 
 సృషిా చేయాలనే పరమాతుుని సంకలపమ్మ వలన్ జనించిన్ద మాయ. బ్రహుమ్మ  శాశ్వత్మ్మ, సత్ామ్మ. మాయాశ్కిి వలన్ 
అజాాన్ం ఆవరించి ఒక సత్ామే అనేక విధమ్మలుగా కన్బ్డుతోంద. ‘బ్రహు సత్ాం, జగనిుథాా’. బ్రహుమే సత్ామ్మ. జగతుి మిథా. ఉన్న 
బ్రహుమ్మ లేనిదగా, లేని జగతుి ఉన్నట్లలగా కన్పడటానిన మిథా అంటారు. అజాాన్ం అంత్రించిన్పుపడు జీవునికి సవసవరూప జానా్ం కలిగి 
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తాను పరబ్రహుమనే సతాానిన గ్రహిస్విడు. అదే అద్వవత్సిథతి. ఇద సూథలంగా అద్వవత్త్త్ివం. ఈ సిద్మంిత్ం పోత్న్ భాగవత్మ్మన్కు 
సంపూరణంగా వరిిసుంిద్మ? అనే అంశానిన పరిశీలిద్మదం. 
 
5. పోతన భాగ్వతం – అద్వ ైతతత్ ంై : 

 పోత్న్ భాగవత్ంలోని ఆఖ్యాన్నపాఖ్యాన్మ్మల ద్మవరా, సంభాషణల ద్మవరా, వరణన్ల ద్మవరా, వాాఖాల ద్మవరా 
అద్వవత్భావన్లు వాకిమవుతూ ఉంటాయి. వానిలో కొనినంటిని ఇపుపడు పరిశీలిద్మదం. 
 
పోత్న్ ప్రారంభ పదాంలో- 

“శ్రీ కైవలా పదంబుఁజేరుటకునై చింతించదన్ లోకర 
క్షెకారంభకు భకి పాలన్కళా సరంభకున్  ద్మన్వో 
ద్రేక సథంభకు గేళి లోల విలసదదృగాలా సంభూత్ నా 
నా కంజాత్భవాండకుంభకు మహాన్ంద్మంగనా డ్డంభకున్” -భాగ. 1.1. 

 బాలకృష్యణని కైవలాపదమ్మ కొరకు ప్రారిథంచాడు. కైవలామంటే మోక్షపదమ్మ. జన్న్మరణ్యలనే చక్రభ్రమణం లేని 
పున్రావృతిిరహిత్మైన్ పరబ్రహు పదమే కైవలాం. మోక్షం- స్వయుజాం, స్వమీపాం, స్వరూపాం, స్వలోకాం అని నాలుగు విధమ్మలుగా 
ఉంట్లంద. స్వయుజామంటే పరమాత్ులో ల్మన్మైపోవటం. ఇద ఒకిటే ఉత్ిృషామైన్ మోక్షపదమ్మ. మిగిలిన్వనన స్వయుజాం కంటే ఒక 
మ్మట్లా దగువనే ఉంటాయి. ఈవిధంగా పోత్న్ ప్రారంభంలోనే పరమాత్ుతో అభేదమ్మను కోరుకొని భాగవత్ రచన్ను ప్రారంభించాడు. 
ఈ విధంగా భాగవత్ రచన్, శ్రవణ, పఠన్మ్మల పరమ ప్రయోజన్ం అద్వవత్మని పోత్న్ అభిప్రాయంగా తెలుసుంిద. 
 ఈ ప్రారంభపదాం ద్మవరా మరికొనిన విశేష్టలు తెలుస్వియి. బ్రహువిష్యణమహేశ్వరులు త్రిమూరుిలు. వారు క్రమమ్మగా 
సృషిా, సిథతి, లయకారకులు. భాగవత్ంలో మాత్రం మహావిష్యణవే సరావంత్రాామి, సర్వవశ్వరుడు. బ్రహు, మహేశ్వరుడు మొదలైన్ 
దేవత్లను వారి వారి అధకార స్వథన్మ్మలలో నియమించి సృష్టాాదప్రళయపరాంత్ం  సమసి కారాభారమ్మలను వహించేవాడు శ్రీ 
మహావిష్యణవు. ఆ విష్యణవు నిరవహించే కారామ్మలను ఈ పదాంలో వాతిర్వక క్రమాలంకారంలో ధవనింపచేశాడు. ఇద ఈ పదాంలోని 
వైశిషాాం. వీనిలో చివరి కారాం లయం.  కైవలాం అంటే అతుాన్నత్ మోక్షసిథతి కద్మ! అంటే ప్రళయకాలంలో విశ్వమంతా విష్యణవులో 
ల్మన్మైపోయి ఇంకేమీ మిగలని నిరామయ నిరాకార సిథతి. ఇదే లయం. ఇదే కైవలాం. లయమంటే సృషినాి నాశ్న్ం చేయటమో, లేద్మ 
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విరూపం చేయటమో కాడు. ఒక క్రమ పదతిిలో ప్రారంభించిన్ సృషిాని అంతే క్రమ పదితిలో సక్రమంగా మ్మగించటం. ఇద విష్యణవు 
యొకి సృషిా ఉపసంహార క్రియ. దీనిని మొటామొదట సూచించాడు.      
 త్రావత్ ‘లోకరక్షెకారంభకున్’ అనే పదబ్ంధంలో విష్యణవు నిరవహించే సిథతి కారాం చపపబ్డ్డంద. లోకమ్మలను సిథరమ్మగా 
ఎటాి అవాంత్రమ్మలు లేకుండా కొన్స్వగేలా చేయటం సిథతికారాం. సోమకుడు వేదమ్మలను అపహరించిన్పుపడు బ్రహుదేవుడు సృషిాని 
సక్రమంగా నిరిుంచే పనిలో త్గిన్ విజాాన్ం లేక తికమక పడుచుండగా మత్సారూపం ధరించి సోమకుని చంపి వేదమ్మలను బ్రహుకిచిా 
లోకమ్మలను అవావసథ నుండ్డ కాపాడటం వంటి రక్షణ, పాలన్ కృత్ామ్మలను ‘లోకరక్షెకారంభకున్’ అనే పదబ్ంధంలో సూచించాడు. 
 త్రావతి అంశ్ం ‘భకిపాలన్కళాసంరంభకత్వం’. భకులిను పాలించటం అనేద ఒక కళ. ఎందుకంటే,  
పంచభూతాత్ుకమైన్ శ్రీరమ్మను ధరించిన్ ఎవరికైనా కరాునుభవం త్పపదు. అట్లవంటి భకుిల సంచిత్, ప్రారబ్ి కరులకు ఎపుపడెపుపడు 
ఎట్లవంటి ఫలితాలనివావలో అపుపడపుపడు అట్లవంటి ఫలితాలనిసూి, ఆశ్రితులను సంరక్షించుకోవటం, వారిని దయతో పాలించటం 
అనే పనిలో నిరంత్రం సన్నదింగా ఉందటం అనే సూచన్ ఉంద. అందుకే ‘భకిపాలన్కళాసరంభకున్’ అని పేరొినానడు. 
 భకిపాలన్ను కళాత్ుకంగా, అలా విలాసంగా నిరవహిసూి ఉన్నపుపడు రాక్షసుల వలన్ ఆటంకమ్మలు ఎదురైతే వారిని 
నిలువరించటం, అవసరమైతే వారిని సంహరించటం అనే కారామ్మలను ‘ద్మన్వోద్రేకసథంభకుడు’ అనే విశేషణంతో పేరొినానడు. 
లోకరక్షెకారంభమ్మ, భకి పాలన్కళాసరంభమ్మ, ద్మన్వోద్రేకసథంభమ్మ అనే మూడు కారామ్మలను నిరవహించటానికే నారాయణుడు 
ఏకవింశ్తి అవతారమ్మలను ధరించాడు. 
 ‘కేళిలోల విలసదదృగాాల సంభూత్ నానా కంజాత్ భవాండ కుంభకున్’ అనే సమాసంలో నారాయణుడు విధ్యత్గా సృషి ా
చేసిన్ వైనానిన తెలిపాడు. సృషిా చేయటానికి కారణం విష్యణవు ‘కేళిలోలత్వం’ – ఆటలాడటంలో కుతూహలం. అందువలన్ దృగాాలమ్మల 
నుండ్డ-త్న్ చూపుల మాయల నుండ్డ ఒక ఆటగా, ల్మలగా, విలాసమ్మగా నానా బ్రహాుండమ్మలను సృషిాంచాడు. అద్వవత్ సిద్మింత్ం 
దృశ్ామాన్ జగతుిను వాసివమ్మగా ఉన్నట్లలగా భ్రమ పడటం ఆ మాయ వలన్నే అని ప్రతిపాదసుింద. ఈ విధంగా పోత్న్ అవతారిక 
మొదటి పదాంలో శ్రీ మహావిష్యణవు పంచకృత్ా పరాయణత్వమ్మను సూచించాడు. 
 
5.1 పోతనభాగ్వతరచనాఫలం : 

 పోత్న్ భాగవత్రచన్ ద్మవరా పున్రావృతిి రహిత్మైన్ మోక్షమ్మను పందగలన్ని మ్మకికంఠంగా తెలిపాడు.     
 “పలికెడ్డద భాగవత్మట!,  పలికించడ్డవాడు రామభద్రుండట! నే 
 పలికిన్ భవహర మగున్ట!, పలికెద వేఱండు గాథ పలుకగ నేలా!    - భాగ.1.18. 
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త్న్ చేత్ భాగవత్మ్మను పలికింపచేసిన్వాడు శ్రీరామచంద్రుడని, భాగవత్మ్మను చపిప మరి ఏ ఇత్ర కావామ్మనూ వ్రాయన్వసరమ్మ 
లేకుండా భవహరమ్మ అన్గా తిరిగి పుట్లాక లేకుండా చేసుకుంటాన్ని పోత్న్ తెలిపాడు. 

“ఒన్రన్ న్న్నయ తికినాదు ల్మ యురివం పురాణ్యవళుల్ 
తెనుగుం జేయుచు మతుపరాకృత్ శుభాధకాంబు ద్మనెటిదాో 
తెనుగుం జేయరు మ్మనున భాగవత్మ్మన్ దీనిం ద్నింగించి నా  
నా జన్న్ంబున్ సఫలంబు జేసెద బున్రనా్ుంబు లేకుండగన్” - భాగ.1.21. 

అని జనాుంత్రమ్మలలో చేసిన్ పుణావిశేషమ్మ వలన్ భాగవత్మ్మను తెనిగించే అపూరవమైన్ అవకాశ్ం లభించిందని, ఇపుపడీ 
భాగవత్మ్మను రచించటం ద్మవరా పున్రాన్ు లేకుండా  ఈ జన్ుమ్మను సఫలం చేసుకుంటాన్ని తెలిపాడు. జీవులు పూరవజన్ు 
కరాునుభవాలను వాసనారూపంగా ఉత్రి జన్ులకు  తెచుాకుంటూ ఉంటారు. ఆవిధంగా జన్ుపరంపరలు కలుగుతూ ఉండటం, 
పరమాత్ును ఆశ్రయించి జన్ురహితాానిన పందటం అనే సిద్మంితానిన అద్వవత్ం అంగీకరిసుంిద.   
 ఈ విధంగా పోత్న్ కృతాాదలోని మూడు పద్మాలలో కైవలామ్మ, భవహరమ్మ, పున్రాన్ు లేకుండా జన్ుమ్మను సఫలమ్మ 
చేసుకోవటం అన్టం ద్మవరా పోత్న్ ఆశించిన్ద మోక్షమని తెలుసుింద. 
 
5.2. సంభాషణలు : 

 భాగవత్ం శుకపరీక్షితుిల, సూత్శౌన్కాద మహరుుల సంభాషణ్యరూపమైన్ కృషణసంకీరిన్మ్మ. శుకబ్రహురిు పరీక్షితుిన్కు 
భాగవత్మ్మను వరిణంచిన్ విధ్యన్మ్మను సూతుడు శౌన్కుడు మొదలైన్ మహరుులకు నైమిశారణాంలో వివరించాడు. 
 లోకంలో మాన్వులకు శాశ్వతాన్ంద్మనిన కలిగించేద ఏదో ద్మనిని తెలుపుమని శౌన్కాద మహరుులు సూతుని అడుగగా 
సూతుడు హరిగుణకీరినానురూపమైన్ భాగవత్మ్మను శుకమహరిు పరీక్షితుిన్కు తెలిపిన్  పదతిిలో వివరిస్విడు. 
 “ఆరూపుండయి చిద్మత్ుకుండయి పరగు జీవునికిం బ్రమేశ్వరు మాయాగుణంబులైన్ మహద్మద రూపంబుల చేత్ 
నాత్ుస్వథన్ంబుగా సూథల శ్రీరంబు విరచిత్ంబైన్, గగన్ంబున్ందు బ్వనాశ్రిత్ మేఘసమూహంబును, గాలియందు 
బారిథవధూళిధూసరత్వంబును నేరీతి నారీతి ద్రషయాగు నాత్ు యందు దృశ్ాత్వంబు బుదమింతులు గాని వారిచేత్ నారోపింపంబ్డు.” 
అని చపాపడు.  
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జీవుడు ఆకారమ్మ లేనివాడే. మరి రకరకమ్మలైన్ రూపమ్మలతో, రకరకమ్మలైన్ పేరలతో ఎలా విడ్డవిడ్డగా  కన్పడుతునానడు? అంటే అదే 
పరమేశ్వరుని మాయాశ్కిి. సృషిా చేయాలనే ఈశ్వరుని సంకలపం నుండ్డ జనించిన్ద మాయ. మహతుి, అహంకారం, 
శ్బ్దసపరిరూపరసగంధమ్మలనే పంచ త్నాుత్రలు, ఈ త్నాుత్రల గుణమ్మలు కలిగిన్ ఆకాశ్వాయవగినజలభూమ్మలనే పంచ భూతాలు, 
వాకాపణిపాదపాయూపసథలనే పంచ కర్వుంద్రియాలు, శ్రవణత్వచనేత్రజిహావనాసికలనే పంచ జాానేంద్రియాలు, మన్సుస అనేవి 
మహద్మదులు. మహద్మదుల వలన్ సత్వరజసిమోగుణమ్మలతో జీవుడు సూథల శ్రీరం కలిగిన్వానిగా కన్పడుతునానడు. ఒకే వజ్రమ్మ 
అనేక కాంతి ర్వఖలను వెదజలిలన్ట్లల, ఒకే సూరుాని నుండ్డ అనేక కాంతి కిరణమ్మలు ప్రసరించిన్ట్లల, మాయ ఆవరించిన్ జీవునికి ఒకే 
బ్రహుమ్మ అనేక రూపమ్మలైన్ త్న్లాంటి జీవులుగా కన్పడుతునానడు. ఆకాశ్ంలోని మేఘంలో పిలలలు తామ్మ ఊహించిన్ ఆకారమ్మను 
చూస్విరు. ‘యద్మువం త్దువతి’ అన్నట్లల జీవులు త్మను జీవునిగా భావిస్వి త్మయందు జీవుని, త్మను బ్రహుమ్మగా భావిస్వి 
త్మయందు పరబ్రహుమ్మను దరిిస్విరు. అడవి నుండ్డ త్పిపపోయిన్ సింహపు  పిలల మాన్వుల చేతులోల పడ్డ శాకాహారియై త్న్ను 
మనిషిగా భావించుకుంట్లంద. అదే మరొక సింహం చేసిన్ ప్రబోధంతో తెలివి తెచుాకొని త్న్ సహజ జాాన్మ్మను పందుతుంద. అలాగే 
జీవుని అవసథ కూడా ఉంట్లంద. కారణం పరమేశ్వరుని మయాశ్కిి వలన్ కలిగిన్ ఆవిదా. అదే అజాాన్ం. భూమి నుండ్డ పైకి లేచిన్ ధూళి 
కణమ్మలు గాలితో కూడ్డ బూడ్డద రంగు కల మేఘమ్మల వల ఆకాశ్ంలో కన్పడుతూ ఉంట్లంద కద్మ. అలాగే, చిత్ సవరూపుడు అయిన్ 
ఆత్ుయందు లేని లక్షణమ్మలు ఆరోపింపబ్దుతాయి. ఆవిదా వలన్ ఉన్న బ్రహుమ్మ లేన్ట్లలగాను, లేని జగతుి ఉన్నట్లలగాను కన్పడుతూ 
ఉంట్లంద. దీనినే శ్ంకరభగవతాపదులు మిథాాజాాన్ం అనానరు. ప్రయత్నపూరవకమ్మగా స్వధన్ చేసి ఆతాునాత్ువివేకమ్మతో సత్ామ్మను 
గ్రహించిన్ జీవుడు బ్రహు సవరూపమ్మను పంద, కట్ట ాలేకుండానే మండే అగిన వల ప్రకాశిస్విడు. ఇలా జీవుడు సవసవరూప జానా్ం పంద 
బ్రహుత్వం స్వధంచటమే అద్వవత్ం. ద్మనికి మొదటి మ్మట్లా భకిి. ఇద భాగవత్ం చపేప పరమారథం. 
 
5.2.1 శుక - పరీక్షిత్్తల సంభాషణ:       

 శుక మహరిుని పరీక్షితు ి కొనిన ప్రశ్నలు అడ్డగాడు. అవి : 1. సకల భూత్ సంసరగ శూన్ామైన్ ఆత్ుకు భూత్ సంసరగం 
ఏవిధంగా కలిగింద? 2. అద నిష్టిరణమ్మగానా? లేక కరుమ్మను బ్టిా కలిగింద్మ? 3. పరంజ్యాతి సవరూపుడైన్ విష్యణమూరిికి, బ్రహుకు 
భేదమ్మ ఏమైనా ఉంద్మ? లేద్మ? 4. భకిి వలన్ మ్మకిి ఏవిధంగా కలుగుతుంద? 5. జీవుడు దేహ సంబ్ంధమ్మ వలన్ మాయకు లోబ్డ్డ 
ఉంటాడు. మరి భగవంతుడు కూడా శ్రీరధ్యరి అయిన్పుపడు ఆ దేహ సంబ్ంధమ్మ వలన్ వలన్ మాయకు లోబ్డ్డ ఉంటాడా? అంటే 
దేహభ్రంతి దేవున్కు కూడా ఉంద్మ? ఈ ప్రశ్నలకు భాగవత్ం ద్మవరా సందేహ నివృతిి కలుగుతుంద. 
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“జీవుడు సుజాాన్ సవరూపుడు. అట్లవంటి జీవునికి దేహమ్మతో సంబ్ంధం ఈశ్వరమాయ లేకుండా కలుగదు. శ్రీహరి యొకి 
యోగమాయాప్రభావం వలన్ జీవుడు పాంచభౌతిక శ్రీరం పందుతాడు, శ్రీరం కారణంగా నేను, నాద అన్న అహంకారంతో 
సంస్వరమ్మన్ందు త్గులుకొంటాడు. పుటం పెటిాన్ మేలిమి బ్ంగారమైనా ధూళి చేత్ కపపబ్డ్డన్పుపడు ద్మని అసలు రూపం ఎలా 
మరుగుపడ్డ ఉంట్లందో, అలాగే మాయ ఆవరించి ఉన్న జీవుడు త్న్ సవరూప జాాన్మ్మను కోలోపతాడు. అత్నికి భగవదుకిి యోగమ్మతో 
మ్మకిి కలుగుతుంద. జీవుడు అవిదా వలన్ కరుల న్నుసరించి అసత్ామైన్ దేహసంబ్ంధం కలవాడవుతునానడు. కాన భగవంతుడు తాను 
సృజించిన్ నిజమాయా ప్రభావమ్మన్కు లోను కాక త్న్ ఇచాతో కలిపంచుకొన్న ల్మలా విగ్రహధ్యరియై ఉంద, మాయకు లోనైన్ వారికి 
తాను కూడా శ్రీర సంబ్ంధమైన్ కరులను అనుభవిసుిన్నట్లల భ్రమింపచేస్విడు. రంగుల కళళదదమ్మలను ధరించిన్ వారికి లోకమంతా 
అదే రంగులో కనిపించిన్ట్లల మాయలో నిమగనమైన్ ఉన్న జీవునికి పరమాతుుడు కూడా మాయకు లోబ్డ్డ ఉన్నట్లల కనిపిసుంిద. 
 ఇందులో ఒక విశేషం ఉంద. జీవులందరూ శ్రీరాధ్యరులైన్ందువలల ఆ శ్రీరమ్మతో పాట్ల వచిాన్ సుఖ దుుఃఖమ్మలను 
అనుభవిసుింటారు. కేవల భౌతికాపేక్ష కలిగిన్ జీవులతో పాట్ల, పరమాత్ును ఆశ్రయించిన్ జీవులు కూడా సుఖమ్మలను 
అనుభవిసుింటారు. అయితే, భగవదుకుిలు కానివారు ఇహలోకమ్మలో సుఖమ్మలను అనుభవించిన్ త్రావత్ వారి కరాునుభవమ్మను 
బ్టిా ఫలిత్మ్మలను, జన్న్ మరణమ్మలను పందుతుంటారు. పరమాత్ును ఆశ్రయించిన్ జీవులు భగవదుకిి చేత్ కలిగిన్ జాాన్మ్మతో 
పరమపదమ్మను చేరి ఆన్ంద్మనుభూతిని శాశ్వత్మ్మగా పందగలుగుతారు. ఇద ఇదదరికీ భేదమ్మ. ఈ బ్రహుజాాన్మ్మను విదత్ం 
చేయటానికే ఆత్ుకు ఆధ్యాతిుకమ్మ, అధదైవికమ్మ, ఆధభౌతికమ్మ అనే తాపత్రయమ్మ కలిపంచబ్డ్డంద. ఈ విధంగా శుక పరీక్షితుిల 
సంభాషణలో అద్వవత్ం ప్రతిషిఠంపబ్డ్డంద. 
 
5.2.2 విదుర - మవ త్రర యుల సంభాషణ: 

 ఇందులో త్త్ివవిచారం ఇమిడ్డ ఉంద. విదురుడు, మైత్రేయుని కాలసవరూపానిన గురించి, శ్రీమనానరాయణుని 
విరాటసవరూపమ్మను గురించి ప్రశినస్విడు. అపుపడు మైత్రేయుడు ఇలా చపాపడు : 

“తెఱగొపప న్ఖిల విశ్వమ్మ 
బురుషోత్ిమ్మ మాయ చేత్ బుట్లంా బెరుగున్ 
విరతిం బొందుచు నుండుం 
గర మరిథం భూత్ భావి కాలమ్మ లందున్”      - భాగ.3.343.   
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 “ఈ సృషికాి పూరవం వెలుపల మొదలు, తుద లేని ఒక త్త్ివం ఉంద. ఆ త్త్ివమే ఈ సృషికాి మూలం. ఇరవై నాలుగు 
గుణ్యలు, పద ఇంద్రియాలు, పంచభూతాలు పరమాత్ును ఆశ్రయించి ఉంటాయి. ఆయన్ జగనినరాుణ సమయంలో త్గిన్ట్లలగా వాటిని 
స్వవకరించి, త్న్ను తాను సృషింాచుకునానడు. కాబ్టి ాతాను సృషింాచిన్ లోకాలనినంటిలోనూ తానే ఉంటాడు. విశ్వమ్మన్కు కారణమూ, 
కారామూ కూడా పరమాతుుడే. పరమాత్ు యొకి బాహిర సవరూపమే ఈ విశ్వమ్మ.” 
 “ఈ విధంగా భగవంతుడు చేస్వ సృషి ాకారాానికి అంత్ం అనేద లేదు. అద కొన్స్వగుతూనే ఉంట్లంద. ఈ సృషి ాచేయటానికి 
ఆయన్కు మరొక వసుివుతో పని లేదు. లౌకిక జగతుిలో ఒక వసుివును త్యారు చేయటానికి మూడు కారణ్యలు ఉంటాయి. 1. 
ఉపాద్మన్ కారణమ్మ. 2. సమవాయ కారణమ్మ. 3. నిమిత్ి కారణమ్మ. ఒక కుండను రూపందంచటానికి మటి ాకావాలి. అద ఉపాద్మన్ 
కారణమ్మ. కుండగా రూపందంచటం సమవాయ కారణం. కుండను చేస్వవాడు నిమిత్ి కారణం. కాన, ఈ జగనినరాుణ్యనికి ఆ 
కారణ్యలు అవసరం లేడు. అనిన కారణ్యల్చ, అనన కారాాల్చ తానే అయి ఉంటాడు”. అని చపాపడు. విశ్వం అంతా ఒకే పరబ్రహు 
సవరూపమని, పరబ్రహుమ్మ కంటే వేరైన్ రండవ వసుివు ఏద లేదని అద్వవత్ం తెలుపుతుంద. 
 
నిజానికి “శ్రీకైవలా పదంబు చేరుటకునై చింతించదన్” అని పోత్న్ అన్టంలోనే మహాభాగవత్ స్వరాశ్మంతా ధవనిసోింద కాబ్టిా 
భాగవత్ం మొత్ంి అద్వవత్ త్త్ివ ప్రతిపాద్మత్ుకమైన్ కావామని చపపటానికి ఇంత్కంటే రుజువు వేర్వ అవసరమ్మ లేదని 
అద్వవత్వాదులంటారు. కాన ఇందులోని ఆఖ్యాన్మ్మలను, వృతాింత్మ్మలను పరిశీలిస్వి, కేవలం అద్వవత్ం మాత్రమే కాక విశిష్టాద్వవత్, 
ద్వవత్, స్వంఖా, చారావక మొదలైన్ త్త్ివమ్మల ఛాయలు కూడా కన్బ్డుతాయి. ఇపుపడు అద్వవత్ంతో పాట్ల గోచరించే ఇత్ర 
సిద్మింత్మ్మలను పరిశీలిద్మదం. 
 
6. పోతన భాగ్వతంలో అద్వ ైత్రతర సిద్ఘధ ంతములు: 

 
6.1 విశిషా్టద్వ ైతం : 

 విశిష్టాద్వవతానిన భగవద్రామానుజులు ఉపదేశించారు. అద్వవత్మైనా కొనిన భేద్మలతో అద్వవత్ం కంట్ట కొంత్ భిన్నంగా 
ఉంట్లంద. పరమాత్ులో జీవాత్ు ఐకాానిన విశిష్టాద్వవత్ం అంగీకరిసుింద.  విశిష్టాద్వవత్ంలో జీవేశ్వరులు ప్రకృతి పురుష్యలుగా ఉంటారు. 
ఆచారుాని ద్మవరా జీవాత్ు పరమాతుుని చేరుతుంద. అద్వవత్ంలో ఆచారుాని సహాయం అవసరమే గాన త్పపనిసరి కాదు. ఇద భేదం. 
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విష్యణవు ఒకిడే పరమాత్ు అని బోధసుంిద. ఇత్రులను దైవమ్మలుగా అంగీకరించదు. విష్యణపారమామ్మను బోధంచుట విశిష్టదా్వవత్ం చేత్ 
విశిష్టాద్వవత్మే శ్రీవైషణవ మత్ంగా ప్రసిది పందంద.  
 
6.1.1 పరీక్షిత్్త - శుక సంభాషణ: 

 మోక్షారిథ అయిన్ పరీక్షితుి శుక బ్రహురిుని-  
‘ఏమి చింతించిన్ నేమి జపించిన్ నేమి గావించిన్ నేమి వినిన్ 
నేమి స్వవించిన్ నెన్నCడు సంస్వర పదతిిC బాసిన్ పదవి గలుగు?’  - భాగ.1.525. 

ఏమి ధ్యానిస్వి, ఏమి జపిస్వి, ఏమి చేస్వి,  ఏమి వింటే, ఏమి స్వవిస్వి, ఎపుపడు సంస్వర బ్ంధమ్మల నుండ్డ విమ్మకిి కలుగుతుంద?  అని 
పరీక్షితుి ఆరు ప్రశ్నలడ్డగాడు. ఈ ఆరు ప్రశ్నలకు శుకుడు మహావిష్యణవును సమాధ్యన్ంగా చూపించాడు. 

“........... సరావత్ుకుడు మహావిభవుడు విష్యణ డీశు డాకరిణంపన్ 
స్వవింపను వరిణంపను భావింపను భావుా డభవభాజికి న్ధపా!           - భాగ.2.4. 

‘మోక్షాపేక్ష గలవానికి సరావత్ులలో నెలకొన్నవాడు, గొపప వైభవం గలవాడు, సరవవాాపకుడు అయిన్ విష్యణవే స్వవించటానికి, 
వరిణంచటానికి, భావించటానికి త్గిన్వాడు’ అని చపిప అందుకు త్గిన్ట్లలగా భాగవత్ం వినిపించాడు. 

“హరి మయమ్మ విశ్వమంత్యు హరి విశ్వమయుండు సంశ్యమ్మ పని లేద్మ 
హరి మయమ్మ గాని ద్రవామ్మ, పరమాణువు లేదు వంశ్పావన్! వింటే”  - భాగ.2.17. 

మహావిష్యణవు త్పప విశ్వమ్మలో మరొకటి లేదు అని చపపటంలో విశిష్టాద్వవత్ం వాకిమవుతుంద. 
 
6.2. ద్వ ైతం :  

 ద్వవత్ం అన్గా రండు వేరు వేరుగా ఉన్నవి అని అరథం. ‘దేవ జతే గతే యసిున్ సిత్ ద్వవత్ం’ అని ద్వవత్మ్మన్కు నిరవచన్ం. 
దేవుడు వేరు, జీవుడు వేరు అని ప్రతిపాదంచేద ద్వవత్ం. ద్వవత్ మత్ స్వథపకులు ఆన్ంద తీరుథలు అను నామాంత్రమ్మ గల మధ్యవచారుాలు. 
మోక్షమంటే జీవాత్ు పరమాత్ుకు చేరువ కావటమే. ఆనిన విషయాలలోనూ పరమాత్ు కంటే చాలా త్కుివ స్వథయిలో ఉండ్డ పరమాత్ును 
దరిిసూి ఉంట్లంద. కాన జీవాత్ుపరమాత్ులు ఒకిటి కావటం మాత్రం అసంభవం. శ్రీమనానరాయణుడే సరోవత్ిమ్మడు అనేద ద్వవత్ 
మత్ సిద్మింత్ం. 
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6.2.1 పరీక్షిత్్త - శుక సంభాషణ: 

“........ యత్ని స్వవింప న్గు గాక యన్ాస్వవ, 
గలుగనేరవు కైవలా గౌరవమ్మలు..........”  - భాగ.2.18. 

కేవలమ్మ విష్యణవును స్వవిస్వి మాత్రమే కైవలాం కలుగుతుంద గాని ఇత్ర దేవత్లను స్వవిస్వి మోక్షం సిదించదు”.   అని శుకుడు 
పరీక్షిన్ుహారాజుతో చపుతాడు. 
 
6.2.2 గ్జంద్ర మోక్షం:   

 గజేంద్ర మోక్షణమ్మలో ఏనుగు మొసలి న్నట చికిి చాలా సంవత్సరమ్మలు పోరాడ్డంద. చివరకు త్న్ బ్లమ్మ  చాలదని 
గ్రహించి పూరవజన్ులో చేసిన్ పుణా విశేషమ్మ చేత్ పరమాతుుడు ఒకడు ఉనానడని, అత్డే త్న్ను రక్షించగలడని తెలుసుకొని ఆ 
పరమేశ్వరుని శ్రణు వేడ్డంద. “........  అరక్షిత్ రక్షకుండైన్ యీశ్వరుం ద్మపనునం డైన్ న్నునం గాచు గాక యని నింగి నికిి చూచుచు 
నిటూారుపలు నిగిడ్డంచుచు బ్యలాలకించుచు ......: మొఱ పెట్లాకొంద.  
 ఇకిడ గజేంద్రుడు ప్రతేాకంగా బ్రహు అని, విష్యణవు అని, మహేశ్వరుడు అని ఏ ఒకి దేవుని పేరును ప్రస్వివించకుండా 
‘దీనులపాలిటి కలిగిన్వాడు త్న్ను రక్షించుగాక’ అని ప్రారిథంచాడు. గజేంద్రమోక్షణంలో ఉన్న వైచిత్రి ఏమంటే, గజేంద్రుని ప్రారథన్లో  
అంతా అద్వవత్ం వినిపిసుంిద. 

“ఎవవనిచే జనించు, జగమ్మవవని లోపల నుండు ల్మన్మై, 
యెవవని యందు డ్డందు బ్రమేశ్వరుడెవవడు, మూల కారణం 
బెవవ డనాద మధా లయుడెవవడు సరవమ్మ తాన్ యైన్ వా 
డెవవడు వాని నాత్ుభవు నశ్వరునే శ్రణంబు వేడెద్న్”    - భాగ.8 .73. 

విశ్వం పుట్లాక, ఉనికి, తుద అనినటికీ కారణమైన్వాడు, ఆత్ుభవుడు ఒకిడే. ఇత్రమ్మ లేని వానిని గజేంద్రుడు ప్రారిథంచాడు. కాన 
అంత్లోనే -   

‘’విశ్వమయత్ లేమి వినియు  నూరక యుండ్డ రంబుజాసనాదు లడపిడక 
విశ్వమయుడు విభుడు విష్యణండు జిష్యణండు భకిియుతున్ కడ ిపడ దలచ’’   - భాగ.8 .94. 

బ్రహాుద దేవత్లకు విశ్వమంతా నిండ్డ ఉండే శ్కిి లేక వారు గజేంద్రుని మొర విని కూడా రక్షించకుండా ఊరకు నానరు. మహావిష్యణవు 
విశ్వమయుడు, ప్రభువు కాబ్టిా గజేంద్రుని రక్షించటానికి పూనుకొనానడని పోత్న్ వరిణంచాడు. ఇకిడ ఇత్ర దేవత్లకన్న విష్యణవే 
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అధకుడని చపపబ్డ్డంద. ఈ సందరుంలో దేవత్లందరికన్న సరోవత్ిమ్మడు మహావిష్యణవు అన్న ద్వవత్ సిద్మింత్ం నిరూపణ అవుతోంద. 
విశిష్టాద్వవత్ం ఇత్ర దేవత్ల ఉనికిని ఖండ్డంచలేదు. అందరిలోనూ విష్టణవధకామ్మతో పాట్ల విష్టణవద్వవత్మ్మను విశిష్టాద్వవత్ం ప్రకటిసుింద. 
శ్రీహరి చేత్ రక్షింపబ్డ్డన్ గజరాజు హరి కరసపరి చేత్ విగత్పాపుడై అజాాన్ం పోయి విష్యణవు రూపు పంద స్వరూపా మోక్షమ్మను 
పంద్మడు. గజేంద్రుడు విష్యణవులో ల్మన్ం కాలేదు. విష్యణ రూపుడై విష్యణవు కంటే భిన్నంగా ఉనానడు. గజేంద్రమోక్షణంలో అద్వవత్ంతో పాట్ల 
ద్వవత్ భావం కూడా ప్రకటింపబ్డ్డంద. 
 
6.3 జవ నం : 

 వైదక మత్మ్మలోని కొనిన ఆచారమ్మలను నిరసిసూి ఆవిరువించిన్వి బౌది జైన్ మత్మ్మలు. జైన్ మత్మ్మలో 24 మంద 
తీరథంకరులు ఉంటారు. వారిలో ఋషభదేవుడు అని పిలువబ్డే వృషభనాథుడు మొదటి తీరథంకరుడు. భాగవత్ంలో వృష్టభావతారం 
అంటే ఋషభదేవుడే.  జైన్పురాణమైన్ ఆదపురాణంలో ఋషభదేవుని కథలు వరిణంపబ్డిాయి. భాగవత్ంలో పరమాతుుని ఏకవింశ్తి 
అవతారమ్మలలో 8 వ అవతారం వృష్టభావతారం. 
 
6.3.1 వృషభావతారం: 

 భాగవత్ంలోని దవతీయ సింధంలో “అగీనధ్రుండను వానికి “నాభి” యనువాడుదయించ, న్త్నికి మేరుదేవి యను 
నామాంత్రంబు గల “సుదేవి” యందు హరి వృషభావతారంబు నంద జడసవభావంబైన్ యోగంబు ద్మలిా ప్రశాంతాంత్ుః 
కరణుండును, బ్రిమ్మకిసంగుండునునై పరమ హంస్వభిగమాం బ్యిన్ పదం బిద యని మహరుులు పలుకుచుండం జరించ” అని 
వృషభావతారమ్మ పేరొిన్బ్డ్డంద.         
 
6.4. పర కృతి ఆరాధన: 

వ్రేపలలలో త్రత్రాలుగా సకాలంలో వాన్లు కురిసి, పాడ్డపంటలతో గోకులం వరిిలలటం కోసం ఇంద్రయాగం చేయటం ఆచారం. 
ఇంద్రయాగం చేయాలనే ఆలోచన్తో ఉన్న న్ందుని వదదకు శ్రీకృష్యణడు వచిా త్మకు, త్మ గోసంపదకు సకల గ్రాసమ్మను, ఓషధులను 
ఇచేా కలపత్రువు వంటి గోవరిన్ పరవతానిన పూజించుద్మమని వారిచేత్ గోవరిన్గిరి పూజ చేయిస్విడు. ఇంద్రయాగం వైదకమైన్ క్రతువు. 
గోవరిన్గిరి పూజ వేద్మలలో లేని ప్రకృతి ఆరాధనా విధ్యన్ం. ఈ విధంగా కృష్యణడే సవయంగా వేదోకిమైన్ కరులనుండ్డ వారిని ప్రకృతి 
ఆరాధన్ వైపు మళిలంచాడు. దీనికి ఒక కారణ్యనిన మన్ం ఊహించవచుా. అదేమంటే, వ్రేపలలలోని ప్రజలు నేలను, న్మ్ముకున్నవారు. 
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